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The purpose of this index is to provide a subject guide to the SDSU Collegian. Included are all articles written by
the staff as well as wire-service news stories. Excluded are brief announcements, notices, and minor sport events.
This issue cumulates two publishingyears, September 1980-July 1982.A future index also willbe publishedbien
nially at the end of every other academic year, including any summer issues.
Although this is a computer-assisted index, subject headings are not automatically assigned from key-words out
of headlines. Whenever the headline words do not accurately reflect the content of the article, appropriate subject
heading(s) are assigned. Names of the editor, columnists, and staff writers on the opinion page are included in sub
ject headings. Excluded are names of letter writers (to the editor) and other reporters.
Subject entries are limited to eighteen characters, including spacing. Thus, abbreviations and incomplete
headings are sometimes necessary. For example. Student Association Elections are listed as SA-Elections. A cross
reference is made whenever necessary, for example. Student Association see SA. Place names in subject entries are
also abbreviated to save space (cities and states in two letters; counties in three letters) but are spelled out in the
notation whenever possible—e.g.:
Chamberof Comm—BR 801026 SDSU,Brookingsendorse Mutual SoundingBoard.
The following abbreviations are used throughout the index:
* An asterisk at the beginning of a notation indicates that an illustration accompanies the story.
(L) At the end of a notation denotes a letter to the editor.
(Ed) At the end of a notation denotes an editorial.
( ) Whenever space allows, a reporter's name is included in parenthesis at the end of notation.
Instructions For Use
Subject headings are arranged alphabetically under each main heading. The entries are arranged chronologically.
The input record is composed of three fields:
1. Subject headings—e.g.; SA-Elections




03 = the day
01 = the page
2 = the column
* = illustration
3. The headline notation—e.g.: "Candidates stress involvement." Thus an entry composed of the above units would
read:





SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION





ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 841128 013
841128 013




















ACADEMIC PROBATION 850213 034
























TAXATION NEEDS REFORM (MARTIN)
*URBAN BIAS FRUSTRATES ABDNOR
*ABDNOR PREPARES FOR SENATE PRIMARY
'-BALANCING BUDGET IS DIFFICULT (TOLLEFSON)
BROKEN PROMISE MAY SPLIT PARTY (L)
TABLES VOTE ON STUDENT MEMBERS (CHICOINE)
STUDENT SENATE ADOPTS OPPOSING RESOLUTION
REGENTS CHANGE CALENDAR (ERPENBACH)
FEDERATION BLASTS REGENTS' CALENDAR
INTERNS FEEL CALENDAR EFFECTS (ERPENBACH)
SA PRESIDENT LOOKING FOR FEEDBACK
READER OPPOSES NEW CALENDAR (L)
CALENDAR OPPOSED (MARTIN)
LEAVE THE CALENDAR TO BEAVER
REGENTS SHOT FROM HIP (LOVITT)
MEN ARGUE 4 POINTS AGAINST CALENDAR (L)
CALENDAR--VICTIOUS RUMOR IS TRUTH (L)
PETITION GETS SUPPORT (ERPENBACH)
ALUMNUS UPSET WITH REGENTS (L)
CALENDAR MAY HINDER GRAD STUDENTS (KRUMBACH)
RECONSIDER CALENDAR PROPOSAL
CALENDAR ISSUE, TESTS STILL UNDER CONSIDERATION
CALENDAR AFFECTS REGISTRATION (GREGERSEN)
^COMMITTEE APPROVES CALENDAR (HELLAND)
CALENDAR DECISION MADE TOO QUICKLY (ED)
FEDERATION PRESIDENT URGES STUDENT ACTION
CALENDAR CHANGES ARE SET FOR 1986-87 (MARTIN)
GPA REQUIREMENTS MAY STIFFEN (MEINERTS)
*CAMPUS COMMENTS ON CORE REQUIREMENT
CORE requirement REDUCES CHOICES (ED)
LEADERS FIGHT PROPOSED REQUIREMENT (MCBREEN)
WE HAVE NO VOICE (L)
COURSE JARGON CAUSES CONFUSION (KINNEY)
'̂ REGENTS UP CORE REQUIREMENTS
FACULTY TO DISCUSS SUBJECTS IMPORTANT (HURNEY)
$10 MILLION SUIT FILED (DUMP)
INSURER SAYS IT WON'T COVER COMMITTEE
SDSU SETTLES HOBO DAY LAWSUIT WITH KLEINS
STUDENT INJURED IN FALL FROM WINDOW
•'̂ STUDENT BACK IN THE WALK OF LIFE (STONE)
SOPHOMORE REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
FATALITIES DECREASE (HURNEY)
SDSU STUDENT DIES
SDSU PASSES RE-ACCREDITATION TEST (FULLER)
HOOPS, REGENT DISAGREE OVER REPORT RELEASE (FULLER)
TO CONSIDER CUTTING ACTIVITY FEES
ACTIVITY FEE MAY RISE (PFEIL)
NO CHANGE IN ACTIVITY FEES
SA WRESTLES WITH FEE ISSUE
ACTIVITY FEE INCREASES (BRALEY)
UNIVERSITY ADVISORY COUNCIL ADDED" (HURNEY)





















860416 071 SEARCH FOR DEAN CONTINUES (BRALEY)
850213 015 DIRECTOR EXPECTS NO ADMISSIONS CHANGE
850220 015 GENERAL REQUIREMENT CHANGE NOT DRASTIC (GREGERSEN)
851023 Oil ALUMNI OPPOSE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS (FULLER)
851030 041 REGENTS NEED TO REVIEW STANDARDS
851120 041 STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM TGIF DAYS (ED)
851204 051 REQUIREMENT WOULD LIMIT STUDENTS
860205 091 STUDENT FEDERATION OPPOSES ADMISSIONS BILL
860312 041 OPEN ADMISSIONS SHOULD BE PASSED (ED)
860319 051 OPEN ADMISSIONS POLICY PRESENTS PROBLEMS (L)
860409 086 JANKLOW KILLS BILL TO ELIMINATE REQUIREMENTS
841128 134 ^-CURIOSITY PROMPTS SEARCH (CORDTS)
860129 043 ADVERTISING PLOYS GRAB AUDIENCES
860219 041 DEWAR'S PROFILE--COLLEGE COLUMNIST
860219 043 'BODY SHOPS' ADD LURE TO PROMOTIONS
860219 061 ADVERTISING CLUB CHANGES LEVI CAMPAIGN (COGDILL)
860219 123 HERB PROVOKES VARIED ATTITUDES, VIEWS (TOLSTEDT)
860305 091 FARMERS UNION LIFTS BOYCOTT ON COORS
860423 075 LOCAL BUSINESSES ADVERTISE ON CABLE
851023 141 CALENDAR KEEPS AD CLUB BUSY •
860205 041 SHUTTLE TRAGEDY MAKES BIG NEWS (ED)
860205 043 SIMPLE RITUALS MAY SAVE MANKIND
860205 095 *THREE FLAGS FLY AT HALF-MAST
860219 051 SHUTTLE EXPLOSION CAUSES NATIONAL GRIEF (L)
860423 061 NASA ASTRONAUTS TO SPEAK AT TECHSIGNS
860430 031 TEST PILOT TELLS ABOUT SHUTTLE TRAINING (KOHLMAN)
.860430 031 ENGINEERING STUDENT SETS ASTRONOMICAL GOAL
850123 031 LANGUAGE PREVENTS- EQUALITY (CHICOINE)
851211 041 NEW SEARCH NOT NEEDED (ED)
850911 114 -'FORCES MAN TO FLEE HOMELAND
.851030 063 AFGHAN WAR SAPS RUSSIA (L)
841107 013 ^EMPLOYERS MEET AG STUDENTS (GREGERSEN)
841107 064 *GET A JOB
851030 035 AG DAY TO ATTRACT 45 COMPANIES
860416 071 SEARCH FOR DEAN CONTINUES (BRALEY)
850320 094 ACT CHAPTER CONTRIBUTES WITH WRITING
850320 071 AG COUNSELORS ADVISE FARMERS (KNECHT)
850320 074 PROJECT GAINS APPEAL IN STATE (WATSON)
851023 034 WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE INCREASING (MARCHESSEAULT)
841003 031 NEW ELECTRICAL TRACTOR FUTURE (HERTING)
841107 075 FINE PENDING FOR AG STATION VIOLATION (WENZEL)
860423 065 STATE COMMITTEE CREATED TO REVIEW PROGRAMS
841031 031 CONFERENCE INFORMS EXTENSION (GREGERSEN)
841205 092 BATTAGLIA USHERS NEW EXTENSION -IDEAS (WENZEL)-
850206 103 PEOPLE APPROACH SOUGHT FOR EXTENSION (HURNEY)
851023 013 EXTENSION SERVICE CHANGES (MADER)
860122 013 CRURAL RENAISSANCE HELPS FARM FAMILIES (MCBREEN)
860122 081 EXTENSION SERVICE CHANGES (NOLZ)
860219 081 EXTENSION SERVICE MAY RECEIVE CUTS (NOLZ)
840905 141 '"'THE STORY OF A UNIVERSITY (TULIMIERO)
840912 031 FARM LEADERS DISAGREE ON AID (KRUMBACH)
840919 141 FARMERS APPLY FOR EMERGENCY FUNDING
840926 101 WORK CONTINUES ON AG GUIDEBOOK (NEWBERGER)
841212 Oil FINANCIAL STRESS CHANGES MANY FARM LIVES (FULLER)
850116 082 PLANTING SEASON LOOKING GOOD (ENGEL)
850206 013 *FARM RALLY REFLECTS CONCERN (HURNEY)
850206 081 '•'PITCH IN
850213 Oil LEGISLATORS EXPLAIN FARM CRISIS (MCBREEN)
850213 031 '''CAMPUS COMMENTS ON FARM RALLIES



















850220 013 RADIO STATION BEGINS PROGRAM FOR FARMERS (KNECHT)
850220 041 GIVE-A-BUCK (ED)
850220 041 FARMERS SHARE PLIGHT
850227 031 RINGING BELLS SYMBOLIZE FARM CRISIS (WOLF)
850313 Oil VALUE IN STATE CONTINUES TO FALL (KNECHT)
850320 012 FORUM DISCUSSES SPIRITUAL FARM ANSWERS (WINTER)
850320 081 NEGATIVE ATTITUDES HURT FARMERS' PLIGHT
850327 071 FARM CORPORATION BILL (KNECHT)
850417 033 JANKLOW AT INTERNATIONAL AG DAY
850417 091 ACREAGE REDUCTION ENROLLMENT INCREASES (KNECHT)
850925 015 BANKRUPTCY BECOMING A REALITY FOR FARMERS (KEEN)
851002 031 BROADCASTERS MEET TO DISCUSS (KEEN)
851002 033 *AG OFFICIAL VISITS SDSU
851009 Oil FARMERS BENEFIT FROM NEW PROGRAM (GREGERSEN)
851016 081 NO FARMAID MONEY (HURNEY) •
851113 016 AG CRISIS EXPANDS JOB FIELD (MARCHESSEAULT)
851113 035 STATE'S TWO AG SURVEYS MEASURE
851211 084 GIVE MONEY TO FARM FAMILIES
860115 015 AG CRISIS, BUDGET TO RECEIVE PRIORITY
860122 013 CRURAL RENAISSANCE HELPS FARM FAMILIES (MCBREEN)
860122 041 MORATORIUM WILL HELP SD FARMERS
860122 094 ''-URBAN BIAS FRUSTRATES ABDNOR
860129 071 LENDERS GROW MORE CONSERVATIVE (NOLZ)
860129 071 PCA'S MERGE TO BECOME MORE EFFICIENT (MUELLER)
860219 035 SA SENATE ATTENDS AUCTION IN SUPPORT OF FAI^ CRISIS
860305 Oil ''-FARMERS VENT CONCERN AT RALLY (MCBREEN)
860305 041 THURSDAY RALLY WAS NOT ENOUGH (ED)
860305 081. LAWMAKERS KILL FARM FORECLOSURE BILL (MUELLER)
860305 091 FARMERS UNION LIFTS BOYCOTT ON COORS
860305 121 '''JUST MEMORIES FOR YA NOW (FULLER)
860319 016 FARM BILLS MAY HELP AG CRISIS
860423 015 SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE TO SPEAK AT SDSU
860507 075 LAND PRICES DECLINE, LOANS HARDER TO OBTAIN
841128 Oil ECONOMIST SEES TREND (FULLER)
841128 075 CHALLENGES FOR GRADS (ERICKSON)
841205 Oil FARM ECONOMY HURST RURAL TOWNS (FULLER)
850220 013 TAXATION NEEDS REFORM (MARTIN) .
850918 015 FARM CREDIT SYSTEM SEEKS BAILOUT (KEEN)
860423 071 FARM SUICIDE STUDY TO EXPLAIN CAUSES
840912 101 '''OLD-TIMERS PROVIDE ALTERNATIVES (CORDTS)
860430 081 SENIOR CITIZENS PARTICIPATE IN OLYMPICS (TOLLEFSON)
SEE AG, FARMS & FARMING
850925 041 AIDS DISEASE HITS SOUTH DAKOTA (ED)
851009 061 FORUM SPEAKERS DISCUSS AIDS (MADER)
851113 084 AREA GAYS REFUTE AIDS PANIC (HURNEY)
850918 041 FRIENDLY SKIES CAN OFTEN TURN NASTY
860122 094 PRICE CUT BOOSTS TICKET SALES
850327 071 '''FLYIN' LOW
841017 084 ALCOHOLIC VIEWS SHOULD FORM EARLY
841107 063 SENATE APPROVES PLAN TO ENFORCE ALCOHOL POLICY
850313 075 ALCOHOL, DRUG USE TARGETED BY PROGRAM (HURNEY)
SEE GASOHOL
851009 023 GROUP HELPS ADULT KIDS OF ALCOHOLICS (PFEIL)
851113 081 COUNSELORS HELP PEOPLE COPE (LAACK)
850206 191 '''SEASON FRUSTRATES ALESCH (LARSON)
850123 071 '̂ 'FOOD PANTRY SUPPLIES ARE UP (LAACK)
851204 . 042 ALL HELP MAKE ALGONA WONDERFUL
850327 123 '''WOMEN'S SQUAD (LARSON)
840926 071 '^ALUMNI, STUDENTS WORK TO ENHANCE SDSU










































































































































>*W0RLDLY£NEWS via shortwave (EMERY)
'''STUDENTS SPEED TO SAVE LIVES
-jEMT'S do more than drive (L)
AMIDEI--POVERTY HURT BY ATTITUDES (WINTER)
S'TIJDENT INJUfeD IN FALL FROM WINDOW
"SOPHOMORE REMAINS IN CRITICAL CONDITION
-'''ACTING ADMINISTRATORS FILL POSTS (CHEONG)
'''EXPERT SAYS EXPERIMENT NECESSARY (WISHARD)
^METEORITE SEARCH TO ANTARCTICA
READER PLANS 'FREEZE WEEKEND' (L)
LOGIC MANDATES FREEZE VOTE (L)
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE CAN DEAL WITH ARMS RACE (BARNETT)
'SPERRY PAIR' PRAISED (L)
PROTEST SHOWS CARE, CONCERN (L)
PROFITS PROVIDE MOTIVE FOR AMERICA (L)
SENATE ADOPTS. APARTHEID RESOLUTION
Upland places in piano competition (chicoine)
."'STUDEN'T STARTS RENTAL (TOLLEFSON)
^PERSISTENCE•PAYS OFF (LEHECKA)
PONCE DE LEON PAINTS HILLS (SWORD)
RITZ GALLERY FEATURES SD ARTISTS (JENSEN)
'''MURAL EXPRESSES THOUGHTS
MORGAN EXHIBITS TALENT
FEATURE'WATERCOLQRS IN RITZ (FERGUSON)
SD ARTISTS DISPLAY SCULPTURES
-'NO. 67--MILITARY AFFECTS WORK
•'ARTIST'S WORK CAPTURES QUALITY (LESINSKI)
'''ARTIST EARNS LIVING PAINTING MINIATURE (VANBRIESEN)
MAC OPENS NEW EXHIBIT
ARTIST--COMPUTERS USEFUL IN ART
'''EXHIBIT--SAD PHOTO OF PATHETIC-LOOKING BOY
FACULTY ART EXHIBIT (TULIMIERO)
NEW DIRECTION FOR VISUAL ARTS (KNUTSON)
ART DISPLAY FOCUSES ON MEDIA (STREI)
MENDELSON'S UNIQUE WORK (TODD)
•'STUDENTS USE TECHNOLOGY TO AID CREATIVITY
•'FOLLOWING AN ANCIENT ART
CLUB MEMBERS KEEP ART ALIVE (WELSH)
•ELECTIONS. EXPOSE LIFE (SWORD)
EXPRESSIONIST ANGLES COLOR RITZ GALLERY
JOKES, XS, 3M TAPE
PERSIAN CLUB UNVEILS PRICELESS ART
CUMBER TO DISPLAY ARTWORK IN SOLBERG
SHOW PAIRS HISTORY WITH HOPE (DAVIDSON)
''̂ JURY SELECTS.OUTSTANDING ART (PINT)
'•COLORING BOOK CAPTURES SDSU LIFE (FEUERSTEIN)
FIVE SENIORS DISPLAY RESULTS OF EDUCATION (PINT)
UNION ART APPRAISED (DAVIDSON)
REVIEW COVERS FANTASY, TOUCH, BOREDOM (DAVIDSON)
LIFE OF 'OAKWOOD' QUESTIONED (SWORD)
FACULTY PREPARE ART EXHIBIT
SHOPPING;BAG ART FEATURED IN UNION (BRUSH)
'''EXHIBI'TtDISPLAYS FACULTY WORKS (FERGUSON)
STUART, EDIE EXHIBIT ART (FERGUSON)
'̂ 'SHOPPING BAG' ART (FERGUSON)
FACULTY ARTS EXHIBIT REACHES FINALE SUNDAY
LIFE ON THE FARM (TOLSTEDT)
•'CARD art sports GAGS, POP-OUTS





















860115 101 STUDENT ART EXHIBIT OPENS (CHICOINE)
860122 131 '"-DUNN'S WORK DONATED
860212 014 SENATE ZERO FUNDS FINE ARTS
860212 034 ARTS FESTIVAL PLANNED (BRALEY)
860219 091 *ANTI-NUKE EXHIBIT ON DISPLAY IN USU (VANBRIESEN)
860219 095 *100 LINES
860219 104 NEOCLASSICISM DEVELOPER SLATED FOR EXHIBIT
860226 124 LES ARTS--MARCH CALENDAR
860305 101 '"-PROFESSOR DISPLAYS FINE ART, GRAPHICS (VANBRIESEN)
860319 104 *PIRANESI'S VIEWS OF ROME
860409 104 EVENING FOR ARTS RAISES FUNDS (VAN BRIESEN)
850220 071 SEARCH FOR NEW DEAN (DECKER)
851120 Oil *RUNNING FOR DEAN POSITION (HELLAND)
851120 074 FIVE VIE FOR DEAN OF ARTS POST
851211 041 NEW SEARCH NOT NEEDED (ED)
860115 015 DEAN FINALISTS NAMED
860319 Oil WAGNER APPOINTS ARTS & SCIENCES DEAN
840912 084 EXHIBITION OPENS
840919 083 'WERA MARGHAB, A 'BIRD OF PARADISE' (CUD)'
850501 095 ARTS CENTER PLANS (SWORD)
841024 153 *MINNESOTANS RAKE IN HONORS'
841128 191 ASP'S ALL-AMERICAN PERFORMANCE (GOHEEN)
860423 131 COLLEGE ASTRONOMY ENTICES FIFTH-GRADER (KOURI)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETES
FORMER ATHLETE THANKFUL FOR AWARD (L)
SEE ALSO INTRAMURALS, SPORTS, NAMES OF ATHLETICS
071 INVESTIGATION CLEARS SDSU ATHLETICS
151 '"-FORMER FOOTBALL PLAYER
151 *ATHLETIC COMMITTEE PROPOSES FEE INCREASE (LARSON)
161 $15 ATHLETIC FEE INCREASE NECESSARY (LARSON)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COACHES
235 NEW COACHES HIRED (HEREIN)
172 GRADUATE COACHES CONTRIBUTE (LANG)
074 ATTENDANCE BASED ON POINTS (ERICKSON)
113 *PLANNING BEGINS FOR ARTS AUDITORIUM
084 AVAILABILITY REMAINS THE SAME (GRIFFIN)
101 *'LET'S BE CAREFUL OUT "THERE'
061 STUDENTS COMPLAIN ABOUT LACK OF PARKING (PFEIL)
054 PARKING ANGERS STUDENT
051 LACK OF RESEARCH DISCREDITS LETTER (L)
053 SOLUTIONS WON'T BE EASY (L)
053 PRACTICAL JOKE LEADS TO INCONVENIENCE (L)
054 PARKING VIEWS CLARIFIED (L)
031 *CAMPUS FINES LESS "THAN CITY'S (LAURENCE)
Oil WEEKEND BREAK-INS (TOLLEFSON)
024 SENATE FOCUSES ON PARKING PROBLEM (SWORD)
114 NEW CAR SALES UP IN AREA (FULLER)
081 USED CAR TAX STILL DRAWING MIXED VIEWS (LAACK)
141 HEARSE'S DRIVER GETS REACTIONS (ENGEL)
072 '"-LOCAL CAR DEALERS' SALES RISE (SCHULZ)
071 '̂ AUTUMN'S MEMORIES (WASBERG & SWENSON)
123 HELLO AUTUMN
Oil *SEASONS IN THE SUN
131 '̂ 'AVIATION TRAINER KNOWS FLYING (WELSH)
081 '"-BAILEY TO RESIGN--WILL MISS PEOPLE
044 RISE AND SHINE, MR STEIN
091 '''ROLL PRIDE ROLL
121 DRUM CORPS CHALLENGES MCALLIS"rER (WOLF)
101 'PRIDE' MAY TRAVEL TO ND (BRUSH)










































































































































































BAND TRIP RENEWS PURPOSE
'PRIDE' IS IMPORTANT TOO (L)
"FOUL PLAY
^COMPETITION
BANKRUPTCY BECOMING A REALITY FOR FARMERS (KEEN)
MANAGEMENT HURTS RURAL BANKS (KNECHT)
LOCAL BANKS SURVIVE CRISIS
FARM CREDIT SYSTEM SEEKS BAILOUT (KEEN)
*SD BOARD OF REGENTS (MCBREEN & WENZEL)
COMMUNICATION IMPROVING (MCBREEN)
*BARN BALL
•-'BARNES RESIGNS AS DEAN (FULLER)
'•'WORKS TO END XENOPHOBIA
CHAIRMAN WELCOMES ALL TO HOBO DAY
COMMITTEE PUSHES FOR INVOLVEMENT BY ALL
LOCAL RUNNER HOLDS RECORDS (GOHEEN)
BASEBALL TEAM IS SUCCESSFUL
FALL WORKOUTS PREPARE TEAMS (REINARDY)
'"'BASEBALL, SOFTBALL TEAMS OPEN 1985 SEASON .
'•JACKRABBITS END SKID AT HOME (REINARDY)
BASEBALL TEAM DOMINATES IN SWEEP (REINARDY)
*JACKS SPLIT DOUBLE-HEADERS (REINARDY)
JACKRABBIT BATTERS DOMINATE
'"'EKELAND'S DECISIONS MAY EFFECT HOPES (REINARDY)
1984 BASEBALL SEASON (REINARDY) •
'"'PITCHING IN THE PROS
'IMOGEN MOVES TO STARTING PITCHER
BAD SIGNS OUT OF TWINS SPRING CAMP
'"'SPRING TRIP WILL TEST PITCHING STAFF (REINARDY)
JACKS AHEAD OF LAST SEASON (REINARDY)
*SDSU BASEBALL TEAM WINS SIX (REINARDY)
'''JACKRABBITS WIN lOTH STRAIGHT
'"'SDSU WINS 15TH STRAIGHT GAME (REINARDY)
NCC BASEBALL FACES CHALLENGE (REINARDY)
'"'COASTS TO NCC SOUTHERN DIVISION TITLE
'"'LANE PROVES RECORDS ARE TO BE BROKEN
'"'COMMENTS ON WHO WILL WIN THE WORLD SERIES
YEAR OF A SUBWAY SERIES (LARSON)
'"'JOHNSON DEVOTES SUMMER TO GOSPEL (HERRIN)
'"'CAMPUS COMMENTS ON BASKETBALL SEASON
'"'PRIMED FOR SEASON PLAY
'"'WOMEN MIX EXPERIENCE WITH YOUTH (HELLAND)
BASKETBALL TEAM HAS POOR SPORTSMEN (L)
ROUNDBALLERS UNBEATEN (LANG)
BUSCH ADJUSTING TO BASKETBALL COURT (REINARDY)
JACKS SURVIVE CLOSE GAMES (GOHEEN)
SDSU TAMES WILDCATS, SCARES JAYHAWKS (HERRIN)
WOMEN LOOK TO STAY PERFECT (REINARDY)
•SCHULTZ'S BEST PERFORMANCE (HERRIN)
JOHNSON'S 37 POINTS PRODUCE WIN (LANG)
"WORDLAW LEARNS FROM PRO (REINARDY)
NCC TOURNEY LOSS WON'T AFFECT YEAR (HELLAND)
TETZLAFF, JOHNSON LEAD TEAM'S STATS
CAGERS LOSE TWO (LARSON)
GREENE TAKES ADVICE (HELLAND)
JACKS ADVANCE TO TOP OF CONFERENCE (HELLAND)
WIN STRING ENDS IN COLORADO (LARSON)
PARTY TIME
THE FINAL SECONDS































































































































*THREE-GAME NCC LEAD (HELLAND)
WOMEN'S TEAM UPSETS ST CLOUD STATE (LANG)
*0N THE ROAD
JOHNSON LEADS WOMEN
MORNINGSIDE, USD DELAY TITLE HOPES
STARTERS EXCEL IN USE VICTORY (LANG)
-HOOTIN' AND HOLLERIN'
JUNIOR JACK POSITIVE FOR LOCAL CHILDREN (L)
TEAM GETS THROUGH BEST, WORST TIMES (L)
*JACKS CAPTURE REGIONALS (HELLAND)
*IT'S A CELEBRATION
'•JACKRABBIT FREE THROWS ENSURE SPRINGFIELD TRIP
TETZLAFF REWARDED FOR EFFORTS (HELLAND)
*LADOUCEUR ADJUSTS TO ROLE (HELLAND)
'-CHAMPIONSHIP ELUDES JACKS (HELLAND)
'^'WE LOVE YOU JACKS'
STANDOUT SELECTED TO ALL-NCC SQUAD (HELLAND)
ALL-STATER CHOOSES SDSU
ZULK EARNS COACHING HONOR
FAN BELIEVES JACKS ARE TRUE CHAMPS (L)
ROUND, MCDONALD EARN ACADEMIC AWARDS (HELLAND)
SDSU SIGNS HIGH SCHOOL STARS
'''NAMED HEAD COACH (LARSON)
'^DUTCHER JOINS COACHING STAFF




'''MEDIA PICK FIGHTING SIOUX
'•'JACKS WIN SIXTH GAME OF YEAR
JACKS IMPROVING
'''ASSISTANT BRINGS EXPERIENCE
'''BYRE LEADS TO 92-91 VICTORY (SEFRNA)
BYRE NAMED PLAYER OF WEEK
AUGUSTANA HANDLES JACKRABBITS 81-59 (MOGEN)
'''JIM THORSON--IN THE HOT SEAT
'•^LOSE TO CONFERENCE'S BEST, WORST
'''WOMEN LOSE TO MANKATO, BEAT ST. CLOUD
'''JACKS' IMPROVE--BUT DROP TWO OF THREE (DORN)
'•'JACKS STUMBLE--DROP THREE (REINARDY)
'''JACKS FALL INTO TIE FOR NCC CELLAR (SEFRNA)
*JACKRABBITS LOSE FOURTH STRAIGHT (DORN)
'''STEVENSON SPARKS JACKS (DORN)
AUGUSTANA HANDS SDSU 75-70 LOSS
POEM REFLECTS APPRECIATION (L)
JACKS DROP TWO GAMES
MANKATO, ST. CLOUD EDGE WOMEN'S SQUAD
DUDLEY SCORE OVER USD'S ADAM
SDSU DEFEATS COYOTES 80-70 (SEFRNA)
FREE THROWS HELP, HURT JACKS (DORN)
JACKS END SEASON IN CONFERENCE CELLAR (SEFRNA)
WOMEN LOSE TWO TO FINISH SEASON (DORN)
ALL NCC PICKS
SDSU FORWARD PROVES DOUBTER WRONG
YEAR TO PAY THE PRICE (LARSON)
*INJURIES FORCE BYRE TO QUIT BASKETBALL (SEFRNA)
THORSON SIGNS THREE RECRUITS (LARSON)
'WORLD CLASS MUSICIAN' (CHICOINE)
BATTAGLIA USHERS NEW EXTENSION IDEAS (WENZEL)






























































































































































*RURAL RENAISSANCE HELPS FARM FAMILIES (MCBREEN)
'•'VETERAN RA WEATHERS CHANGES
TO BB OR NOT TO BB
'•ORIGINALITY IS KEY TO LOOK (CORDTS)
LANGUAGE CENTER AIDS FACULTY (GREGERSEN)
KINGS, QUEENS IN BEAUDOIN FAMILY
MADISON GIRL EXPERIENCES ATLANTIC CITY (CORDTS)
PERSISTENCE PAYS OFF (LEHECKA)
MISS SDSU/BROOKINGS 1986
SEE ALSO LIQUOR TRAFFIC
RON DALE--BACKYARD AMERICANA
^LISTENING, ANSWERING, DEBATING
CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE PROFILES (HART)
"MISS SOUTH DAKOTA PORK INDUSTRY QUEEN
'•'AG OFFICIAL VISITS SDSU
7 HONORED FOR SPECIAL SERVICE (CHICOINE)
'•MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
FOREIGN STUDENTS HONOR PRESIDENT (L)
•'BERG TO BE PARADE MARSHALL (WIEDERICH)
*PIPIN'
'•WOMAN PROVES SHE CAN TOO (MAHAFFY)
7 HONORED FOR SPECIAL SERVICE (CHICOINE)
BIG SIOUX RIVER OFFERS FISHING CHANCE (KAYSER)
'•FEDERAL BILLBOARD LAWS
TRIBE HITS JACKPOT WITH BINGO HALL (NIXON)
FORMER DAKOTAN WRITES SONG FOR SDSU CONCERT
BIOLOGIST STUDIES--TRADITION SET SEASONS (KAYSER)
'•FEATHERED FRIENDS
'''CALHOON HAS DIFFERENT APPROACH (MORRILL)
SDSU BLOOD IN DEMAND AGAIN (DECKER)
^GIVING BLOOD
DRIVE SETS 750-PINT GOAL (HELLAND)
*BLOOD DRIVE NETS 612 PINTS
'̂ TOMAN DIRECTS STATE FFA (WISHARD)
'•'MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
'•ORIGINALITY IS KEY TO LOOK (CORDTS)
PROFESSORS CONTRIBUTE TO BOOKS (WHEELER)
SEX NO LONGER SOLVES BOOK SELLING DILEMMA
BOOK EVALUATES INJURIES
'•'BATTLING FOR BOOKS
ENCYCLOPEDIA SALES IS PROFITABLE (STONE)
ADULT DISCUSSION GROUP FOCUSES ON SELF-IDENTITY
ADAPTS TO CULTURE BOTSWANA STYLE
'•'FUTURE ECONOMIC SUCCESSES WORRY BOTSWANA (HURNEY)
NETS $4,220 IN TOURNEY
PROSPECTS BEGIN TITLE HUNT (LARSON)
'^MURAL EXPRESSES THOUGHTS
LIFE ON THE FARM (TOLSTEDT)
'•'MEDIA INSTRUCTOR BUILDS STUDIO (GRIFFIN)
RADIO OFFERS BROAD SPECTRUM (LOVITT)
RADIO STATION BEGINS PROGRAM FOR FARMERS (KNECHT)
BROADCASTERS MEET TO DISCUSS (KEEN)
RADIO STATION PROPOSED (PFEIL)
RADIO STATION AWAITS SA APPROVAL
STUDENT FAVORS CAMPUS RADIO STATION (L)
RADIO STATION DISCUSSED (SWORD)
SA RECOMMENDS RADIO STATION (SWORD)
SENATE APPROVES ACTION ON CAMPUS RADIO STATION
TEAMWORK PAYS OFF FOR DISCUS THROWERS
















860312 091 MALL'S TROUBLES STILL UNSETTLED (HART)
850501 074 NEW AVENUE PLANNED FOR CITY (WATSON)
851211 081 '"-CITY APPLIES FOR FEDERAL MONEY (HART)
850424 155 '-BROTHERTON'S TOSSES GAIN HER RECOGNITION (GOHEEN)
860430 101 BROWN WINS COMMISSION RACE (MUELLER)
851204 131 ^accident LEADS TO FAME
851002 021 DEAN SAYS NO HATS (MADER)
851002 073 WHERE THE BUCKS STOP
860129 014 SENATE APPROVES BUDGET
841212 014 STUDENT FEDERATION LEADER EXPLAINS BUDGET (MCBREEN)
850320 012 LAWMAKERS ARGUE EDUCATION'S RESULTS (MCBREEN)
851211 012 BUDGET GENERATES CRITICISM (MCBREEN)
860115 015 AG CRISIS, BUDGET TO RECEIVE PRIORITY
860507 Oil ^students QUESTION (COUGHLIN)
850116 015 HOOPS PLANS BUDGET (CHICOINE & FULLER)
850417 061 BUDGET CUTS PLAGUE SDSU (L)
850424 013 *WAGNER ANNOUNCES BUDGET SPECIFIES (MCBREEN)
850501 Oil COHE--FACULTY FARES WELL IN BUDGET CUTS (ERPENBACH)
851009 Oil BUDGET CUTS CHANGE CENTER (SEEFELDT)
851211 012 EDUCATION BUDGET EARNS VICTORY (FULLER)
851211 013 '"-SDSU LAGS BEHIND (MADER)
851211 031 STUDENTS FOR HIGHER AD FUNDING (LAURENCE)
860129 013 COMMITTEE CUTS JUDGING TEAM (FULLER)
860129 041 BLASTS FISCAL CYCLE--OFFERS SOLUTION
860205 Oil COMMITTEE EXAMINES ITS BUDGETING ROLE (FULLER)
860205 041 JUDGING TEAM DESERVES FUNDING
860205 071 ^JUDGING TEAMS GIVE SDSU RECOGNITION
860205 151 *ATHLETIC COMMITTEE PROPOSES FEE INCREASE (LARSON)
860212 Oil *C0MMITTEE VOTES DOWN FUNDING PROPOSAL (FULLER)
860212 014 SENATE ZERO FUNDS FINE ARTS
860212 041 DENOUNCES CAMPUS BUDGET PROCESS
860212 051 CUTS TAX MEMBERS
860219 Oil UFBC CUTS FORENSICS BUDGET
860219 051 BUDGET PROCESS NEEDS WHOLESALE CHANGES
860219 051 JUDGING TEAMS HAVE PURPOSE
860219 083 STATE LOSES UNDER BUDGET LAW (MCBREEN)
860226 013 UFBC DENIES REQUEST (FULLER)
860226 041 SIMPLE MINDS, TO BE (ED)
860226 041 SIMPLE MINDS, NOT TO BE (ED)
860305 Oil ACTIVITY FEE INCREASES (BRALEY)
860305 Oil UFBC GRANTS MONEY FOR SIMPLE MINDS CONCERT (FULLER)
860305 051 SENATOR URGES STUDENT PARTICIPATION (L)
850918 053 BUDGET NEEDS SECOND LOOK (L)
860212 041 GRAMM-RUDMAN HAMPERS STATE
860226 043 US SECURITY PLAN DOUBTED
860507 015 FEDERAL CUTS JEOPARDIZE AID (KOHLMAN)
840912 111 ^HISTORIC LANDMARK HAS HIDDEN FEATURES (CANNON)
840919 091 CCP SEEKS RENOVATION FUNDS (ERICKSON)
840926 061 EMPLOYEES THANKED FOR RESTORATION (L)
840926 091 ^PRESIDENT'S HOME GAINS AUTHENTIC RENOVATION (MADER)
841031 015 FUNDS SLOW DOWN BUILDING ALTERATIONS (MADER)
850220 033 -ALUMNI DONATING FUNDS TO RESTORE CLOCK TOWER
850828 043 aTOWER RESTORATION UNDERWAY (FULLER)
851211 151 BUILDINGS OF DEPRESSION IN USE (EMERY)
860115 035 UNION REMODELING GENERATES CONCERN
860122 111 afisHBACK HOUSE--A FAMILY TRADITION (CHICOINE)
860205 101 COMPANY MAY BUILD THEATERS (MUELLER)
860205 105 CITY UPS REQUEST FOR HISTORIC SURVEY
860305 091 'aceNTER TO BE FINISHED IN MAY (JELINEK)
860416 094 CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE PROFILES (NOLZ)
- 9-
NOTATION
BURMA'S PERFORMANCES HIGHLIGHT MAY DAY OPEN (GOHEEN
FORMER SA OFFICER COMPARES YEARS (HARVEY)
REGENTS UP CORE REQUIREMENTS
BUSCH ADJUSTING TO BASKETBALL COURT (REINARDY)
2ND HAND STORE GIVES PAST LOOK (BULTMAN)
CITY INVITES NEW BUSINESSES (NOLZ)
INJURIES FORCE BYRE TO QUIT BASKETBALL (SEFRNA)
REGENTS COMPROMISE ON CALENDAR ISSUE (MCBREEN)
ALENDAR KEEPS AD CLUB BUSY
CALHOON HAS DIFFERENT APPROACH (MORRILL)
CAMEROON IS BECOMING LIKE THE US (MARTIN)
HISTORIC LANDMARK HAS HIDDEN FEATURES (CANNON)
VIEW FROM ABOVE (HORSTED)
CREATIVITY EARNS BIG BUCKS (WISHARD)
'SOME NICE, NICE SOUNDS' (SWORD)
SUBJECT DATE PAPER
BURKE ROBERT 850206 071 C
BURMA PAULA 850501 173
BURNS BOB 840919 Oil
851211 034










BYRE JOELLE 860409 181
CALENDARS 850116 Oil
851023 141 C




CAMPUS MARKETING 850206 151
CAMPUS POLICE S
CANCER 841128 141 C
860205 181 *





CAP CENTER 841017 Oil J
860115 065 C
860122 035 S





CAPITAL UNIVERSITY 841128 094 A
850313 083 G
CARD DAVE 860507 131
CAREERS S













CARVER GLEN 841128 061 P
CATTLE 851030 144
CAVORTS 840926 031 C
840926 031 W
841010 071 *





REAGAN AND THE FAMILY FARM















CHEEVER HERBERT 850828 063
CHEM-NUCLEAR 851106 014






















CHURCH CATHOLIC 850918 031
CHURCH EPISCOPAL 860423 091





CITY GOVERNMENT 850417 104
CITY ORDINANCES
CIVIL RIGHTS 850123
CLARAMBEAU KORI 860319 034
CLASSES 851113 035
CLERGY 860423 091
CLEVELAND DEB 840926 141








COHEN ERIC N 860226 m
COLE MIKE 841205 124
i NOTATION
OFFERS GOLD MINE OF KNOWLEDGE (ENGEL)
REGENTS .TO CONSIDER CENTENNIAL CENTER (MACSISAK)
STATE READIES FOR BIRTHDAY
*CLAY HOBOES SERIOUS WORK (TODD)
EXHIBIT OFFERS VARYING TEXTURES (FERGUSON)
ALUMNI SPONSOR FUNDS (ERICKSON)
ANONYMOUS WRITER TELLS TALE OF TIME IN JAIL
CHECK BOUNCERS ACTIVE AROUND COUNTY (HURNEY)
INCREASE IN BAD CHECKS (MARTIN)
'•'CHEERLEADERS SEARCH FOR FUNDS
CAN WE SURVIVE WITHOUT CHEERING (WHITTLE)
'•STANDIN' TALL
-'ACTING ADMINISTRATORS FILL POSTS (CHEONG)
TO DECIDE DAKOTA COMPACT ISSUE (FULLER)
CHEM LAB IS RELOCATED (DECKER)
FINE PENDING FOR AG STATION VIOLATION (WENZEL)
CITY REQUIRES CHEMICAL SPILL REPORTS
USES EXOTIC ISOTOPES IN RADIATION RESEARCH
•'CONCENTRATION
•'TOUCH SOMEONE
'̂ ROOF JOB INVOLVES PERIL (CANNON)
HISTORIC CHINA SUBJECT OF PHOTOS (JENSEN)
'•'SINO-US RELATIONS IMPROVE
PHOTOGRAPHER HIGHLIGHTS CHINA (HUTCHES)
•'FORMER ATHLETE WORKS ON BACKS (EMERY)
ONLY ALL-WOMEN'S CHORUS (JENSEN)
••BRUCE RESIDENT RECOGNIZED (BLOEMENDAAL)
•EARLY PICKINGS
•CHRISTMAS GIFT NOTIONS AID TIMID SHOPPERS (WELSH)
•YOU BETTER WATCH OUT
THE SEASON OF WAR AND CHILDREN
THINKING CHRISTMAS--IN SEARCH OF ORIENT R (BECK)
'•'WAITING FOR THE RUSH
A MERRY LITTLE CHRISTMAS SEASON
'•SCENES OF CHRISTMAS
MY 16 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS
*'FACE LIFT' WELCOMES MEMBERS
'•'A FATHER BY THE NAME OF KAREN
READER EXPLAINS AFFILIATION WITH MOON (L)
RINGING BELLS SYMBOLIZE FARM CRISIS (WOLF)
GIVE MONEY TO FARM FAMILIES
SEE ALSO NAMES OF TOWNS
'̂ WHEN RAILRAODS PULLED OUT . . .
'•BROOKINGS ELECTS NEW OFFICIALS (HURNEY)
SEE ORDINANCES
KING DAY CELEBRATES CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
*NEW POOBA PLANS ACTIVITIES (PFEIL)
SWITCHES MONDAY CLASSES TO BENEFIT LABS (HALVERSON)
'•'A FATHER BY THE NAME OF KAREN
'̂ MADISON GIRL EXPERIENCES ATLANTIC CITY (CORDTS)
'•ALUMNI DONATING FUNDS TO RESTORE CLOCK TOWER
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CLUBS
CAMPUS CLUBS SEEKING RECOGNITION (GREGERSEN)
CLUBS ASK FOR MONEY FOR FIRST TIME (CHEONG)
STUDENTS JOIN MANY CLUBS
'•'COFFEE DRINKERS--PRICE INCREASE (SCHULZ)
'^CAMPUS CULTURE
SEE FACULTY UNION
'•FORMER ATHLETE WORKS ON BACKS (EMERY)











































































'•HANSEN DISPLAYS UNIQUE PENS (CANNON)
REQUEST INCREASED FUNDING FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
COLLEGE FEES
MEETING OF RIVALS DECREASES GAP (ED)
CRITERIA FOR COLLEGE ENTRANCE (CHICOINE)
BEWARE DOUBLE BUDGET TROUBLE (ED)
STUDENT FEDERATION LEADER EXPLAINS BUDGET (MCBREEN)
CRITICIZE JANKLOW'S SPEECH (MCBREEN)
PUBLIC COLLEGES MUST COME FIRST (ED)
STATE GIVES GOOD EDUCATION (L)
HIGHER ED FACES HARD TIMES (MCBREEN)
GENERAL REQUIREMENT CHANGE NOT DRASTIC (GREGERSEN)
LAWMAKERS ARGUE EDUCATION'S RESULTS (MCBREEN)
SHEDS FALSE LIGHT ON STATE FUNDING (L)
SUMMER WON'T MEAN END TO FIGHT
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES SWAY PROSPECTS (KNECHT)
TOP 20 PUBLIC, PRIVATE COLLEGES
FEDERATION PLANS CAMPAIGN TO ADVERTISE (LANG)
ADMISSIONS POLICY REFORMED (WATSON)
''•ENROLLMENT FOLLOWS POPULATION TRENDS (HELLAND)
SHOULDN'T BE TREATED LIKE INDUSTRIES
HIGHER EDUCATION BILLS FILED (KNECHT)
WAGNER SUPPORTS OPEN ADMISSIONS' BILL (MUELLER)
HIGH EDUCATION SCORES VICTORIES (FULLER)
OPEN ADMISSIONS SHOULD BE PASSED (ED)
REGENTS REQUIRE EXIT EXAM (NOLZ)
''•JANKLOW REVIEWS EDUCATION CHANGES (CORDTS)
SRSTKA QUESTIONS FEE HIKE (TOLLEFSON)
READER WANTS OPPOSING OPINIONS (L)
OPPOSING VIEWS NEEDED (L)
PAPER SHOULD CUT OPINIONS, COVER NEWS (L)
'TRIVIA' NOT FOR NEWSPAPER (L)
CARDA'S LETTER GETS REPLY (L)
COLLEGIAN MARKS lOOTH YEAR (ED)
COLLEGIAN REACHES lOOTH YEAR (HARVEY)
PAST COLLEGIAN EDITORS
SLATE OPPOSES EDITORS (L)
''•COLLEGIAN, JACKRABBIT EDITORS CHOSEN (WELSH)
GOOD-BYE COLLEGIAN, IT'S BEEN FUN
STUDENTS' PAPER EXHIBITS QUALITY (ED)
COLLEGIAN WINS SDEA AWARD
FOREIGNERS USE FREEDOM OF PRESS (ED)
LABEL MISTAKE CAUSES PROBLEMS
PAPER REFLECTS UNIVERSITY (L)
READER CRITICIZES PAPER (L)
MANAGING EDITOR WINS AWARD
COLLEGIAN MISSES BIG OPPORTUNITY (L)
''•COLLEGIAN, JACKRABBIT EDITORS CHOSEN (BRALEY)
I'M OUTTA HERE (ED)
JOB'S END BRINGS MIXED EMOTIONS (ED)
ORCHESTRA DIRECTOR ENJOYS WORK (JENSEN)
SECOND CITY ALL IN FUN (LOVITT)
CARTOON CENSORSHIP CHILDISH
SOCIETY MUST ACCEPT COMMUNICATIONS AGE
RACIAL UNDERSTANDING NEEDS COMMUNICATION (HUTCHES)
BOARD RENEWS COMPUTER MAJOR
TECHSIGNS BRINGS NATIONAL COMPUTER SCIENCE
PHARMACY NEEDS COMPUTER CLASSES (FULLER)
STUDENTS SUFFER WITHOUT PROGRAM (ED)


























841031 164 '•'STUDENTS USE TECHNOLOGY TO AID CREATIVITY
841107 061 NEW TERAK COMPUTERS WORTH $24,000 (CHICOINE)
841114 092 COMPUTER UPGRADE IN WORKS (WENZEL)
850206 071 COMPUTER CENTER REQUIRES SUPERVISOR (SCHWEIGERT)
850213 041 SEEKING ADVICE TO CURE COMPUTER BLUES (ED)
851009 Oil FARMERS BENEFIT FROM NEW PROGRAM (GREGERSEN)
851113 031 FINISHES CAMPUS COMPUTER USE STUDY (MADER)
851120 014 COMPUTERS TO SIMPLIFY JOBS (COUGHLIN)
851211 071 '''SA--AT&T COMPUTER
860122 134 'TECHSIGNS' SLATED FOR APRIL
860129 041 TECHSIGNS EFFORT DESERVES CHANCE (ED)
860409 071 TECHSIGNS TO STRESS TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES (KOHLMAN)
860416 111 •''EXHIBIT REVEALS LINK BETWEEN ART AND COMPUTERS
860423 111 TECHSIGNS OFFERS COMPUTER CONCERT.
860430 013 ORGANIZERS LABEL 'TECHSIGNS' SUCCESSFUL
860430 031 COMMITTEE PLANS COMPUTER REGISTRATION (PFEIL)
860430 111 ARTIST--COMPUTERS USEFUL IN ART
841031 081 '''MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
860226 013 UFBC DENIES REQUEST (FULLER)
860226 041 SIMPLE MINDS, TO BE (ED)
860226 041 SIMPLE MINDS, NOT TO BE (ED)
860226 124 INFORMAL DANCE SHOW GIVES PREVIEW
860305 Oil UFBC GRANTS MONEY FOR SIMPLE MINDS CONCERT (FULLER)
860319 014 SIMPLE MINDS CANCELS SDSU (WELSH)
860423 035 PHOTOGRAPHER HIGHLIGHTS CHINA (HUTCHES)
850417 091 BUILDING SPOTTY STATEWIDE (WATSON)
851023 031 THE NEW BELL TOWER NEXT TO ALUMNI CENTER
860305 091 ''CENTER TO BE FINISHED IN MAY (JELINEK)
851023 101 LOCAL COKE DRINKERS REFLECT (EMERY)
840919 091 TUITION PROVIDES FUNDS (GRIFFIN)
851113 061 CONTINUING ED--LIFELONG LEARNING (RUCKDASCHEL)
851106 Oil '̂ 'BUDGET LIMITS UPD ACTIVITY (SWORD)
850911 051 NEW TREND ENDANGERS LAW
840926 131 '"'STUDENT'S HANDICAP (WHEELER)
850925 135 WOMEN'S MAKEUP IS FASCINATING HOBBY .(ENGEL)
841010 031 GROUP TEACHES ADJUSTMENT (CHICOINE)
850206 091 STUDENT COUNSELORS GIVE AID TO PEERS (WOLF)
850227 Oil CENTER FACES FOURTH CUT (FULLER)
850227 013 FARM COUPLE COUNSELS PEERS (KNECHT)
850501 013 COUNSELING DIRECTOR DROPPED (FULLER)
851009 Oil BUDGET CUTS CHANGE CENTER (SEEFELDT)
851113 081 COUNSELORS HELP PEOPLE COPE (LAACK)
850320 041 LAW--A DOWNFALL FOR JUSTICE
851204 093 OFFICERS HANDLE BIG CASELOAD (LAACK)
840919 Oil REGENT DEFENDS EXECUTIVE SESSION (MCBREEN)
840919 021 ''NEWLYWED
840926 064 CARTOONS 'LESS THAN TASTELESS', 'MISLEADING' (L)
841024 012 CLUBS TREAT WOMEN EQUALLY (SCHWEIGERT)
841107 051 SA SENATE ACTIVITIES NOT 'TRIVIAL' '
841017 111 '-SD BOARD OF REGENTS (MCBREEN & WENZEL)
860226 141 CRAFT CENTER OFFERS WORK, FUN (VAN BRIESEN)
SEE ALSO EVOLUTION
851002 014 CREDIT FIRMS MARKET STUDENTS (MARTIN)
860122 041 FINANCE FUTURE REVOLVES AROUND CREDIT CARDS
851016 091 LOCAL CRIME GOES UP
851106 076 POLICE SAY SOME CRIMES LIQUOR RELATED
860507 151 '"'RUBBER CHECKS COULD BOUNCE YOU INTO JAIL
841107 041 PEOPLE DISH IT OUT, BUT HOW MANY LISTEN (ED)
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM













840912 133 JACK RUNNERS/DOMINATE RACE (GOHEEN)
840912 133 ST JOHN'S INVITATIONAL OFFERS MEN FIRST TEST
840919 191 -'CROSS COUNTRY TEAMS RUN WELL (GOHEEN)
840919 191 UNDERWOOD'S RECRUITING PAYS OFF
840926 191 HARRIERS WIN EASILY (GOHEEN)
840926 201 MEN'S CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM DOMINATES (GOHEEN)
841003 221 WOMEN RUNNERS TAKE SECOND (GOHEEN)
841010 155 ASP, DEHAVEN LEAD AT MEETS (GOHEEN)
841017 183 ROLLING HILLS GIVE TEAM PROBLEMS (GOHEEN)
841024 153 *MINNESOTANS RAKE IN HONORS
841024 161 ASP, STAVRUM LEAD WOMEN (GOHEEN)
841024 163 *MEN'S TRACK TEAM TAKES SECOND (GOHEEN)
841031 221 JACKS PREPARE FOR CONFERENCE (GOHEEN)
841107 131 '"'ROCKET ROD OUTRUNS FIELD, PACES MEN (GOHEEN)
841107 131 '"'WOMEN EASILY MOTOR PAST COMPETITION (GOHEEN)
841114 165 harriers PREPARE FOR NATIONAL MEET (GOHEEN)
841128 191 DEHAVEN, STEVENS AT NATIONAL MEET (GOHEEN)
841128 191 ASP'S ALL-AMERICAN PERFORMANCE (GOHEEN)
850424 151 WILSON'S SEARCH PAYING OFF (GOHEEN)
850904 131 MEN'S TEAM AMONG NATION'S BEST (CORDTS)
850904 131 TO CONTEND DESPITE LOSSES (CORDTS)
850918 171 '"'MEN FINISH SECOND IN HUSKER (CORDTS)
850918 171 '"'WOMEN DISAPPOINTING IN SEASON OPENER (CORDTS)
850925 161 DEHAVEN LEADS MEN TO WIN (DORN & CORDTS)
850925 165 WOMEN WINNERS AT AUGUSTANA (MOGEN)
851002 153 HUBBARD, JACKS CLAIM SECOND (CORDTS)
851009 163 '̂ 'HUBBARD PART OF SDSU (CORDTS)
851009 163 JACKS BEATEN AT NORTE DAME (CORDTS)
851016 181 WOMEN RUNNERS FINISH FIFTH (CORDTS)
851016 181 '"'JACKS AT ISU INVITATIONAL (CORDTS)
851023 173 HEALTHY HUBBARD LEADS RUNNERS
851030 181 'ROCKET' WINS FIRST RACE -
851106 153 EYE ANOTHER NCC CROWN
851113 131 '"'DEHAVEN. LEADS TO SWEEP
851113 132 WOMEN'S TEAM FOR NATIONALS (CORDTS)
851120 151 '"'SEVEN FACE TOUGH SITUATION (CORDTS)
851204 015 '''CROSS COUNTRY TEAM TOP SPOT ' (CORDTS)
851204 141 '"'DEHAVEN TO NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
851204 141 HUBBARD EARNS ALL-AMERICAN HONORS
SEE SKIING
851016 123 CREATIVE CHILDREN LEARN TO ACT (CHICOINE)
860205 131 CULTURAL CENTER TO PRESENT DINNER THEATER (CHICOINE)
850327 022 CUMBER TO DISPLAY ARTWORK IN SOLBERG
840912 071 '"'AREA DEMOCRATS GET BOOSTER (KRUMBACH)
840926 041 POLITICAL AMBITION VS SENATORIAL OBLIGATIONS (ED)
841212 141 '̂ COMMUNICATION MAKES JOB ENJOYABLE (WOLF)
850828 125 CUSTODIANS SHARE JOB EXPERIENCES (BULTMAN)
840905 171 '"'DETOUR AURORA CHALLENGES RIDERS (CANNON)
840905 173 '"'BICYCLING OFFERS LIFETIME FUN (CANNON)
850911 134 BICYCLISTS IN 'DETOUR AURORA' (CORDTS)
860430 131 ORGANIZATION LOBBIES TOWARD GOAL (EMERY)
851204 091 COMPANY GETS OLYMPIC CONTRACT (REINARDY)
860122 091 DAKTRONICS PROVIDES SCOREBOARDS
841010 104 DANCE TEACHES CHILDREN ORCHESTRA (TODD)
841017 131 SDSU TO HOST HS 'DANCE DAY' (TODD)
841017 155 '"'DANCE BABY
841205 101 DANCE CLASS OFFERS STUDENTS TENSION BREAK (JENSEN)
850410 101 'AWESOME' SHOWS BRING DANCE TQ KIDS (JENSEN)
850417 124 CHOREOGRAPHER OFFERS VIEWS (JENSEN)







































































































































SQAURE DANCERS KICK UP
ADAMS' WAY OF LIFE (JONES)
IOWA'S CO'MOTION ENTERTAINS SDSU (JENSEN)
*DANCE MAJOR NOT LIKELY SOON
*SHOW THEIR STUFF IN SPRING SHOW
*EMOTIONS AT PLAY




*THEME, GOAL SET (PFEIL)
D FOR D COMMITTEE SHOOTS FOR RECORD (L)
"IN PURSUIT OF MONEY ...
"BAND'S STYLE DIFFERS FROM TOP 40 (CHICOINE)
NEWSPAPER ADDS TO DANCE FUND-RAISER
'•'ADDRESSES AN AUDIENCE OF FARM LEADERS
'^LISTENING, ANSWERING, DEBATING
'•'DASCHLE GEARS UP FOR SENATE RACE (MCBREEN)
'•'DASCHLE BEGINS SENATE CAMPAIGN
'•'FARMERS NEED MORE HELP (HART)
ALL MEN NOT DRUNK, HORNY (L)
SDSU MAJORITY RETAINS MORALS, VALUES (L)
STOVER REBUTS LETTERS WHICH MISREPRESENT
DIPLOMACY FOR SAYING .'SO LONG, SALLY' •
FEMALE DOES GET KIND MAN (L)
•'RELATIONSHIPS--BODY, MIND BOTH SUFFER (SCHWEIGERT)
DATING CAUSES MANY PROBLEMS (L)
BROOKINGS OFFERS DATE OPTIONS
LIKE FATHERS, LIKE DAUGHTERS (SPAWN)
*JIMMY DEAN FANS REMINSCE (CHICOINE)
SCREEN ADMINISTRATIVE CANDIDATES (CHEONG)
SDSU PROFESSOR AMONG FINALISTS
SEARCH COMMITTEE SELECTS 3 FINALISTS
DEARBORN RESIGNS POSITION
DEATH ATTRACTS 900
EXPERIENCES WHICH PUNCTUATE LIVES
'•'KNOWING HISTORY MAKES GRIEVING EASIER (LEHECKA)
WHEN A LOVED ONE DIES ...
FORENSICS CREDITED AT NATIONAL LEVEL (SPAWN)
UFBC CUTS FORENSICS BUDGET
DEBATES SEPARATE CANDIDATES
•'SEX-CRAZED DEER
DEER POPULATION ON INCREASE
DEER HARVEST RETURNS GOOD IN EAST RIVER
SEE ALSO ANIT-NUCLEAR MOVE
HAND SECRETARY URGES 'YES' VOTE (L)
MX MUST BE STOPPED (L)
DUARTE'S 'NEW' GOVERNMENT FAILS (L)
PROTESTORS DEMONSTRATE AGAINST STAR WARS (HUTCHES)
ENGINEERING DEAN FAULTS NEWS JUDGMEOT (L)
'̂ DEHAVEN'S EFFORTS AID TEAM (GOHEEN)
DEHAVEN, STEVENS AT NATIONAL MEET (GOHEEN)
"BREAKS FAMED 4-MINUTE MILE BARRIER
DEHAVEN LEADS TO SWEEP
DEHAVEN TO NATIONAL CHA>iPIONSHIP
DEHAVEN WINS THREE EVENTS
DEHAVEN CAPTURES ALL-AMERICA HONORS
'̂ AREA DEMOCRATS GET BOOSTER (KRUMBACH)




















860129 043 ON THE LOSS OF WISDOM ... TEETH
841017 131 STUDENTS LEARN PLAY DIRECTING (JENSEN)
850925 161 ''-DIESCH ONE OF 'LITTLE REASONS' (CORDTS)
SEE ALSO FOOD
840905 181 *PINT-SIZE RESIDENT JOINS COLLEGE (FEVERSTEIN)
860507 075 CONGRESSMEN—FLOOD AREAS NEED HELP (MUELLER)
SEE ALSO EQUAL EMPLOYMENT, SEX DISCRIMINATION
840919 071 SOUTH AFRICAN RACISM PROTESTED (ACKERSON)
841010 Oil ^WORKING WOMEN LOSE IN SALARY
841114 015 COMMISSION PROPOSED FOR DISCRIMINATION CASES
850501 071 SOLUTION TO DISCRIMINATION IN WORKS (HURNEY)
851023 071 ORDINANCE IS DISPUTED (LARSON)
860219 031 DISCRIMINATION OCCURS IN AREA (HURNEY)
860305 043 STATE, FEDERAL LAWS CONFLICT
860507 035 CONDUCT CODE RECEIVES CHANGES (CHEONG)
841017 041 SENIORS MUST BEWARE
841017 081 MEASLES MAKE COMEBACK CAMPUS (DECKER)
851009 061 FORUM SPEAKERS DISCUSS AIDS (MADER)
851113 084 AREA GAYS REFUTE AIDS PANIC (HURNEY)
860507 083 '""MIRACLE SAVES LITTLE GIRL'S LIFE (LAACK)
860305 034 ''"FUTURE ECONOMIC SUCCESSES WORRY BOTSWANA (HURNEY)
841205 Oil FARM ECONOMY HURST RURAL TOWNS (FULLER)
840919 185 '"'HARD WORK, LOVE PAY OFF (WALKER)
860312 131 CABBAGE PATCH DOLL CLINIC HELPS (STONE)
860226 031 THREE SLATES CAMPAIGNING FOR PRES, V-PRES (HURNEY)
SEE RESIDENCE HALLS
841114 161 '"'DRALLE MISSES FEW SNAPS (HELLAND)
SEE ALSO THEATER
121 STATE THEATER SCHEDULES AUDITIONS
131 '"'MITCHELL, SF TO SAY HELLO TO 'DOLLY' (TODD)
123 '"'SECOND CITY OFFERS 'OFF BEAT' (CANNON)
021 '̂ SECOND CITY FEATURED IN SUC KICK-OFF (MILLER)
Oil '"'SECOND CITY STYLE
131 STUDENTS LEARN PLAY DIRECTING (JENSEN)
141 'ONCE IN A LIFETIME' (CUDMORE)
033 COFFIN SYMBOLIZES DEATH (DECKER)
091 APPROPRIATE CASTING LIFTS PLAY (ROOS)
111 '"'THE WHOLE WORLD'S A BAND
113 MUSIC MAN ADDS MIDWEST INTEREST (WIEDERICH)
144 SEVEN STAR IN 'NIGHTINGALE' (JENSEN)
104 '"'BRANDY FOR THE INJURED MAN
111 '"'WARTIME LOVERS
116 GUTHRIE PLAY TELLS EERIE FOLK STORY (DAVIDSON)
102 GUTHRIE ILLUSTRATES SAGA AT SDSU (DAVIDSON)
104 STUDENT-AUTHORED PLAYS HIT SUICIDE (PINT)
124 'THE WIZARD OF OZ' AT SDSU
101 TWISTER TALE-CHILDREN, ADULTS TO FAIRYLAND (CUDMORE)
111 AGNES LEADS THREE-WOMAN DRAMA (PINT)
111 OZ REVITALIZED BY SLICK PERFORMANCES (DAVIDSON)
104 *'A FUNNY THING HAPPENED...'
101 UNIVERSITY THEATRE SCHEDULES FALL LINE-UP (CHICOINE)
101 '"'SEAS, TAMMEN DIRECT THEATER
121 '"'UNIVERSITY THEATER OPENS 'CRUCIBLE' (CHICOINE)
131 'THE CRUCIBLE'--WITH STIRRING TRIAL
101 HISTORIC COSTUMING POSES CHALLENGE
111 MAJOR PRODUCTION PREMIERS BACKSTAGE (WHEELER)
061 THEATER PRODUCTION IS EXCELLENT (L)
101 '^CAST SERVES SUMPTUOUS FEAST
101 '"i-'JIMMY DEAN' RATED STATE'S TOP SHOW (MINDEN)





























































860416 121 'DIAMOND STUDS' REVELS IN WESTERN FUN (CHICOINE)
860507 091 *1959 PINK CADILLAC
851002 021 DEAN SAYS NO HATS (MADER)
851030 054 CAP BAN REGULATION (L)
SEE ALSO WEATHER
850213 101 *SD DRUG PENALTIES MAY BE UPPED (LAACK)
850313 075 ALCOHOL, DRUG USE TARGETED BY PROGRAM (HURNEY)
850911 Oil RAIDS RESULT IN FIVE ARRESTS (LAACK) ,
851113 081 COUNSELORS HELP PEOPLE COPE (LAACK)
860205 161 DRUGS DRAGGING DOWN SPORTSWORLD (LARSON)
860430 175 WHAT DO YOU DO (LARSON)
840919 162 DWI--AN EXPENSIVE WAY TO END NIGHT
841003 012 *DWI TEAM HITS TOWN
850213 .113 '-PROPOSED PORGRAMS MAY CURB DWI'S.(ENGEL)
851009 031 FALSE IDS, DWI CONVICTIONS (COUGHLIN)
851120 091 FATALITIES DECREASE (HURNEY)
860115 074 STATE TRAFFIC FATALITIES DECREASE
850918 163 *DUCK OUTLOOK BLEAK FOR STATE
860115 121 ^RECALLS MEETING WITH EINSTEIN (TOLSTEDT)
860423 141 *ENGLISH TEACHER'S BEST FRIEND IS A DUMMY
850904 121 *MORE THAN JOB IN NEW YORK (KINNEY)
850410 111 PRAIRIE VITAL TO DUNN'S ART (SWORD)
850828 171' *DUTCHER JOINS COACHING STAFF
851211 , 221 '-ASSISTANT BRINGS EXPERIENCE
851009 121 BUGGY INTERESTS ENHANCE TRAVELS
860423 051 EASTWOOD STARS IN 'A FISTFUL OF DUTIES'
841128 Oil ECONOMIST SEES -TREND (FULLER)
851106 081 '"'TWO SOUTH DAKOTA CITIES (DUMP)
850918 111 STUART, EDIE EXHIBIT ART (FERGUSON)
SEE ALSO TESTS EDUCATIONAL
841017 053 GURU SYSTEM BEATS TODAY (L)
841024 033 REQUIREMENTS UP FOR ED MAJORS (CHICOINE)
850918 031 EDUCATION DIVISION RECEIVES FULL ACCREDITATION
851204 Oil STATE HAS LOW EDUCATION FUND (KEEN)
860115 051 LEGISLATURE WAKES UP CAPITAL CITY
860115 054 ACCURACY IN ACADEMIA--NOT WAY TO LEARN
860122 051 ACCURACY IN ACADEMIA GROUP INTMIDATES
860312 101 '̂ -MUSICIAN MODIFIES CAREER (VAN BRIESEN)
860319 Oil '̂ JANKLOW REVIEWS EDUCATION CHANGES (CORDTS)
860409 041 HIGHER EDUCATION REGAINS GROUND (ED)
860507 051 EDUCATION CHALLENGES AWAIT STUDENTS IN FALL
850911 071 '''GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES FOR RACE (HURNEY)
850410 131 '''COLORING BOOK CAPTURES SDSU LIFE (FEUERSTEIN)
860416 101 CITY RUN-OFF ELECTION SLATED FOR AP 22 (MUELLER)
860430 101 BROWN WINS COMMISSION RACE (MUELLER)
841031 Oil INITIATIVE 3--NUCLEAR FREEZE (WENZEL)
841031 Oil INITIATIVE 1--NUCLEAR WASTE (ERPENBACH)
841031 051 VOTE TO RETAIN LANDS OFFICIAL (L)'
841031 081 '''MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
841031 122 FARM WIVES SPARK INITIATIVE 2
841114 081 FINAL ELECTION RESULTS
841128 094 ELECTION NO SUPRISE
850911 071 '''GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES FOR RACE (HURNEY)
860226 081 '̂ JANKLOW STARTS SENATE RACE (MCBREEN)
860507 071 '''OFFICE SEEKERS GIVE VIEWS
841031 051 SAY NO TO REPUBLICAN POLICIES (L)
841031 051 LOGIC MANDATES FREEZE VOTE (L)
841107 Oil '''REAGAN WINS STATE (HARVEY)
841107 031 CAMPUS COMMENTS ON 1984 ELECTION RESULTS


















860122 091 RATES INCREASE
851204 071 REA'S SIGNIFICANCE (RUCKDASCHEL)
860212 081 DIRECTOR PUSHES NEW SYSTEM (HART)
841003 034 7 HONORED FOR SPECIAL SERVICE (CHICOINE)
840919 014 SDSU'S ECONOMIC IMPACT ON BROOKINGS
850911 123 WAITRESSING YIELDS WAY THROUGH SCHOOL
850918 121 STUDENTS BECOME MOM'S HELPERS (STONE)
840919 081 JOB CUTS POSE NO PROBLEM (SCHWEIGERT)
841010 085 CAP MERGES WITH AREA JOB SERVICE
850918 061 MERGER INCREASES JOB OPPORTUNITIES
850925 121 ENCYCLOPEDIA SALES IS PROFITABLE (STONE)
851002 084 STATE RANKS LAST IN ANNUAL PAY
851106 051 STATE NEEDS JOBS FOR COLLEGE GRADS '
860122 035 GOVERNMENT INTERNSHIPS
860416 061 CREATIVE INTERVIEWEES POSSESS ADVANTAGE
860423 071 LOCAL SUMMER JOB OUTLOOK IMPROVES (MUELLER)
841017 075 STUDENTS URGED TO BUILD NUCLEAR ENERGY (ERICKSON)
851106 081 '̂ TWO SOUTH DAKOTA CITIES (DUMP)'
860507 043 ALARMS MAY LEND COMFORT
851016 093 CHEATING PROGRAM RULES CHANGE
840912 131 ENGEL ACCEPTS JOB (HELLAND)
841212 191 '"-standout RETURNS TO COACH (STEIN)
840905 034 MAJOR, EQUIPMENT FOR SDSU
840919 031 '"'PROF EXPERIMENTS FOR US GOVERNMENT
841128 071 SORD AIDS ENGINEERING STUDENTS (SCHWEIGER)
850123 061 ENGINEERS LOOK PROFESSIONAL (GREGERSEN)
850206 041 DEAN STARTS CAMPUS TREND
850320 065 ENGINEERS RAISE FUNDS
850410 051 ASME CHAPTER COMMENDED (L)
850417 035 ENGINEERING DAY PROMPTS AWARENESS (MARTIN)
851009 041 CAP BAN SHOULD BE ELIMINATED (ED)
851204 Oil FEE SUPPLEMENTS ENGINEERING SALARIES
860212 031 '"-STUDENTS BUILD UTILITY AIRCRAFT (TOLLEFSON)
860212 034 PLAY PART IN ENGINEERING PHONATHON (KOHLMAN)
860226 072 ENGINEERING OFFICIALS PLAN NEW DEGREE (PFEIL)
860319 061 STUDENTS A"rTEMPT CONTEST (KOHLMAN)
860319 065 ENGINEERING EXPLORATION LOOKS AT CAREER DEVELOPMENT
•860430 031 TEST PILOT TELLS ABOUT SHUTTLE "TRAINING (KOHLMAN)
860430 031 ENGINEERING STUDENT SETS ASTRONOMICAL GOAL
860507 051 ENGINEERING DEAN FAULTS NEWS JUDGMENT (L)
850220 071 '̂ENGLISH TEACHERS MOONLIGHT AS AUTHORS, POETS
851009 031 'REMEDIAL' COURSE GENERATES COMPLAINTS (MARCHESSAULT
860129 031 SCHOOL OF THEOLOG LOOKS AT LITERATURE (BRALEY)
860312 141 AMERICANS OFTEN MASSACRE ENGLISH TONGUE (STONE)
860409 043 PEOPLE NEED WRITING SKILLS
840926 Oil '^SDSU--1.3 MEN PER WOMAN
840926 015 REGISTRAR'S ENROLLMENT PREDICTION FALSE (HERTING)
850313 021 SPRING ENROLLMENT DROPS (CHICOINE)
850828 061 ENROLLMENT DOWN, BUT FALLS REMAIN FULL (GREGERSEN)
850925 Oil '̂ ENROLLMENT- FOLLOWS POPULATION TRENDS (HELLAND)
851023 034 WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE INCREASING (MARCHESSEAULT)
841003 131 '''SECOND CITY--CROWD PLEASERS
841017 171 VIDEOS TRANSFORM YOUR HOME
841107 111 MORAL MESSAGE STILL IN MOVIES (WHEELER)
850220 043 LADIES' NIGHT--FLEX GLANDS
860205 131 '''COMMI"rTEE OFFERS MOVIES (JONES)
860416 016 COMMITTEE HEARS PUB PROPOSAL
860423 021 SPRING FLING OFFERS STUDY BREAK (MARTIN)
860507 Oil BUDGET COMMITTEE FUNDS NON-ALCOHOLIC PUB
























ETHIER MIKE 841212 204
























FALKEN DENNIS 850206 111














BUGGY INTERESTS ENHANCE TRAVELS
ENTREPRENEURSHIP COULD BE TAUGHT
ENTREPRENEURSHIP ABOUNDS NATION
^ENVIRONMENTALISTS QUESTION 3M (HURNEY)
CITY REQUIRES CHEMICAL SPILL REPORTS
ENVIRONMENT IS IMPORTANT
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION, BERRY RUSSELL
EXTRA FEES--SOLUTION OR PROBLEM (ED)
POLITICAL AMBITION VS SENATORIAL OBLIGATIONS (ED)
REGENTS' MEETING PRACTICES UNFAIR (ED)
PUBLIC MUST BE KEPT INFORMED (ED)
PEOPLE DISH IT OUT, BUT HOW MANY LISTEN (ED)
MERIT BONUS CAUSING FACULTY UNREST (ED)
STATE ISSUES NEED ATTENTION (ED) .
PUBLIC COLLEGES MUST COME FIRST (ED)
SEEKING ADVICE TO CURE COMPUTER BLUES (ED)
EDITORS ENDORSE MARRON-JACOBUS (ED)
CORE REQUIREMENT REDUCES CHOICES (ED)
REGENTS DO IT THEIR WAY, AGAIN (ED)
LOOKING TO FUTURE, BACK ON COLLEGE (ED)
ETHICS SYMPOSIUM PLANNED (KOHLMAN)
WEGHER, ETHIER MAY GO PRO (REINARDY)
*SDSU HELPS WORLD'S HUNGRY
SEE ALSO CREATIONISM
EVOLUTION THEORY REJECTED (L)
"DEPARTMENTS ADVERTISE WITH EXHIBITS (JENSEN)
EXTENTIALISM CLASS OFFERED (JONES)
SEE AG EXPERIMENT
SEE AG EXTENSION WORK
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FACULTY
PLAN AWAITS REGENTS' APPROVAL (KRUMBACH)
GRANTS AVAILABLE FOR TEACHERS (CHICOINE)
FACULTY HAS MIXED VIEWS ON MERIT PAY (WINTER)
SA REQUESTS TEACHER EVALUATION CHANGES (OINES)
'•ENGLISH TEACHERS MOONLIGHT AS AUTHORS, POETS
^STUDENTS HARD TO FORGET DESPITE RETIREMENT (ROOS)
FACULTY SENATORS LISTED
FACULTY UNREST STILL A PROBLEM (FULLER)
FACULTY ARTS EXHIBIT REACHES FINALE SUNDAY
FACULTY TO DISCUSS SUBJECTS IMPORTANT (HURNEY)
FACULTY DOUBTS-EVALUATIONS' VALIDITY
FACULTY QUESTIONS ANSWERED
COHE, REGENTS NEGOTIATIONS (KRUMBACH)
COHE WANTS PAYMENT FOR EXTRA DAYS (HURNEY & MCBREEN)
*ROCKIN' FAIR
*'THE ZIPPER'
"NEW CHALLENGES FACE FALKEN (LAACK)
NEW TREND ENDANGERS LAW
'^CURIOSITY PROMPTS SEARCH (CORDTS)
'•DOMESTIC ABUSE GOES ON (HURNEY)
DOMESTIC ABUSE (HURNEY)
television show depicts family living (CHICOINE)
CONVENTION LOOKS AT CREDIT PROBLEM (HURNEY)
SEE ALSO AG, CROP, GRAIN MARKETING
FINANCIAL STRESS CHANGES MANY FARM LIVES (FULLER)
FARM COUPLE COUNSELS PEERS (KNECHT)
FOUR CREDIT RURAL LIFE (MARCHESSEAULT)
'••FARMER RECALLS BETTER DAYS WITH ROOSEVELT (NIXON)
FARMERS UNION MEMBERS GATHER AT CAPITOL
SA RALLIES FOR FARMER'S CRISIS (BROSCHAT)
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SUBJECT DATE PAPI
FARMS 6c FARMING 860409 091
860507 075




FEDERAL FUNDS 851211 081
















































FOOD PANTRY 850123 071
860212 091




FARM THEFT STAYS CONSTANT--LOCAL LAWMAN (SCHULZ)
LAND PRICES DECLINE, LOANS HARDER TO OBTAIN
'••LEISURE TIME ADDS TO INDIVIDUAL GROWTH
"ORIGINALITY IS KEY TO LOOK (CORDTS)
"TRENDS 'N' STUFF (BULTMAN)
LIKE FATHERS, LIKE DAUGHTERS (SPAWN)
'•CITY APPLIES FOR FEDERAL MONEY (HART)
'••CHALLENGE OF LOCKSMITHING (EMERY)
'̂ 2ND HAND STORE GIVES PAST LOOK (BULTMAN)
SEE ALSO STUDENT AID
'•'STUDENT LOANS RUN OUT (WELSH)
EXTRA FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE (DECKER)
INCREASED FINANCIAL AID (MADER)
AID CHANGES COULD AFFECT RECIPIENTS
FINANCIAL AID PRIORITY SET
LAW MAY AFFECT FINANCIAL AID (MCBREEN)
LAW RESTRICTS FREELOADERS' AID (ED)
ADDITIONAL MONEY AVAILABLE
FEDERAL CUTS JEOPARDIZE AID (KOHLMAN)
THAT'S NOT THE WAY TO RUN A SCHOOL (L)
'•'KONES KORNER (MORRILL)
'•'WINTER FIRES COMMON (LAACK)
'•'ICY BLAZE
REBUILDING PLANS NOT CERTAIN (HURNEY)
"COUCH SMOLDERS BY HANSEN HALL
UP IN SMOKE
FISHBACK HOUSE--A FAMILY TRADITION (CHICOINE)
AREA LAKES OFFER AMPLE FISHING
ICE FISHING ON OAKITOOD LAKE
SALMON FEVER
ICE FISHING TIPS (KAYSER)
BIG SIOUX RIVER OFFERS FISHING CHANCE (KAYSER)
FLOODING HAS GOOD POSSIBILITIES FOR FISHERMAN
'•'VOLLEYBALL SQUAD TO OPEN SEASON (STEIN)
CARE PROGRAM WORTH TIME (L)
'ifWATER, WATER EVERYWHERE
'•'RESIDENTS COMBAT LAKE'S HIGH WATERS (MCBREEN)
FLOODING CAUSES HARDSHIP FOR LAKE FAMILIES
FLOODING HAS GOOD POSSIBILITIES FOR FISHERMEN
CONGRESSMEN--FLOOD AREAS NEED HELP (MUELLER)
STATE'S FLU SEASON REACHES PEAK (NOLZ)
GERMANY JAUNT PLANNED
'•'SAGA PLAN NOT FOR ALL STUDENTS (ACKERSON)
PROMPTS FUTURE DELI (SCHWEIGERT)
HOBOES BOOST PANTRY SUPPLY (MADER)
LOCALS THANK HOBOES (L)
'•'DELI--A NEW SDSU EXPERIENCE IN FOOD (WELSH)
CAMPUS SWEET SHOP (LAURENCE)
RED MEAT MEEDS PROMOTING (SEEFELDT)
CHICAGO SOUP KITCHENS (LAURENCE)
CONFERENCE PLANNED FOR FOOD DAY
COMPETE FOR FOOD SERVICE CONTRACT (MADER)
STUDENTS' PIG-OUT PATTERNS (BULTMAN)
FOOD PANTRY HELPS COLLEGE STUDENTS (NOLZ)
LOCAL FOOD STAMP APPLICATIONS INCREASE (JELINEK)
'•'FOOD PANTRY SUPPLIES ARE UP (LAACK)
FOOD PANTRY HELPS COLLEGE STUDENTS (NOLZ)
LOCAL FOOD STAMP APPLICATIONS INCREASE (JELINEK)








840905 231 COACHES RECOGNIZE RECRUITING (REINARDY)
840912 121 ^JACKS' OFFENSE GAINS CONFIDENCE (REINARDY)
840912 145 NCC SEASON TO START SATURDAY
840919 214 RUNNING BACK TANDEM GAINS YARDS (HELLAND)
840919 221 *MORNINGSIDE HANDLES SDSU
840926 192 *TIEFFENTHALER ADJUSTS TO NCC FOOTBALL (HELLAND)
840926 201 SLOW START DOOMS GRIDDERS (REINARDY)
840926 073 JACKS FACE NCC CONFERENCE PICK (HELLAND)
841003 211 *WEGHER RUNS WILD (REINARDY)
841003 213 UND HOLDS TOP SPOT
841003 235 COACHES USE COMPUTER FOR SCOUTING (REINARDY)
841010 141 *LATE TOUCHDOWN PASS (REINARDY)
841017 191 ND STATE WINS HIGH-SCORING AFFAIR (REINARDY)
841024 145 ^DEFENSE, WEGHER LEAD GRIDDERS (REINARDY)
841031 201 '"'RIVALS ENTERTAIN FANS (HELLAND)
841107 145 COYOTES DROP UND
841107 151 '"'MANKATO STATE'S QUICK START FRUSTRATES SDSU
841114 161 '''DRALLE MISSES FEW SNAPS (HELLAND)
841114 181 '̂ COWBOYS LASSO JACKS (REINARDY)
841128 181 FOOTBALL TEAM GETS FOUR ON NCC SQUAD
850220 205 JACKS SIGN PREP STARS
850327 145 WEGHER SIGNS WITH CALGARY
850828 161 '"'BISON FAVORED TO REPEAT
850828 171 '"'WEGHER WAITING FOR A CHANGE
850904 131 TO DISPLAY STRONG OFFENSE (WHITTLE)
850911 131 '^NCC TEAMS GO 6-3
850918 131 '^RIVALS CLASH ON THE FIELD ...
850918 151 '"'JACKS WINLESS AF"rER FIRST TWO
850925 031 '''CHEERLEADERS SEARCH FOR FUNDS
850925 131 .^SCHOOL SPIRIT
850925 141 '''SDSU ROLLS OVER DEFENDING CHAMPS (LARSON)
850925 161 '"'DIESCH ONE OF 'LITTLE REASONS' (CORDTS)
851002 144 SONNEK, JACKS RUN PAST SIOUX (LARSON)
851009 141 REMAIN UNBEA"rEN IN NCC
851009 171 '''LINEBACKER NEXT FOR PROS (REINARDY)
851016 071 HOBO--'"'JACKS SEEK REVENGE
851016 071 HOBO--HOBO DAY SCOREBOARD
851016 161 '''GRIDDERS HOPE STREAK ENDS (LARSON)
851016 166 RABBITS BOMBED BY NDSU (REINARDY)
851016 171 SDSU VICTIMIZED BY UNWISE RANKING
851023 Oil '''RECORD CROWD WATCHES JACKS ROLL
851023 161 '"'JACKS HUMBLE USD (WHI"rTLE)
851023 171 LOOKING BACK (WHITTLE)
851030 164 '''JACKS PAST AUGUSTANA
851030 171 NCC FOOTBALL PICKERS
851106 051 FOOT-BALL-BAND (L)
851106 141 '''SLIP SLIDIN' AWAY (MOGEN)
851113 141 JACKS STAY IN TITLE HUNT (LARSON)
851113. 151 SONNEK TAKING AIM AT RECORD (REINARDY)
851120 141 '"'SONNEK LEADS JACKS TO VICTORY (REINARDY) '
851204 154 FOUR JACKS NAMED ALL-CONFERENCE
860129 161 GOPHERS MUST PICK UP PIECES (LARSON)
860507 161 '"'3 PLAYERS TO GET CHANCE AT PROFESSIONAL
850925 151 FANS COME. BACK TO EAR"rH (WHITTLE)
851002 054 VIKING FAN RESPONDS (L)
860122 171 BEARS PREDICTED TO SIN
860423 151 FOOTBALL PLAYERS WATCH DRAFT DAY CLOSELY
860430 175 WHAT DO YOU DO (LARSON)
860507 161 '''3 PLAYERS TO GET CHANCE AT PROFESSIONAL









































































































































LANGUAGE CENTER AIDS FACULTY (GREGERSEN)
TIME IS RIPE FOR NEW REQUIREMENT (BARNES)
'••REQUIREMENT RESULTS IN PETITION DRIVE
FOREIGN LANGUAGE BILL GOES TO JANKLOW (KNECHT)
'••BOARD OF REGENTS POSTPONES ACTIONS (HURNEY)
'•'CIA PROTEST
IS AMERICAN FINANCIAL AID JUSTIFIED (L)
MIDEAST CONFLICT DRAGS ON
SUMMIT ISSUES WON'T BE SOLVED
PEOPLE SHOULD DECIDE WORLD'S FATE (L)
READER CLARIFIES CAUSA ORGANIZATION (L)
'•'SINO-US RELATIONS IMPROVE
SA PLANS INTERNATIONAL HOUSE (SCffiffilGERT)
PROPOSED HOUSE EXPLAINED (L)
INTERNATIONAL GROUP FAVORS HOUSE PLANS
SEGREGATION WILL PROVE TO BE MISTAKE (L)
'•'NORWEGIAN EXCHANGE STUDENT
group's MEMBERSHIP GROWING (L)
PLAN TO DEVELOP INTERNATIONAL HOUSE (ERICKSON)
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FAVORS HOUSE PLAN (L)
OLD HABITS DO DIE HARD (L)
BUDDY SYSTEM UNDERGOES CHANGES (MEINERTS)
GROUP SCRAPS INTERNATIONAL HOUSE (GREGERSEN)
PERSIAN CLUB UNVEILS PRICELESS ART
CUT CAUSES UNCERTAINTY-FOREIGN STUDENTS (FEUERSTEIN)
FOREIGN STUDENTS CONCERNED FOR ADVISER'S JOB (L)
SA INTERNATIONAL DESK
'REMEDIAL' COURSE GENERATES COMPLAINTS (MARCHESSAULT
'•'ORGANIZATION FOSTERS UNDERSTANDING
FOREIGNERS USE FREEDOM OF PRESS (ED) ^
TALKING COULD HELP WORLD
AFRICAN STUDENT GROUP ACTIVE (L)
FOREIGN STUDENT TAX STATUS
INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL PROGRAMS (L)
INTERNATIONAL CLUB FUNDED FIRST TIME (SWORD)
NEW TAX LAW MISTREATS FOREIGN STUDENTS
DISCRIMINATION OCCURS IN AREA (HURNEY)
RESPONSES DEFENDING FOREIGN STUDENTS (L)
ADVISER CHANGE CAUSES DOUBT (BRALEY)
'•'NUTURES UNDERSTANDING ABOUT CULTURE (COGDILL)
READER EXPRESSES ANGER AT FELLOW MUSLIM (L)
JANKLOW HIRES TRADE DIRECTOR
ENGINEERING STUDENT SETS ASTRONOMICAL GOAL
'̂ SD BOARD OF REGENTS (MCBREEN & WENZEL)
'•'MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
'•'BRUCE RESIDENT RECOGNIZED (BLOEMENDAAL)
4-H TEAMS JOIN HIGH SCHOOLS (HOLZHAUSER)
SMALL TELLS OF FRENCH TRAVELS (SPAWN)
STUDENTS TO TRAVEL IN FRANCE (MARTIN)
CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE PROFILES (HART)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FRATERNITIES
NATIONAL SAE HONORS SDSU (DECKER)
AT THE TOP--GREEK GPA'S RANK HIGH (WHEELER)
ADD MEANING TO LIFE (L)
SDSU, USD GREEK SOCIETIES DIFFER (SPAWN)
SUBSTITUTES FOR DOWNTOWN (PFEIL)
FRIENDS CAN HELP (L)
'•'ACTING ADMINISTRATORS FILL POSTS (CHEONG)
TESTING PROGRAM HAS ADVANTAGES (ED)


























851002 041 LABELING RECORDS WOULD BE MISTAKE (ED)
851016 041 UNION CHANGES WITH TIME (ED)
851030 041 HORROR FLICKS YIELD LAUGHS
851113 041 REGENT WASTES GOOD OPPORTUNITY (ED)
851120 041 STUDENTS BENEFIT FROM TGIF DAYS (ED)
851204 041 SENATE BALKS ON BUDGETS (ED)
860115 041 COLLEGIAN GIVES 'B' TO SWENSON TEAM (ED)
860129 041 TECHSIGNS EFFORT DESERVES CHANCE (ED)
860205 075 MANAGING EDITOR WINS AWARD
860212 041 GRAMM-RUDMAN HAMPERS STATE
860319 041 SUICIDE DOESN'T SOLVE PROBLEMS (ED)
860409 041 HIGHER EDUCATION REGAINS GROUND (ED)
860416 041 QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ASKED OF SA-LEADERS (ED)
860507 041 JOB'S END BRINGS MIXED EMOTIONS (ED)
840926 075 NEW DIRECTOR ORGANIZES PROGRAM
860212 034 PLAY PART IN ENGINEERING PHONATHON (KOHLMAN)
860305 031 FAST RAISES DONATIONS FOR HUNGER (CHEUNG)
860409 104 EVENING FOR ARTS RAISES FUNDS (VAN BRIESEN)
841003 063 RETIRED TEACHER DISCUSSES BURIAL (BERRY)
860122 085 BILL TO DECREASE FUNERAL COSTS
860205 061 PACKAGES SHOULD BE ADVERTISED (L)
850116 101 FURNITURE EXHIBIT FIRST OF ITS KIND (JENSEN)
841003 201 ^EXPERIENCES JAPANESE FARMING (WELCH)
850123 101 ''-WOMAN DIRECTS STATE FFA (WISHARD)
860409 075 FFA TO SPONSOR 58TH CONVENTION
860416 031 '^SDSU FFA CONVENTION
860423 085 FFA RECOGNIZES STAR AGRIBUSINESSMAN
840912 081 NEW DIRECTION FOR VISUAL ARTS (KNUTSON)
850904 091 ''^GAMBILL CITES CHANGES IN ART
860312 094 LEGISLATURE KILLS BETTING BILL (LAACK)
SEE WILDLIFE
860219 121 'TRIVIA TRAILS' QUIZZES ON STATE FACTS (TOLSTEDT)
860305 111 ''«CLUB STRIVES TO UNITE 'GAMERS'
840919 041 MAKING THE"MOST OF THE FIRST TIME
841003 043 GUARD SLEEVES THIS TIME OF YEAR
841017 043 IT'S TIME FOR STUDENTS TO SUCK IT IN
841031 041 DEAR TEACHERS--PLEASE HELP
841107 043 IS WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY NECESSARY
841114 043 PRIVACY--YOU CHOOSE HOW TO GET- IT
841205 043 WORKING WORLD DIFFERS FROM DREAM
860507 125 ''-EXHIBIT--SAD PHOTO OF PATHETIC-LOOKING BOY
860319 085 JANKLOW APPROVES BILL TO SUBSIDIZE ETHANOL (MUELLER)
850123 012 LOCAL STATIONS MAKE PRICE BIDS (WATSON)
860205 041 COMPARING SERVICE, QUALITY
860212 072 *BROOKINGS GASOLINE PRICES UNDER $1 (JELINEK)
841114 Oil ''•GOIN' SOUTH
.850320 061 GEOGRAPHY CONVENTION UPHOLDS TOP REPUTATION (WELSH)
851002 121 *MAP MAKING ART SPURS ...
851009 141 '"^GRITZNER TAKES GIANT STEP (ENGEL)
860212 065 THREE FOREIGN DIPLOMATS TO ATTEND CONVENTION
860305 075 FOREIGN DIPLOMATS TO ATTEND CONVENTION
860312 071 ANNUAL CONVENTION LIVES UP TO BILLING (HELLAND)
860312 073 HUNGARIAN DIPLOMAT EXPLAINS RELATIONSHIP (COUGHLIN)
850327 023 GERMAN POLITICS LECTURE TOPIC
860416 151 GERMANY JAUNT PLANNED '
850410 141 ''-PRIVATE EYES MISS OUT ON GUNS (WISHARD)
850828 141 ''^SD NATIVE RETURNS HOME
860312 061 RACIAL UNDERSTANDING NEEDS COMMUNICATION (HUTCHES)
841107 Oil STATE PICKS SDSU (HARVEY)
840905 231 WOMEN'S TEAM FACING UPHILL CLIMB (GOHEEN)
- 23- •
SUBJECT DATE PAPER NOTATION
GOLF 840926 183
860319 141
GOODMAN ELLEN 841114 031








GRAIN ELEVATORS 851030 093
GRASSHOPPERS 851016 081
GREENE MICHELE 850123 133
GRITZNER CHARLES 851009 141
GRIVETTI LOUIS 850206 031
GRIZZLE KEN 850313 105
GROCERY STORE 851106 031
GRORUD SHAUN 850213 171
GUNS
GUTHRIE THEATER 850313
HACKY SACK 860409 141
HALL KAREN 860423. 091


















HANSEN LARRY 841003 181
860219 111
HANSEN LOWELL 850911 071
HANSON CLARK 850320 074
HANSON DEBRA 841031 091
HANSON DUANE 840919 114




HARING JOE 860226 071
HARVESTING 851009 013







PLAYER SHORTAGE ENDS WOMEN'S GOLF (LARSON)
*PAR 1
GOODMAN TO SPEAK (CUDMORE)
GOVERNOR'S DAY EVENTS SLATED FOR THURS
'"'STUDENTS QUESTION (COUGHLIN)
CONGRESSIONAL HOPEFULS RIVAL (MCBREEN)
"OFFICE SEEKERS GIVE VIEWS
"GRADUATION PROVOKES MIXTURE OF EMOTIONS (DUMP)
LOOKING TO FUTURE, BACK ON COLLEGE (ED)
GRADUATES APPRECIATE ALL WHO HELPED
TO BUY CAPS, GOWNS (SEEFELDT)
"CITED FOR WATER CONTAMINATION
ANTI-HOPPER CAMPAIGN (KEEN)
'"'GREENE TAKES ADVICE (HELLAND)
"GRITZNER TAKES GIANT STEP (ENGEL)
GUEST SPEAKER FOCUSES ON EATING DISORDERS (FULLER)
JOKES, XS, 3M TAPE
ID CARD MAY BUY GROCERIES (COUGHLIN)
GRORUD BREAKS SCHOOL RECORDS (HELLAND)
SEE.FIREARMS
GUTHRIE ILLUSTRATES SAGA AT SDSU (DAVIDSON)
'"'NEW FAD STRONG WITH STUDENTS (TOLSTEDT)
'>A FATHER BY THE NAME OF KAREN
SPACE'S FAMOUS SNOWBALL VEERS (MORRILL)
'"'CAMPANILE CRUISER
BELOVED CHILDHOOD FRIEND RETURNS
'"'APPARITION
POLICE SAY HALLOWEEN WAS QUIET (WATSON)
'"'JACK-0' -LANTERN
'"'LIFELINE OF PUMPKIN TELLS . . .
COSTUME SALES VARY (BULTMAN)
'"'HALLOWEEN MADNESS
KKK COSTUMES APPALLING (L)
'"'STUDENT'S HANDICAP (WHEELER)
SULLIVAN PERFORMANCE (STREI)
FUNDS SLOW DOWN BUILDING ALTERATIONS (MADER)
ROTC CADETS TEACH DISABLED (WENZEL)
ALL FLOORS STILL OPEN (NEWBERGER)
PUBLIC MUST BE KEPT INFORMED (ED)
ID CARD MAY BUY GROCERIES (COUGHLIN)
'"'COUCH SMOLDERS BY HANSEN HALL
'"'HANSEN DISPLAYS UNIQUE PENS (CANNON)
LOCAL MAN PROSPERS WITH PENS, PENNY CANDY (EMERY)
'"'GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES FOR RACE (HURNEY)
PROJECT GAINS APPEAL IN STATE (WATSON)
'•MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
SDSU GRAPHIC DESIGNER STIRS (GOETZ)
AMERICANS LACK GLOBAL CONCERN (LEHECKA)
RADIO SHOW HOST IS SPEAKER (ERICKSON)
KEILLOR ADDRESSED A STANDING-ROOM-ONLY CROWD
GOODMAN TO SPEAK (CUDMORE)
SDSU STUDENT DIES
'"'HARVEST TIME
HOOPS', HOBO DAY DECISION (ED)
STUDENTS SUFFER WITHOUT PROGRAM (ED)
COLLEGIAN ENTERS COMPUTER ERA (ED)
SA-SENATE NEEDS MEETING SOLUTION (ED)
MEETING OF RIVALS DECREASES GAP (ED)


















850206 041 COLLEGIAN MARKS lOOTH YEAR (ED)
850220 041 GIVE-A-BUCK (ED)
850313 041 RA'S ENRICH LIVES (ED)
850327 041 EAST, WEST PLACE WIVES DIFFERENTLY (ED)
850417 041 WHAT WILL GET VOTE (ED)
850501 041 STUDENTS' PAPER EXHIBITS QUALITY (ED)
860416 151 *MUSIC, SATISFACTION MOTIVATE DIRECTOR (HEGGESTAD)
860430 121 FINAL CONCERT SALUTES HATFIELD (VANBRIESEN)
851106 105 WORKSHOP TEACHES DANCING
860423 141 '''MUSICIAN PLAYS FROM THE HEART (SCHNEIDER)
850116 051 WOMAN WRITES LETTER IN BROTHER'S MEMORY (L)
840905 043 GPA VOWS SUFFER FATE OF UNIVERSE
840919 041 RON DALE--BACKYARD AMERICANA
840926 043 SO YOU WANNA BE A CALENDAR GIRL .
841003 041 PILLS DROWN MEMORIES OF LAST WEEK'S BIG CO
841010 041 THRILL OF THE HUNT MEETS AGONY OF DEFEAT
841024 043 THE HISTORY OF 20TH CENTURY YOUTH
841031 041 BELOVED CHILDHOOD FRIEND RETURNS
841031 053 • COLUMNIST DEFAMES PAPER (L)
841114 041 PLEA FOR WORLD PEACE
841128 041 STORYTELLER COMES ALIVE
841212 043 THE SEASON OF WAR AND CHILDREN
850123 041 STRANDED MOTORIST HEARS LESSON ON LIFE
850206 043 HOFFMAN, KENNEDY MATCHING WITS
850213 043 A VALENTINE'S DAY STORY
850227 041 BIBLE IS RONNIE'S CURE-ALL
850320 041 .LAW--A DOWNFALL FOR JUSTICE
850424 043 GOOD-BYE COLLEGIAN, IT'S BEEN FUN
840919 163 '"'HEALTH CLUBS PROVIDE EXERCISE (MORRILL)
850220 061 '•'FAIR CENTERS ON HOLISTIC HEALTH (WOLF)
850313 053 LOSS OF SIGHT MEANS LOSS OF BEAUTY (L)
850501 085 COUNTY AID ENABLES POOR (ENGEL)
850925 051 CARE PROGRAM WORTH TIME (L)
851113 084 NEW STUDENTS NEED PROOF OF SHOTS (LARSON)
851211 021 SEARCH FOR PHYSICIANS (MADER)
860122 035 WIC PROVIDES NUTRITIONAL AID
860312 031 HEALTH CARE FACES CHALLENGE (MARTIN)
860319 031 '''MARCH ACCENTS HEALTH (TOLLEFSON)
841024 081 HEAT AID REQUESTS START SOON (FULLER)
841128 061 PLAN AHEAD FOR WINTER TEMPS
841017 191 '"'MOVE WEST PLEASES HEFFLEY (HELLAND)
851106 095 HEIDEPRIEM STARTS FOR CONGRESS (MADER) •
851120 084 '"'HEIDEPRIEM VOWS CAMPAIGN
860416 084 CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE PROFILES (HART)
860430 131 STUDENT LEARNS ART OF RODEO CLOWNING
850828 041 CALENDAR DECISION MADE TOO QUICKLY (ED)
850911 041 STUDENT REGENT HAS DIFFICULT JQB (ED)
850925 041 AIDS DISEASE HITS SOUTH DAKOTA (ED)
851009 041 CAP BAN SHOULD BE ELIMINATED (ED)
851023 041 FOREIGNERS USE FREEDOM OF PRESS (ED)
851106 041 DAKOTA COMPACT ISN'T SOLUTION (ED)
851211 041 SENATE FUNDS TOO MUCH (ED)
860122 041 MORATORIUM WILL HELP SD FARMERS
860205 041 SHUTTLE TRAGEDY-MAKES BIG NEWS (ED)
860219 041 LAW RESTRICTS FREELOADERS' AID (ED)
860305 041 THURSDAY RALLY WAS NOT ENOUGH (ED)
860312 041 OPEN ADMISSIONS SHOULD BE PASSED (ED)
860423 041 US ATTACK MAY DETER TERRORIST ACTS (ED)
860430 .041 I'M OUTTA HERE (ED)
860430 11,1 ARTIST--COMPUTERS USEFUL IN ART
- 25-
SUBJECT DATE PAPI
HENNEN BRAD 841107 051
HERRIN CASS 860416 Oil
860423 051
860507 051
HERSETH LARS 850911 071
HEUBNER DAVE 860122 141
HEUSGEN CHRISTOPH 851030 084









HILDERBRAND DAVID 851120 Oil
HILLNER SALLY 851009 081





HJELSETH OYSTEIN . 841017 161
HOBBIES 860115 131
HOBBY HANGAR 860312 141



































OFFICER CHALLENGES STUDENTS TO GIVE INPUT
'•'WEISS RESIGNS, HERRIN TAKES OVER (TOLLEGSON)
EVENTS GIVE SDSU CHANCE TO SHINE
EDUCATION CHALLENGES AWAIT STUDENTS IN FALL
'•'GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES FOR RACE (HURNEY)
'•'POTTERY FARES WELL IN BUSHNELL (EMERY)
WEST GERMAN--UN SETS NORMS
'''MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
THOSE HIGHWAY SIGNS
'''SPEEDING LAW CHANGES AS STATE LOWERS FINES (HURNEY)
^PROFESSOR TAKES JOURNEY IN TIME (KEEN)
'•'COMMENTS ON RAISING THE DRINKING AGE
FEDERATION BLASTS REGENTS' CALENDAR
FEDERATION PROPOSES NEW SALARY FEE (L)
STUDENT FEDERATION LEADER EXPLAINS BUDGET (MCBREEN)
FEDERATION PRESIDENT--'WATCH THE LEGISLATURE'
RUNNING FOR DEAN POSITION (HELLAND)
ORGANIZATION FOSTERS UNDERSTANDING
SHARING A CAMPUS BRINGS SIBLINGS TOGETHER (CORDTS)
SEE NAMES OF SITES
CITY UPS REQUEST FOR HISTORIC SURVEY
HISTORY, POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT DIVIDES
^PROFESSOR TAKES JOURNEY IN TIME (KEEN)
'•'NORWEGIAN EXCHANGE STUDENT
HOBBIES OCCUPY SPARE TIME (TOLSTEDT)
'•'ENTREPRENEUR LEAD A 'MODEL' LIFE
INITIATION IS HISTORY (MARTIN)
'•'HOBO INVASION
HOOPS', HOBO DAY DECISION (ED)
'•'DOIN' IT IN A STOCK TANK
PHEASANT, HOBO DATES COINCIDE
HOBO WEEK EVENTS
'•'CAMPUS COMMENTS ON INITIATION & HOBO DAY
TRADITION NOT LOST IN CHANGES (CANNON)
'•'HOBO DAY--RESPONSIBLE, IMPRESSIVE (WIEDERICH)
'•'BERG TO BE PARADE MARSHALL (WIEDERICH)
FROSH CAN QUIT HIDING (WIEDERICH)
CHAIRMAN WELCOMES ALL TO HOBO DAY
ONE MONTH CLUB
TRADITIONS--KEEPING IT ALL TOGETHER (WISHARD)
'''1984 HOBO DAY COMMITTEE
'''STOCK TANK YACHT REGATTA
'•'TRIPS KEEP SDSU INTEREST ALIVE (LANG)
PARADE IS MIX OF OLD & NEW (KEINTZ)
JACKS FACE NCC CONFERENCE PICK (HELLAND)
HOBO DAY EVENTS
HOBOES SHOULD NEVER TELL PARENTS
COMMITTEE PUSHES FOR INVOLVEMENT BY ALL
'•'FIRED UP
HOBOES BOOST PANTRY SUPPLY (MADER)
'•'HANSEN HAULERS
'''DURING HOBO WEEK
POLICE HAVE FEWER CALLS
'•'PREPARING
'•'ROLL PRIDE ROLL
$10 MILLION SUIT FILED (DUMP)
INSURER SAYS IT WON'T COVER COMMITTEE
SAFETY FORCES OUT PARADE TRADITION
SDSU SETTLES HOBO DAY LAWSUIT WITH KLEINS










































































































































HOBOS WARN STATE (L)
"VEHICLE PHASE OUT ANGERS FEW
FEMALES FILL MAJORITY OF COMMITTEE SEATS
HOBO--HOBO DAY COMMITTEE
HOBO--HOBO DAY PARADE (DEJONG)
HOBO--IT ALL STARTED IN 1912
HOBO--*WIL, LIL INVADE CAMPUS
'-CREATIVITY
EXPERIENCE INSPIRES POEM (L)
INCIDENT CAUSES HASSLE FOR PARTY HOUSES (REINARDY)
*NEW POOBA PLANS ACTIVITIES (PFEIL)
HOBO--A VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES
FRESHMEN MIX WITH CROWD (PFEIL)
HOBO WEEK WINNERS
HOCKEY CLUB BEGINS YEAR (REINARDY)
DORDT ENDS HOCKEY CLUB'S STREAK (LARSON)
HOCKEY CLUB GAINS REVENGE
SLAPSHOT PRODUCES JACK WIN
'-HOCKEY CLUB SPLITS SERIES (REINARDY)
'•'DEDICATION HELPS JOHNSON (LARSON)
HOCKEY CLUB DOWNS DORDT COLLEGE TWICE (REINARDY)
TEAM FACES REBUILDING YEAR
"SLIPPERY WHEN WET
HOCKEY CLUB GAINS REVENGE
HOCKEY CLUB SWEEPS DORDT COLLEGE
HOCKEY CLUB SPLITS PAIR WITH CARLTON COLLEGE
HOCKEY CLUB DROPS THREE ROAD GAMES (REINARDY)
LACK OF PLAYERS HURT HOCKEY CLUB (REINARDY)
HOCKEY CLUB HANDS HURON 9-3 DEFEAT
HOCKEY CLUB EARNS SPLIT WITH CARLETON
'•'HOCKEY CLUB CAPTURES TOURNAMENT TITLE
HOFFMAN, KENNEDY MATCHING WITS
ACTIVIST SPEAKS OF TODAY (SWORD)
GROUP TEACHES ADJUSTMENT (CHICOINE)
'•'RUNNING FOR DEAN POSITION (HELLAND)
SWITCHES MONDAY CLASSES. TO BENEFIT LABS (HALVERSON)
SDSU PROFESSOR AMONG FINALISTS
'̂ 'SEAS LIVES UP TO TITLE (ENGEL)
SHARE NEGATIVE PREJUDICES (ACKERSON)
AREA GAYS REFUTE AIDS PANIC (HURNEY)
GAY PERSECUTION SHOULD STOP NOW (L)
FIGHTING NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES DOESN'T WORRY THEM
'•'HONG KONG PEOPLE FACE CHANGING TRADITIONS (BRALEY)
HOOPS', HOBO DAY DECISION (ED)
'•'PRESIDENT'S FAMILY ADJUSTS (ROOS)
'i^HOBO DAY--RESPONSIBLE, IMPRESSIVE (WIEDERICH)
'•'HOOPS' STORY CONCLUDED (ROOS)
HOOPS ATTENDS SA-SENATE, LISTS GOALS
HOOPS PLANS BUDGET (CHICOINE & FULLER)
HOOPS VOICES CONCERN OVER FARM ISSUE (MCBREEN)
SDSU PASSES RE-ACCREDITATION TEST (FULLER)
^RESIGNATION ADDING TO FACULTY UNREST (FULLER)
'-HOOPS CLOSE-MOUTHED ABOUT WHY (ERPENBACH)
HOOPS, REGENT DISAGREE OVER REPORT RELEASE (FULLER)
JAN 27 COURT DATE SET (FULLER)
PUBLICITY DID NOT KEEP STUDENTS AWAY
'̂ HOOPS AFFAIR--ONE YEAR LATER (FULLER)
HOOPS' RESIGNATION SURPRISES PEOPLE (FULLER)



















850213 Oil DEAN--DON'T WORRY ABOUT PHARMACY (ENGEL)
850925 022 '̂ PHARMACY DEAN TO RETIRE JULY 1 (SEEFELDT)
851204 121 ADAPTS TO CULTURE BOTSWANA STYLE
850123 012 *ALONE IN THE COLD
850911 121 HORSES FIND HOUSING STABLES (MORRILL)
850918 175 HORSESHOE TOURNEY SLATED--ENTRIES OPEN FOR 3 SPORTS
860122 064 SDSU DEPARMENT CHANGES NAME (REINARDY)
850313 071 HOSPICE HELPS CANCER VICTIMS (WATSON)
SEE ALSO LEASE & RENT
840905 071 ON-CAMPUS HOUSING INCREASE (MADER)
840912 034 SA PLANS INTERNATIONAL HOUSE (SCHWEIGERT)
840912 101 '''OLD-TIMERS PROVIDE ALTERNATIVES (CORDTS)
840926 054 PROPOSED HOUSE EXPLAINED (L)
841003 061 INTERNATIONAL GROUP FAVORS HOUSE PLANS
841010 Oil LICENSING VOTE (KRUMBACH)
841017 055 SEGREGATION WILL PROVE TO BE MISTAKE (L)
841114 015 VOTERS TO DECIDE FATE OF LICENSING ORDINANCE
841128 Oil VOTERS DEFEAT ORDINANCE
841205 083 LOW INCOME ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE (WATSON)
841212 031 PLAN TO DEVELOP INTERNATIONAL HOUSE (ERICKSON)
841212 151 '''LOCK UP THE FURNITURE--COMPANY IS COMING (MORRILL)
850116 051 INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FAVORS HOUSE PLAN (L)
850313 061 RHD CHANGE AIDS PROGRAM (WELSH)
850320 031 GROUP SCRAPS INTERNATIONAL HOUSE (GREGERSEN)
850911 031 RHD'S BECOME HALF-TIME STAFF
850911 033 FEW TRAITS LINK NEW RHD'S
860122 035 PROPOSED LEGISLATION ASKS FOR PURITIVE AWARDS
860122 075 FIRE ESCAPES CLOSED FOR WINTER (FULLER)
860219 041 FREE HOUSING LEGAL ADVICE AVAILABLE
860409 Oil HOUSING CONTRACT MAY CHANGE (TOLLEFSON)
840905 Oil LANDLORDS OPPOSE LICENSING (KRUMBACH)
840905 Oil NEW APARTMENTS CHANGING OUTLOOK (FULLER)
840905 041 LANDLORDS REFLECT BAD FEELINGS (ED)
850828 083 HOUSING SURPLUS BENEFITS STUDENTS (KNECHT)
851113 071 STUDENTS CONTENT LIVING OFF CAMPUS (MUELLER)
840926 151 '''FEAR OF FALLING NO PROBLEM (MORRILL)
851009 163 '"'HUBBARD PART OF SDSU (CORDTS)
851204 141 HUBBARD EARNS ALL-AMERICAN HONORS
850116 082 RIGHTS COMMITTEE FORMED (MARTIN)
850313 081 GOALS FOR NEW RIGHTS COMMITTEE (ENGEL)
851023 071 ORDINANCE IS DISPUTED (LARSON)
851030 101 ORDINANCE MAY LEAVE CITY OPEN (MCBREEN)
860312 084 GROUP OPENS PEOPLE'S EYES (JELINEK)
851120 093 EDUCATES PET OWNERS (REINARDY)
851211 091 JANKLOW HIRES TRADE DIRECTOR
841205 041 FEED HUNGRY AFRICANS
850123 053 HUNGER CAN INCREASE AWARENESS (L)
850206 075 STUDENTS JOIN FIGHT AGAINST STARVATION (WINTER)
850220 051 CAMPUS GROUPS HELPED HUNGRY (L)
850424 031 HUNGER CONCERNS AIRED (GREGERSEN)
851002 061 CHICAGO SOUP KITCHENS (LAURENCE)
851030 074 '''SDSU HELPS WORLD'S HUNGRY
860305 031 FAST RAISES DONATIONS FOR HUNGER (CHEONG)
840926 016 PHEASANT, HOBO DATES COINCIDE
841010 041 THRILL OF THE HUNT MEETS AGONY OF DEFEAT
841107 131 PHEASANT NUMBERS DWINDLE (LARSON)
841205 043 DON'T BE CAUGHT'WITH YOUR PANTS DOWN
850116 051 WOMAN WRITES LETTER IN BROTHER'S MEMORY (L)
850918 021 HOBO DAY, HUNTING CONFLICT (COUGHLIN)

























851002 141 AREA PROVIDES PLENTY OF ACTION (KAYSER)
851009 141 BIG GAME HUNTING (KAYSER)
851106 141 ROAD HUNTING AN OPTION (KAYSER)
851113 Oil -'-THE HUNT IS ON ... (LARSON)
851113 012 STOCKGROWERS CHALLENGE ROAD HUNTING
851120 171 ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME FEELING (KAYSER)
860115 173 TIPS GETS POACHERS (KAYSER)
860212 171 SEVEN HUNTERS DIE IN ACCIDENTS (KAYSER)
860219 141 BOWHUNTING TECHNOLOGY REPLACING SKILL (KAYSER)
860305 151 LEASED LAND HURTS SD'S HUNTERS (KAYSER)
860312 161 SPRING TURKEY HUNTING BREAKS MONOTONY (KAYSER)
860423 161 FRIEND OF ANIMALS NOT FRIENDLY TO HUNTERS
851120 121 -'̂ COLONY IN TURKEY BUSINESS (BULTMAN)
851023 123 ''-HYPNOTIST ENTRANCES VIEWERS (TOLSTEDT)
841212 111 '-'UNUSUAL TRAFFIC
851211 091 BLIZZARD DEPLETES CITY FUNDS
851211 094 '-'SPENDS MORE REMOVING SNOW
841003 101 STRICT FAKE ID PENALTY
841128 084 FALSE ID USERS FIND TROUBLE (MCBREEN)
850220 081 '-'ID ABUSE ONE CONCERN OF JUDGE (LAACK)
860122 051 ACCURACY IN ACADEMIA GROUP INTMIDATES
851030 044 ILLEGAL MEXICAN WORKERS
851211 023 FOREIGN STUDENT TAX STATUS
860219 Oil NEW TAX LAW MISTREATS FOREIGN STUDENTS
851211 031 '-'WORLD'S THIRD LARGEST TECHNICAL WORKFORCE
850424 ,011 '-'TRADITION LIVES
860205 071 SDSU TRIES TO INTEGRATE CULTURES
860312 061 RACIAL UNDERSTANDING NEEDS COMMUNICATION (HUTCHES)
860319 131 TRIBE HITS JACKPOT WITH BINGO HALT. (NIXON)
851211 081 MORE INDUSTRIES LOCATE IN CITY (HART)
840912 Oil INITIATION IS HISTORY (MARTIN)
840919 041 HOOPS', HOBO DAY DECISION (ED)
840926 054 EDITORIAL MISSES WITH 60'S ATTITUDE
850320 121 '-'CREEPY, CRAWLY THINGS DON'T BOTHER
851009 121 BUGGY INTERESTS ENHANCE TRAVELS
850904 061 '-'NEW DELIVERY CART
841205 083 WARNING GIVEN FOR WINTER INSULATORS (MARTIN)
850123 016 INSURER SAYS IT WON'T COVER COMMITTEE
850911 041 INSURANCE CAN CONFUSE AVERAGE AMERICAN
851106 015 SA CONSIDERS LIABILITY INSURANCE
860115 015 INSURANCE QUESTION CONCERNS OFFICIALS (CORDTS)
860122 031 LIABILITY INTEREST RATES CAUSE SA CONCERN
860122 031 REGENTS PURCHASE VEHICULAR INSURANCE
860122 091 BROOKINGS COST RISES
860409 071 SA TO PURCHASE MALPRACTICE INSURANCE (SWORD)
860430 091 LAWMAKERS PASS MASTER PLAN (HART)
850417 074 INTERNATIONAL CLUB HOSTS PROGRAM (WOLF)
860122 Oil INTERNATIONAL CLUB FUNDED FIRST TIME (SWORD)
860423 065 CLUB PICNIC SCHEDULED
860409 075 INTERNATIONAL DAY PLANS SET
860416 075 COUNTRIES SHOW EXHIBITS, MOVIES
860423 031 -'NUTURES UNDERSTANDING ABOUT CULTURE (COGDILL)
860430 051 INTERNATIONAL DAY SCORES PREDECESSORS' SUCCESS
860430 053 INTERNATIONAL' DAY FOSTERS FRIENDSHIP (L)
860219 111 '̂ STUDENT MEETS STARS THROUGH INTERNSHIP (SPAWN)
860423 085 STATE OFFERS INTERNSHIPS
860319 043 SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS POSSESS LOOK
840912 145 INTRAMURALS
840919 225 INTRAMURLAS


































841114 171 '"-FLAG FOOTBALL TEAMS SCORE (LARSON)
850911 051 INTRAMURAL OPPORTUNITIES DIMINSH (L)
850911 143 SEEK OUT INTRAMURAL ACTIVITY (LARSON)
850410 141 ^PRIVATE EYES MISS OUT ON GUNS (WISHARD)
851113 061 ''-IRANIAN REVOLUTION CHANGED ROLE OF WOMEN
860226 051 IRAN CELEBRATES ISLAMIC REVOLUTION
860226 071 IRANIANS CELEBRATE VICTORY
860312 053 STUDENT BLASTS ISLAMIC REPUBLIC (L)
860312 053 IRANIANS SHOULD LEAVE UNITED STATES (L)
860416 051 REVOLUTION OPENS DOORS FOR IRANIAN WOMEN (L)
860430 051 CELEBRATION MARKS NEW YEAR, SEASON (L)
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS
860430 081 FIGHTING WITH IRAN CAUSES IRAQ TURMOIL
850320 051 SOCIAL REVOLUTION FOR WOMEN'S RIGHTS
851106 051 COMPARISONS ARE OBSCENE (L)
851211 051 MYTHS, FACTS ABOUT JEW HOMELAND (L)
841212 021 YEARBOOKS SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE IN JANUARY
850417 031 '''COLLEGIAN, JACKRABBIT EDITORS CHOSEN (WELSH)
860423 031 ^COLLEGIAN, JACKRABBIT EDITORS CHOSEN (BRALEY)
840919 201 '''JACOBSON CONTRIBUTES SKILLS
841205 061 ANONYMOUS WRITER TELLS TALE OF TIME IN JAIL
840905 053 MONTANA--WATCH OUT FOR GOVERNOR (L)
850116 015 JANKLOW ADDRESS RECEIVES CRITICISM (MCBREEN)
850123 Oil CRITICIZE JANKLOW'S SPEECH (MCBREEN)
850313 054 JANKLOW'S CHARACTER FLAWS (L)
850320 Oil MCKELLIPS--GOVERNOR USES POWER (MCBREEN)
850417 033 JANKLOW AT INTERNATIONAL AG DAY
850424 031 JANKLOW LISTS AG PLAN (MEINERTS)
850501 031 '''JANKLOW TALKS ABOUT HIGHER EDUCATION (MEINERTS)
850911 Oil ^JANKLOW PICKS SDSU JUNIOR (MCBREEN)
851016 015 '''JANKLOW VISITS SDSU
860122 Oil '''JANKLOW SPARKS LEGISLATURE (LAACK)
860226 081 '''JANKLOW STARTS SENATE RACE (MCBREEN)
860305 015 JANKLOW POINTS THREE NEW REGENTS (MCBREEN)
860319 Oil '''JANKLOW REVIEWS EDUCATION CHANGES (CORDTS)
860319 085 JANKLOW APPROVES BILL TO SUBSIDIZE ETHANOL (MUELLER)
860409 086 JANKLOW KILLS BILL TO ELIMINATE REQUIREMENTS
860416 054 BROKEN PROMISE MAY SPLIT PARTY (L)
860507 Oil '''STUDENTS QUESTION (COUGHLIN)
860507 Oil ^JANKLOW CRITICIZES CONGRESS' WORK ETHIC (HART)
860507 021 FACULTY QUESTIONS ANSWERED
841003 201 '''EXPERIENCES JAPANESE FARMING (WELCH)
841205 111 '''JAZZIN' FOR SDSU
850925 111 JAZZ GROUP TO PERFORM (CHICOINE)
850220 141 '''NEW STEP TO HEALTH (LEHECKA)
851113 Oil VALUE-ADDED TESTING GENERATES CONFUSION (LAURENCE)
860226 161 "'TRAPPING PROVIDES WAY OF LIFE
841017 Oil JOB SERVICE, CAP CENTER AGREE (FULLER)
850220 201 "'DEDICATION HELPS JOHNSON (LARSON)
840912 141 "'JOHNSON DEVOTES SUMMER TO GOSPEL (HERRIN)
850116 142 JOHNSON'S 37 POINTS PRODUCE WIN (LANG)
850911 121 HORSES FIND HOUSING STABLES (MORRILL)
850918 151 "'FORMER FOOTBALL PLAYER
860423 135 STUDENT WINS IT ALL ON 'PRICE IS RIGHT'
860416 081 CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE PROFILES (LAACK)
860122 151 JOKESTER SPICES UP CAMPUS LIFE (MORRILL)
850320 081 "'JORGENSEN NAMED HONORED FARMER (NEWBERGER)
840919 081 "'MEDIA INSTRUCTOR BUILDS STUDIO (GRIFFIN)
860319 081 GOVERNOR APPOINTS REGENTS

































850313 051 JOURNALISTS PROMOTE PRESS FREEDOM FOR ALL (L)
850828 141 *SD NATIVE RETURNS HOME
850918 041 FREEDOM OF PRESS IS FOR EVERYONE (ED)
851204 084 LIMIT CLOSED-DOOR MEETINGS (MUELLER)
860115 041 PRESS FEEDS OFF TRAGIC EVENT--NOT STRAIGHT
860205 061 FROSH'S LETTER WAS ATTENTION PLOY (L)
860205 061 MEDIA AREN'T JUST FOR JOURNALISM MAJORS (L)
860212 053 CRITIC APOLOGIZES FOR LETTER (L)
860305 131 ^STUDENTS VALUE EXPERIENCE WITH CBS (BULTMAN)
840926 131 ^STUDENT'S HANDICAP (WHEELER)
850116 043 MEATS TEAM WINS INTERNATIONAL CONTEST (L)
860129 013 COMMITTEE CUTS JUDGING TEAM (FULLER)
860205 041 JUDGING TEAM DESERVES FUNDING
860205 071 ^JUDGING TEAMS GIVE SDSU RECOGNITION
860212 051 CUTS TAX MEMBERS
860212 051 JUDGING PARTICIPANTS GAIN JOB SKILLS (L)
860219 051 JUDGING TEAMS HAVE PURPOSE
840912 051 SA PRESIDENT LOOKING FOR FEEDBACK
841031 231 *kalLEVIG'S ARM DOES TALKING
841003 113 LAND OFFICE SHOULD BE SEPARATE (KRUMBACH)
860423 131 COLLEGE ASTRONOMY ENTICES FIFTH-GRADER (KOURI)
860507 083 *MIRACLE SAVES LITTLE GIRL'S LIFE (LAACK)
841031 071 - KEILLOR ADDRESSED A STANDING-ROOM-ONLY CROWD
860305 084 '"-NEWSMEN GIVE VIEWS
860305 131 '̂ STUDENTS VALUE EXPERIENCE WITH CBS (BULTMAN)
840912 071 '̂ AREA DEMOCRATS GET BOOSTER (KRUMBACH)
841031 101 '^MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
840919 185 *HARD WORK, LOVE PAY OFF (WALKER)
850116 041 KESD--STUDENTS MISSING OUT (ED)
860416 116 MAC OPENS-NEW EXHIBIT
850123 031 KING DAY CELEBRATES CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT
840926 151 '"-FEAR OF FALLING NO PROBLEM (MORRILL)
850327 Oil NON-VIOLENCE THROUGH EDUCATION (MEINERTS)
850327 035 '^DARE TO DREAM
850206 043 ON THE ORIGINS OF SUCKING FACE
841003. Oil '"-SUCCESS FOR BILL KLEIN (DUMP)
841017 015 $10 MILLION SUIT FILED (DUMP)
850123 016 INSURER SAYS IT WON'T COVER COMMITTEE
850410 012 SDSU SETTLES HOBO DAY LAWSUIT WITH KLEINS
860122 041 PEOPLE NEED TO SEE THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD '
860205 043 SIMPLE RITUALS MAY SAVE MANKIND
860219 043 IRREPRESSIBLE SPIRITS HARD TO FORGET
860305 051 ORIGINAL SIN VS. BLESSING
860319 043 JOY PENETRATES SKINS, ADDS MEANING TO LIFE
860416 042 AGRESSIONS RES"rRICT US CITIZENS
860430 043 'SYMPA"rHY PAINS' MIGHT CONTAIN HOPE
851009 • 171 ^LINEBACKER NEXT FOR PROS (REINARDY)
860226 031 THREE SLATES CAMPAIGNING FOR PRES, V-PRES (HURNEY)
860312 013 *KNECHT, WEISS WIN (HURNEY)
860423 051 EVENTS GIVE SDSU CHANCE TO SHINE
860507 051 EDUCATION CHALLENGES AWAIT S"rUDENTS IN FALL
850911 061 HIS EXPERIENCE CAN HELP STATE (HURNEY)
850911 071 -'GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDA"rES FOR RACE (HURNEY)
850904 065 KNUTSON TAKES OVER AS REGISTRAR
8409-05 113 DREAMS OF CITY RESEARCH CENTER
841031 181 '"'KONES KORNER (MORRILL)'
851030 081 '^COUNTRY FACES INCOME DISPARITY
860409 121 MILITARY TRIP--A QUEST FOR RICE (SPAWN)
860312 084 GROUP OPENS PEOPLE'S EYES (JELINEK)
841031 101 '''MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
31-
SUBJECT DATE pap:




























KUNDERT ALICE 850911 071
KURALT CHARLES 860305 084
860305 131
KURTENBACH AELRED , 840905 111
841017 101
KURTENBACH LISA 850327 145




LANDS PUBLIC 841003 113
LANE DAVE 860507 161
DANGER JIM 851016 Oil
LARSEN CHUCK 860423 Oil
LARSEN JAY 860305 031
LARSON GARY 841031 192
LAUBERSHEIMER DAVE 860129 031
860312 015
LAW ENFORCEMENT 850911 084
LAWLESS JAMES 850417 131
LEADERSHIP 851106 025
860416 075
LEAFSTEDT JON 850227 Oil
850227 051
LEASE & RENT 860122 035








KRUEGER PROFILES TWIN CITY FAN
3M COMPANY CHOSE BROOKINGS
INSURANCE CAN CONFUSE AVERAGE AMERICAN
STATE'S BUSINESS CLIMATE IS TOP
SIMPLE PHRASE CAN HELP COMPANY'S PROBLEMS
ENTREPRENEURIALISM SHOULD BE TAUGHT
MORE WOMEN IN WORK FORCE
'POSITIONING' MAY HELP SDSU'S FUTURE
ILLEGAL MEXICAN WORKERS
POPULAR CRAZES CAN EITHER ...
GOOD MANAGERS DON'T MESS WITH STATUS
DEMOGRAPHICS HELPS BUSINESSES
RESEARCH ADDS TO METHOD'
INVENTORY FORCES LOCALS TO SHOP ELSEWHERE
FINANCE FUTURE REVOLVES AROUND CREDIT CARDS
ADVERTISING PLOYS GRAB AUDIENCES
COMPARING SERVICE, QUALITY
STUDENTS NEED TO LEARN POLITICS
'BODY SHOPS' ADD LURE TO PROMOTIONS
RECRUITMENT SERVES SMALL BUSINESS
STATE, FEDERAL LAWS CONFLICT
AD PLOYS ATTRACT CONSUMERS
SUCCESSFUL APPLICANTS POSSESS LOOK
ENTREPRENEURSHIP ABOUNDS NATION
CREATIVE INTERVIEWEES POSSESS ADVANTAGE
SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM DOOMED TO FAIL
DEMOGRAPHICS PROVIDE FOR ANTICIPATION
ALARMS MAY LEND COMFORT
"GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES FOR RACE (HURNEY)
"NEWSMEN GIVE VIEWS
^STUDENTS VALUE EXPERIENCE WITH CBS (BULTMAN)
JANKLOW APPOINTS 2 NEW REGENTS
'•-SD BOARD OF REGENTS (MCBREEN & WENZEL)
ALL-STATER CHOOSES SDSU
*LADOUCEUR ADJUSTS TO ROLE (HELLAND)
VALUE IN STATE CONTINUES TO FALL (KNECHT)
SEE ALSO,LEASE & RENT
SEE NAMES OF LANDMARKS
LAND OFFICE SHOULD BE SEPARATE (KRUMBACH)
"LANE PROVES RECORDS ARE TO BE BROKEN
HOBO--'''LANGER WILL RETURN FOR HOBO DAY
ADVISER CHANGE CAUSES DOUBT (BRALEY)
'•'FOUNDATION MANAGES FUNDS (HUTCHES)
PROFESSORS CONTRIBUTE TO BOOKS (WHEELER)
FEDERATION OFFICE MAY MOVE BACK (HELLAND)
'''COMMITTEE FORMS FOR NATIONAL SEARCH
PARTY CONSEQUENCES (MCBREEN)
'•'LAWLESS TRANSFORMS LIKE MAGIC (DAVIDSON)
TRIP OFFERED TO TEXAS FOR WORKSHOP
DAKOTA CONFERENCE TEACHES SKILLS
'•'PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES EXPAND PLANKS (MEINERTS)
LEAFSTEDT CONCERNED WITH ISSUE (L)
PROPOSED LEGISLATION ASKS FOR PURITIVE AWARDS
FREE HOUSING LEGAL ADVICE AVAILABLE
SEE ALSO NAMES OF LEGISLATORS
CRITICIZE JANKLOW'S SPEECH (MCBREEN)
LEGISLATORS WANT TO LEARN SYSTEM (MCBREEN)
LEGISLATORS EXPLAIN FARM CRISIS (MCBREEN)
TOUGH ISSUES TAKE TIME FOR LAWMAKERS (MCBREEN)








































































































































REGENTS DRAW CRITICISM FROM LEGISLATORS
DISCUSS TOP ISSUES (HART)
LEGISLATORS DISCUSS ISSUES
*CAMPUS COMMENTS ON THIS SESSION
FEDERATION PRESIDENT--'WATCH THE LEGISLATURE'
LAWMAKERS ARGUE EDUCATION'S RESULTS (MCBREEN)
AG CRISIS, BUDGET TO RECEIVE PRIORITY
LEGISLATURE WAKES UP CAPITAL CITY
'•'STUDENTS LEARN IN LEGISLATURE (KNECHT)
'•'JANKLOW SPARKS LEGISLATURE (LAACK)
HIGHER EDUCATION BILLS FILED (KNECHT)
LEGISLATORS EXPLORE AGREEMENT OPTIONS (HART)
BILL TO DECREASE FUNERAL COSTS
LEGISLATIVE BILLS
BILLS LIMITING REGENTS FLOOD LEGISLATURE (KNECHT)
LAWMAKERS MAY RELAX SPEEDING PENALTIES (KNECHT)
FACULTY TO WAIT ON BILL (HELLAND)
STUDENT FEDERATION OPPOSES ADMISSIONS BILL
STUDENT REGENT'THINKGS BILL HAS CHANCE
SD LEGISLATURE LETS CITIZENS EXPRESS VIEWS
STUDENTS ATTEND SHED
FARMERS UNION MEMBERS GATHER AT CAPITOL
WAGNER SUPPORTS OPEN ADMISSIONS BILL (MUELLER)
LEGISLATIVE COFFEE FOCUSES ON DRINKING AGE (HART)
LEGISLATORS DISCUSS ISSUES
FOREIGN LANGUAGE BILL GOES TO JANKLOW (KNECHT) ,
ECONOMIST--BILL CUTS SURPLUSES (NOLZ)
LEGISLATURE PASSES EMPLOYEE'S TUITION BILL (MUELLER)
TO DECIDE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF LOTTERY (SCHULZ)
LAWMAKERS KILL FARM FORECLOSURE BILL (MUELLER)
HIGH EDUCATION SCORES VICTORIES (FULLER)
LEGISLATURE KILLS BETTING BILL (LAACK)
FARM BILLS MAY HELP AG CRISIS
LAWMAKERS PASS MASTER PLAN (HART)
LAW MAY AFFECT FINANCIAL AID (MCBREEN)
'•'JANKLOW CRITICIZES CONGRESS' WORK ETHIC (HART)
'•'AURORA MAN'S LOVE TURNS INTO LP (TOLSTEDT)
CENTER OFFERS FUN ACTIVITIES (JENSEN)
"LEISURE TIME ADDS TO INDIVIDUAL GROWTH
SD BOARD OF REGENTS (MCBREEN & WENZEL)
ROCKIN' FAIR
HUEY...
LIBERTARIAN PERSECUTED FOR DRAFT OPPOSITION (L)
MINI LIBRARIES AVAILABLE (JENSEN)
LIBRARY LITTER ATTRACTS HUNGRY BOOKWORMS (GREGERSEN)
CARD CATALOG TO COMPUTERIZE (GREGERSEN)
LIBRARY DATA SHOW STUDY HABITS
BOOK THEFTS AT LIBRARY INCREASE (TOLLEFSON)
ADULT DISCUSSION GROUP FOCUSES ON SELF-IDENTITY
'•'STUDENT OPINIONS ON LYBIAN THREATS
ARAB STUDENTS--VIEW LIBYA (EMERY)
US ATTACK MAY DETER TERRORIST ACTS (ED)
PRICE OF LIBYAN RAID UPSETS SOME AMERICANS
FRUSTRATION DOESN'T CONSTITUTE RAIDS (L)
REAGAN'S AMBITIONS INCLUDE WARTIME DUTIES (L)
LIBYA RAID WAS WRONG (L)
'•'STUDENT BACK IN THE WALK OF LIFE (STONE)
SEE ALSO STUDENTS
YES, THERE IS SOME MEANING IN THIS LIFETIME


















841024 043 THE HISTORY OF 20TH CENTURY YOUTH
841024 124 ^STUDENT LOANS RUN OUT (WELSH)
841031 054 READER'S NEEDS DIFFER (L)
841114 043 TODAY AT STATE UNIVERSITY
841114 141 '̂MILITARY BRATS' EXPERIENCE LIFE (WELSH)
841205 043 WORKING WORLD DIFFERS FROM DREAM
841205 051 ALL MEN NOT DRUNK, HORNY (L)
841205 051 SDSU MAJORITY RETAINS MORALS, VALUES (L)
850925 031 ^CAMPUS COMMENTS ON FREE TIME
851009 054 MATERIAL GOODS CAST DARK SHADOW (L)
851023 144 PLATONIC RELATIONSHIPS SPARK (MORRILL)
851106 023 SUBSTITUTES FOR DOWNTOWN (PFEIL)
851204 051 DREAMS TURN TO REALITIES OVER YEARS (L)
860430 053 'RUMPIES' CONCEPT INTEREST CHICAGOANS (L)
SEE ALSO BEER
840905 015 FRESHMEN.CONTEND WITH HIGHER AGE
840905 031 ''-CAMPUS COMMENTS ON DRINKING LAW
840905 184 '̂ •HUMOROUS LOOK AT THE NEW LAW (MORRILL & CANNON)
841128 084 FALSE ID USERS FIND TROUBLE (MCBREEN)
841212 111 CITY GRANTS LIQUOR LICENSE (MARTIN)
841212 151 '''LOCK UP THE FURNITURE--COMPANY IS COMING (MORRILL)
850227 083 PROBLEMS DELAY DRINKING AGE MEASURE (MCBREEN)
850410 091 DRAM LAW ROUSES CONTROVERSY (MCBREEN)
851002 091 LIQUOR SALES BOOSTED (MCBREEN)
851023 Oil '̂ 'ALCOHOL BAN FOR GREEKS CONSIDERED (FULLER)
851023 061 '''COMMENTS--ALCOHOL IN THE FRATERNITIES & SORORITIES
851211 051 NEWEST DRINKING AGE LAW (WILLIAMS)
860115 071 REGENTS REGULATE FRATERNITY DRINKING
860122 015 DRINKING AGE MAY RISE TO 21 (LAACK)
860205 095 CITY KEEPS LICENSE
860212 031 '''COMMENTS ON RAISING THE DRINKING AGE
860212 081 LEGISLATIVE COFFEE FOCUSES ON DRINKING AGE (HART)
860212 091 INCIDENT CAUSES HASSLE FOR PARTY HOUSES (REINARDY)
860219 071 STATE TO LOSE $12 MILLION IF AGE ISN'T RAISED
860430 055 DRINKING OFFERS FEW SOLUTIONS (L)
851106 091 STATE'S ILLITERATE ADULTS (MARTIN)
850320 081 PAST MANAGERS RECALL DUTIES (OINES & JOHNSON)
850320 081 'FARMER JONES HOG RACE' (WALTER)
850320 083 NEW DIVISION GIVES SELLING EXPERIENCE (RADDATZ)
850320 084 STUDENTS PRODUCE NATION'S LARGEST (RADDATZ)
850320 091 '''LADIES' LEAD, EXPO STYLE SHOW EXPAND
850320 095 EXPO STAFF AIMING HIGH (HOLZHAUSER)
850327 081 '"'SDSU PRODUCES LITTLE I (GREGERSEN)
860305 075 CELEBRITY IMITATION CONTEST HIGHLIGHTS EVENT
860312 031 STUDENTS ORGANIZE LITTE I (COGDILL)
860319 061 '^LITTLE INTERNATIONAL
860416 051 COLLEGIAN MISSES BIG OPPORTUNITY (L)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF LOBBYISTS
860205 111 ^CHALLENGE OF LOCKSMITHING (EMERY)
841205 162 , '''LOHR FIGHTING OFF INJURIES (LANG)
851113 121 '''STUFFING CRITTERS IS MAN'S WAY OF LIFE (SPAWN)
851009 091 OFFICIALS CONSIDER LOTTERY (HURNEY)
851106 043 MONEY PROBLEMS FOR THE STATES
860305 081 TO DECIDE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF LOTTERY (SCHULZ)
840926 061 LOVE GETS YOU THROUGH THE NIGHT (L)
860212 111 'J'SIGNS OF LOVE
850918 144 THEATER, ORAL INTERP REWARDS
851030 144 '''STEER'S 'WINDOW' HELPS STUDENTS
860423 015 SECRETARY OF AGRICULTURE TO SPEAK AT SDSU



































860319 081 GOVERNOR APPOINTS REGENTS
840919 031 AMERICANS LACK GLOBAL CONCERN (LEHECKA)
851002 061 *118 MALAYSIANS AT SDSU
851204 042 RESEARCH ADDS TO METHOD
SEE BAND MARCHING
851211 151 ^METEORITE SEARCH TO ANTARCTICA
840919 083 *VERA MARGHAB,.A 'BIRD OF PARADISE' (CUD)
850206 151 ^CREATIVITY EARNS BIG BUCKS (WISHARD)
851211 051 CONTEST OFFERS OPPORTUNITY
841114 Oil COLLEGE--RIGHT TIME FOR FINDING HUSBAND (SCHWEIGERT)
841128 051 AVOID SEXIST ATTITUDES (L)
841128 051 SDSU MALES ONLY AFTER 'ONE THING' (L)
841205 054 STOVER REBUTS LETTERS WHICH MISREPRESENT
850220 144 *MARRIAGE ADDS TWIST TO COLLEGE (LEHECKA)
850227 Oil ^PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES EXPAND PLANKS (MEINERTS)
850227 051 MARRON TOP CANDIDATE (L)
850424 043 FEDERATION SUPPORTS STUDENTS' CONCERNS
850828. 041 FEDERATION PRESIDENT URGES STUDENT ACTION
850925 .051 GREEK SYSTEM MAY GO DRY
860205 181 *FORMER WOMEN'S COACH FIGHTS ILLNESS (NAUERTH)
851002 035 *GRAD FUNDS FACULTY CHAIR
860219 111 *STUDENT MEETS STARS THROUGH INTERNSHIP (SPAWN)
841107 121 *DRUM CORPS CHALLENGES MCALLISTER (WOLF)
850320 121 *CREEPY, CRAWLY THINGS DON'T BOTHER 'BUG LADY'
841017 Oil MCCRORY GARDENS FUND DRIVE (HARVEY)
850911 031 '''INFORMATION SHELTER AT MCCRORY GARDENS
850925 071 TRUSTEES WORK AT MCCRORY GARDENS (GREGERSON)
850320 164 MCCULLOUGH'S SEASON ENDS AT CHAMPIONSHIPS
841017 111 *SD BOARD OF REGENTS (MCBREEN & WENZEL) '
850925 041 MCFARLAND'S COMMENTS NOT IN EDUCATION'S INTEREST
841010 121 *GOOD HUMOR DRIVES TRACTERZ (CANNON)
850327 091 SHOW PAIRS HISTORY WITH HOPE (DAVIDSON)
860129 101 *N0. 67--MILITARY AFFECTS WORK
850320 Oil MCKELLIPS--GOVERNOR USES POWER (MCBREEN)
841017 081 MEASLES MAKE COMEBACK CAMPUS (DECKER)
850911 061 RED MEAT MEEDS PROMOTING (SEEFELDT)
851016 061 SDSU MEAT LAB SELLS (SWANSON)
850213 071 TRAINING STRESSES CARE (CHICOINE)
860305 031 ETHICS SYMPOSIUM PLANNED (KOHLMAN)
860312 094 LOCAL RESIDENTS RECEIVE CARE IN-STATE (NOLZ)
840926 075 ON CAMPUS AT MAC
850911 101 NEW YORK PRINTS TOUR
850918 111 ART CENTER OBSERVES 15 YEARS (BROBERG)
851113 101 EPOXY PIECES PORTRAY LOVE RELATIONSHIPS (FERGUSON)
860416 064 OBSERVANCE CHANGE DEGRADES DAY (L)
841017 134 MENDELSON'S UNIQUE WORK (TODD)
841114 Oil REGENTS PLAN APPROVAL OF MERIT PAY RECIPIENTS
841212 061 MERIT PAY IS CONTRIVED, SUSPECT CONCEPT (L)
850313 091 FACULTY UNSUPPORTIVE OF MERIT PAY (ENGEL)
850320 051 MERIT PAY ISSUE--ANOTHER VIEW (L)
850904 043 CLASS LOCATIONS CAN BE CONFUSING
850911 043 MADONNA FAD AFFECTS SISTER
850918 041 FRIENDLY SKIES CAN OFTEN TURN NASTY
850925 041 CONVENTION EXPANDS STATERS'-IDEAS''
851002 043 AUTUMN AIR SERVES AS BREAKFAST
851009 041 NON-ESSENTIAL ITEMS LISTED
851016 043 TABLOIDS PROVIDE HOURS OF FUN
851023 043 BAND TRIP RENEWS PURPOSE
851030 041 HORROR FLICKS YIELD LAUGHS





















































































































































COLUMN READERS RESPOND WITH LIST OF NONESSENTIALS
REAL BRITONS AT J, C. PENNEY'S
ALL HELP MAKE ALGONA WONDERFUL
A MERRY LITTLE CHRISTMAS SEASON
MY 16 DAYS OF CHRISTMAS
PREDICTIONS '86
ON THE LOSS OF WISDOM
WE ALL HAVE VICES--MINE
WHEN A LOVED ONE DIES ...
DEWAR'S PROFILE--COLLEGE COLUMNIST
SKIING OFFERS BANG-UP FUN
QUICK QUIZ CHALLENGES TRIVIA BUFFS
BAND EXPERIENCE PROVES GRATIFYING
COLUMNIST TRIES HAND AT REPORTING
SAMPLE PLATE SHAM WASTES FOOD
SPRING RULES HELP NEWCOMERS FIT IN
EASTWOOD STARS IN 'A FISTFUL OF DUTIES'
SWAG TEAM MEMBERS GIVE AT CAMPS
HAPPY TRAILS TO ANOTHER YEAR
POOBA'S JOB BEGINS
ARTIST'S WORK CAPTURES QUALITY (LESINSKI)
THE STORY OF A UNIVERSITY (TULIMIERO)
GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES FOR RACE (HURNEY)
MICKELSON ENTERS RACE (MCBREEN)
MICKELSON OPPOSES DUMP
MICROBES POSSESS IMPORTANCE (BROSCHAT)
'•'MILITARY BRATS' EXPERIENCE LIFE (WELSH)
'•'AIRMAN ATTENDS FOREIGN CAMP
*DRAFT REGISTRATION LAW TRANSFERS (LAACK)
COMBAT ARTIST TELLS HIS STORY
BATTLES ROLL AS WOMEN'S TRACK COACH (SEFRNA)
'•'PROFESSOR TAKES JOURNEY IN TIME (KEEN)
'̂ WORLDLY NEWS VIA SHORTWAVE (EMERY)
3M COMPANY CHOSE BROOKINGS
WELLNESS FAIR TO FOCUS ON LIFESTYLES (TOLLEFSON)
'^PROF EXPERIMENTS FOR US GOVERNMENT
'•'MOGEN MOVES TO STARTING PITCHER
MONAHAN--MATH, MUSIC (WALKER)
EVALUATING THE MONDALE ADMINISTRATION
FINANCIAL PLANNING--A MUST FOR STUDENTS (CANNON)
'•'MUSICIAN MODIFIES CAREER (VAN BRIESEN)
MORGAN EXHIBITS TALENT
POET THUMBS WAY AROUND WORLD' (EMERY)
MORRELL STRIKE AFFECTS SDSU (SEEFELDT)
COLUMN'S VALIDITY QUESTIONED (L)
SPECIAL HONORS RECOGNIZE SUCCESS, HARD WORK (L)
'''STUDENT CREATES BUCKING BULL (KINNEY)
THREE SLATES CAMPAIGNING FOR PRES, V-PRES (HURNEY)
SEE ALSO FILM FESTIVAL
AMID FLAMES... (LOVITT)
.'BOLERO' STERILIZES SENSUALITY (LOVITT)
'PURPLE RAIN' A DARING CLOUDBURST (LOVITT)
'KIRATE KID' USES OLD THEME (LOVITT)
'NERDS' IS CHEAP FUN (LOVITT)
'TEACHERS' MISSES THE GRADE (LOVITT)
EASTWOOD IN 'TIGHTROPE' (LOVITT)
'COUNTRY' COVERS PLIGHT WELL (LOVITT)
'IMPULSE'--A MIND-BENDER (LOVITT)
'OH GOD YOU DEVIL' (LOVITT)





































































































































EDDIE MURPHY SCORES ANOTHER WINNER (LOVITT)
LABOR OF LOVE SAILS (LOVITT)
FAVORITE FLICKS PICKED (LOVITT)
'FLIP SIDE' CROWNS STINKERS (LOVITT)
ACTING SAVES 'RIVER' (LOVITT)
QUIZZICAL ALIEN PLEASES CROWDS (LOVITT)
MURDER EXPOSED IN 'WITNESS' (LOVITT)
AWARDS JAB DRAB FILMS (LOVITT)
FILMS PRODUCETH BIG BUCKS (LOVITT)
'DIFFERENT' ROCKY WINS (LOVITT)
THE 'CLUB' COOKS (LOVITT)
SUMMER WILL LACK SURE BETS (LOVITT)
'ST. ELMO'S FIRE' WORTH LOOK (MINDEN)
HOWARD WITH FILM 'COCOON' (MINDEN)
'SILVERADO' EMPLOYS WESTERN TECHNIQUES
CHEVY CHASE WITH FILM 'FLETCH'
'EMERALD FOREST' LACKS ADVENTURE, STORY LINE
'ADVENTURE' SATRIZES (MINDEN)
PERPLEXED BY 'PRIZZl'S HONOR' (MINDEN)
'AGNES OF GOD' TESTS FAITH (MINDEN)
'BULLET' FRIGHTENS
NORRIS DROPS VIOLENT BOMB
'VOLUNTEERS' FLOPS
VIGILANTE FLICK DELIVERS HERO (MINDEN)
ACTOR ATTEMPTS NEW DEAN
'NATTY GANN' PROVIDE THEMES
REAL LIFE IN LA
'ROCKY IV' RATED A PROPAGANDISTIC LOSER (MINDEN)
'CHORUS LINE'—A DANCER'S DREAM
'OUT OF AFRICA' DOESN'T MEET CHALLENGE (MINDEN)
'WHITE NIGHTS' HAS GOOD DANCE, BUT ... (MINDEN)
'COLOR PURPLE' WINS FILM CRITIC'S PRAISE
'JEWEL OF THE NILE' LACKS APPEAL (MINDEN)
'CLUE' DOESN'T RANK AS A CLASSIC WHODUNIT (MINDEN)
'TWICE IN A LIFETIME' WORTH SEEING ONCE (MINDEN)
'IRON EAGLE' LACKS REALITY (MINDEN)
'GUNG HO' LACKS DIRECTION (MINDEN)
'F/X' LIVES UP TO LINGO NAME (MINDEN)
'DOWN, OUT' SATIRIZES (MINDEN)
'WILDCATS' UNDERPLAYS GOLDIE HAWN'S TALENTS (MINDEN)
'MURPHY'S ROMANCE' SHOWS REAL LOVE (MINDEN)
'HANNAH' GIVES LIFE'S UPS AND DOWNS (MINDEN)
MURALS ADD ORIGINALITY (MACSISAK)
"ARTIST EARNS LIVING PAINTING MINIATURE (VANBRIESEN)
D-4-D REMEMBERED (GREGERSEN)
*MD CAMP MIXES COUNSELING, FRIENDSHIP (LAACK)
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY TELETHON
"MD TELETHON BREAKS RECORD
MUSHROOM TRADE SPROUTS IN ELKTON (HEGGESTAD)
FRENCH SINGER PLAYS IN UNION (TODD)
DON'T GET CAUGHT UP, KEEP PERSPECTIVE (CANNON)
MUSIC ENROLLMENT DWINDLES AFTER CHANGE (PFEIL)
-••ENDURING BACH LEGACY (TOLSTEDT)
YOUNG SAXAPHONIST (CHICOINE)
'••MUSIC, SATISFACTION MOTIVATE DIRECTOR (HEGGESTAD)
SPENCER CAPTURES ART IN MUSIC (CHICOINE)
-•^MUSICIAN PLAYS FROM- THE HEART (SCHNEIDER)
'̂ •HARD WORK BRINGS ENJOYMENT (ERPENBACH)
^WELCOME BACK CONCERT




























841010 024 *ROOFTOP RHYTHM
841010 121 '̂ GOOD HUMOR DRIVES TRACTERZ (CANNON)
841107 124 '>KING, TUBA GO HAND IN HAND (MORRILL)
850327 094 U2 SHOW LINGERS IN MEMORY (CANNON)
850417 121 BANDS GIVE FLASHES OF MEXICO, 'CATS'
850417 131 BIG BANDS BLOW INTO SPRING (PINT)
850904 111 *IMAGE HITS ROAD THIS SUMMER
860312 041 BAND EXPERIENCE PROVES GRATIFYING
860312 104 SIMPLE MINDS BAND MAY PERFORM ON CAMPUS (JONES)
860430 043 SWAG TEAM MEMBERS GIVE AT CAMPS
860507 121 '"-SHORT STORY ENJOYS RECENT EXPOSURE (CHICOINE)
860319 121 CONCERT CHOIR PLANS TRIP SOUTH (JONES)
840912 081 '"'SINGER URGES PEACE, JUSTICE IN BROOKINGS (STREI)
840919 024 SUC HOSTS WELCOME CONCERT (TULIMIERO)
850320 115 FORMER DAKOTAN WRITFS SONG FOR SDSU CONCERT
850424 101 'LOUD' CONCERT SET (JENSEN)
850918 101 MUSIC MAJORS PREPARE RECITALS
860312 111 '"'STARSHIP ENTERTAINS OMAHA (EMERY)
860319 101 PRAIRIE CHORALE TO PERFORM HANDEL'S MESSIAH
860409 111 '"'CONCERT CHOIR
860430 121 FINAL CONCERT SALUTES HATFIELD (VANBRIESEN)
860219 035 MUSIC TEACHERS ATTEND IN-STATE MUSIC CONFERENCE
851120 104 HUNGRY YOUNG JAZZ PLAYERS (JENSEN)
860409 113 YOUTH FORM ALL-STAR JAZZ ENSEMBLE (JONES)
850320 101 OPERA STEREOTTPES PROVE FALSE (SWORD)
850911 091 ORCHESTRA DIRECTOR ENJOYS WORK (JENSEN)
860205 141 APLAND PLACES IN PIANO COMPETITION (CHICOINE)
850123 091 QUARTET STEPS OUT (HARVEY)
841114 101 FLAMIN' OH'S SHOW VERSATILE ENTERTAINMENT (CANNON)
850213 141 '"'ROCK MUSIC IS EVIL (FEUERSTEIN)
850220 053 DEVIL MISSES SOME GOOD TUNES (L)
851211 101 TALENTED SINGING STUDENTS
851106 043 MUSICIANS AREN'T AIRHEADS
860416 106 MUSKRATS MOVE IN
850213 051 MUSLIMS SAY 'ALLAH HELPS' (L)
850213 061 WOMENS' RIGHTS HURT
850220 051 MUSLIMS EXTOL WOMEN'S RIGHTS
850227 054 WOMEN'S ROLES VARIED WITHIN ISLAMIC SYSTEM
850227 061 LETTER ON TRUE ISLAMIC GOVERNMENT MISLEADING
850313 051 WESTERN 'FREEDOM' DIFFERS FROM ISLAMIC IDEA
850327 041 EAST, WEST PLACE WIVES DIFFERENTLY (ED)
850327 051 ISLAMIC WOMEN RECEIVE EDUCATION, ARE LEADERS
850410 051 ISLAMIC REVOLUTION OFFERED WOMEN NEW CHOICE
850417 051 HISTORY OFTEN REPEATS IRANIAN CONFLICTS
851113 053 MUSLIM GROUP SEEKS UNDERSTANDING (L)
851211 054 EDITOR'S JUDGEMENT WITHOUT RESEARCH (L)
860305 051 MUSLIM STUDENTS RECALL DEATH OF MALCOM X (L)
860409 051 RESPONSES DEFENDING FOREIGN STUDENTS (L)
860416 064 MUSLIMS ARE UNGRATEFUL (L)
860507 051 READER EXPRESSES ANGER AT FELLOW MUSLIM (L)
860507 052 MUSLIMS WORSHIP THROUGH FASTING (L)
850220 081 '"'ID ABUSE ONE CONCERN OF JUDGE (LAACK)
860319 Oil WAGNER APPOINTS ARTS & SCIENCES DEAN
860312 Oil '"'CITIZEN'S ACTIVIST CRITICIZES REAGAN (HURNEY)
851120 114 COMEDIAN DECLINES LABELING
860205 071 SDSU TRIES TO INTEGRATE CULTURES
860409 121 MILITARY TRIP--A QUEST FOR RICE (SPAWN)
841031 081 '^MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
841003 201 '"'EXPERIENCES JAPANESE FARMING (WELCH)
840926 075 NEW DIRECTOR ORGANIZES PROGRAM
38-
SUBJECT DATE PAPl
NELSON JEFFREY 860305 031
NELSON WAYNE 860312 141
NEW LIFE CENTER 850417 091













NONPARTISAN LEAGUE 851204 084
NORDSTROM PAUL 850828 063
NORLIN DENNIS 850417 141
851204 034






























OLSON DAVE 850327 071
OLYMPICS 840905 161
OPERA 860409 101
OPINION POLLS 851120 071
ORDINANCES 841003 113
ORIENTATION 840905 091





'̂ FOUNDATION MANAGES FUNDS (HUTCHES)
'^ENTREPRENEUR LEAD A 'MODEL' LIFE
'•'CENTER ADDS CHRISTIANITY TO YOUNG LIVES (LAACK)
'̂ MORE THAN JOB IN NEW YORK (KINNEY)
FOR REJECTS AID TO NICARAGUA (WINTER)
REAGAN LYING ABOUT NICARAGUA SITUATION
GROUPS SHOULD STAND FOR ALL PEOPLE (L)
'•'IS THERE COMMUNIST THREAT IN NICARAGUA (WINTER)
MERICANS URGED TO AID NICARAGUA
CAUSA LEADER DEFINES CONTRAS, SANDINISTAS
'''POPULATION CAUSES NIGERIANS TO STUDY. ABROAD
'•'FARMER RECALLS BETTER DAYS WITH ROOSEVELT (NiXON)
NOISE FORUM TO BE HELD IN ROTUNDA (MARTIN)
NOISE FORUM (WENZEL)
RISE AND shine; MR STEIN
'̂ COLLEGE IS RISKY BUSINESS FOR SOME (WISHARD)
LEAGUE IDENTIFIES STATE ISSUES (HART)
'•'ACTING ADMINISTRATORS FILL POSTS (CHEONG)
'•'KNOWING HISTORY MAKES GRIEVING EASIER (LEHECKA)
INTRODUCTORY COURSES NEW FORMAT (RUCKDASCHEL)
"'TWO SOUTH DAKOTA CITIES (DUMP)
'''NORWEGIAN EXCHANGE STUDENT
SEE ENERGY NUCLEAR, ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE
SEE RADIOACTIVE WASTES
JOB CUTS POSE NO PROBLEM (SCHWEIGERT)
HOSPITAL CLOSES NURSING SCHOOL (CHICOINE)
NURSE DEFINES MIDWIFE'S ROLE IN SOCIETY
NEW TREND CLAIMS NURSING PROGRAMS (LAACK)
DEAN EXPRESSES CONCERN ABOUT ARTICLE
USD STUDENTS CLARIFY FACTS
GUEST SPEAKER FOCUSES ON EATING DISORDERS (FULLER)
'''GRAD FUNDS FACULTY CHAIR
WIC PROVIDES NUTRITION
FALLACIES ABOUT NUTRITION (HEGGESTAD) •
OAKWOOD 86
'''WOMAN PROVES SHE CAN TOO (MAHAFFY)
CAP MERGES WITH AREA JOB SERVICE
JOB SERVICE, CAP CENTER AGREE (FULLER)
CHALLENGES FOR GRADS (ERICKSON)
CARDA CLARIFIES POSITION (L)
'''CAP, JOB SERVICE MERGER EASES SEARCH (MEINERTS)
JOB OUTLOOK FOR MAY GRADUATES OPTIMISTIC (DECKER)
MERGER INCREASES JOB OPPORTUNITIES
'•'GRADUATES FOR RECRUITING COMPANIES (SWANSON)
AG DAY TO ATTRACT 45 COMPANIES
CAP CENTER OFFERS TIPS FOR INTERVIEWS
SDSU INTERVIEWS AT CAP
INTERVIEWS CONTINUE AT CAP
RECRUITMENT SERVES SMALL BUSINESS
READER--DO NOT WORK FOR GOVERNMENT (L)
REBUILDING PLANS NOT CERTAIN (HURNEY)
'•'STUDENT GIVES INSIGHT (CORDTS)
SHOW EDUCATES, ENTERTAINS STUDENTS (VANBRIENSEN)
'''WHAT ARE YOU THANKFUL FOR
NOISE FORUM TO BE HELD IN ROTUNDA (MARTIN)
'•'NEW PARTAKE IN ORIENTATION (GREGERSEN)
TECHSIGNS OFFERS COMPUTER CONCERT
CANOE, OUTDOORS WILL FULFILL DREAMS OF TRANQUILITY
LIFE AS AN OUTDOORSMAN
CATALOGS SHOWCASE UNUSUAL ITEMS (KAYSER)
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841017 111 *SD BOARD OF REGENTS (MCBREEN & WENZEL)
860205 034 -'CAMEROON IS BECOMING LIKE THE US (MARTIN)
851016 031 ^PALESTINE NOW CALLED ISRAEL
851113 051 LETTER IGNORES MANY HISTORICAL FACTS (L)
851211 051 MYTHS, FACTS ABOUT JEW HOMELAND (L)
840926 151 *FEAR OF FALLING NO PROBLEM (MORRILL)
850501 041 A MESSAGE FOR PARENTS
841003 191 '^NUTRITIONIST SHARES EXPERIENCES (MORRILL)
860129 051 FINAL PAYMENT IS FEB 3-4
840912 081 ^SINGER URGES PEACE, JUSTICE IN BROOKINGS (STREI)
841114 041 PLEA FOR WORLD PEACE
851023 031 PEACE CORPS STARTED 25 YEARS AGO
841114 063 CAMPAIGN FEATURES STUDENT RECRUITMENT (GREGERSEN)
850206 Oil '"'PEACE CORPS WORKERS SHARE MEMORIES (FULLER)
851106 131 '"'OFFERS 'DIFFERENT' LIFE (SPAWN)
850417 051 RALLY SHOWS SDSU'S FAMILY FEELINGS (L)
840905 061 '"'ACQUAINTANCE RAPE IS FAMILIAR (SCHWEIGERT)
841010 031 GROUP TEACHES ADJUSTMENT (CHICOINE)
841010 061 PROBLEM CLASS--CAUSE FOR TUTORS (GREGERSEN)
851002 051 DEAN EXPRESSES CONCERN ABOUT ARTICLE
850320 081 PAST MANAGERS RECALL DUTIES (OINES & JOHNSON)
860212 131 '"'VIDEO SHOP EXPANDS SERVICE
841205 131 *IT'S A GOOD LIFE FOR PETS LIVING IN DORMS (CORDTS)
860305 061 NURSE DEFINES MIDWIFE'S ROLE IN SOCIETY
840912 Oil INTERNS FEEL CALENDAR EFFECTS (ERPENBACH)
841107 114 '"'COSTS KILL PHARMACY GARDENS (MORRILL)
850213 Oil DEAN--DON'T WORRY ABOUT PHARMACY (ENGEL)
850925 022 '"'PHARMACY DEAN TO RETIRE JULY. 1 (SEEFELDT)
851030 031 '''GRADUA"rES SCORE HIGH ON EXAMS
860507 Oil SEARCH COMMITTEE SELECTS 3 FINALISTS
851204 034 INTRODUCTORY COURSES NEW FORMAT (RUCKDASCHEL)
840912 091 PHOTOGRAPHERS PRACTICE ART (CORDTS)
840919 Oil '^SPIDER WEB
841017 Oil '^AUTUMN SUNSET
841017 021 *ALL TIED UP
841114 071 '̂ AUTUMN'S MEMORIES (WASBERG & SWENSON)
841114 091 'mMESPAST...
850213 124 '"'SUNNY DAY
850313 024 PHOTO BUFFS URGED TO USE FACILITIES
850313 062 '^BURIED BIKE
850417 013 '"'CATCHIN' RAYS
850417 095 '"'FREE WHEELIN'
850424 081 '^PHOTOGRAPHERS SHOW THEIR YEAR'S BEST
860122 151 PHOTOGRAPHIC GENIUS SHOW VARIETY (EMERY)
860319 031 STUDENTS TO SHARPEN CAMERA SKILLS (COGDILL)
860430 061 $1,000 WORDS ARE WORTH A PICTURE
841017 043 IT'S TIME FOR STUDENTS TO SUCK IT IN
850320 063 '"fFLEXIN'
851009 121 '"'GO CRAZY GETTING IN SHAPE (SPAWN)
851211 034 SMOKE EMISSION PROMPTS EXAM (HELLAND)
860115 031 VIOLATIONS DELAY RENEWAL (HELLAND)
860219 Oil '^NIGHT MOVES
860409 093 '"'CITY REQUESTS EMISSION ENFORCEMENT (JELINEK)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PHYSICIANS
860115 121 '"'RECALLS MEETING WITH EINSTEIN (TOLSTEDT)
860430 141 '"'STUDY BLACK HOLE COLLISIONS IN SPACE
860409 161 '"'PHYSIQUE CONTEST HELD
851016 123 CREATIVE CHILDREN LEARN TO ACT (CHICOINE)
841017 053 PIERSON RESIDENTS 'MOST SPIRITED' (L)






































841114 055 POEM'S SEX--MEMORABLE, NOT DISGRACE (L)
850501 104 POET DISCLOSES ALARMING WORK (SWORD)
850904 051 POEM EXPOSES PROBLEMS (L)
851106 105 POEMS OF MEDITATION (JENSEN)
860219 054 POEM REFLECTS APPRECIATION (L)
841010 081 POLICE HAVE FEWER CALLS
850911 084 PARIY CONSEQUENCES (MCBREEN)
850206 061 READER CRITICIZES UPD POLICY (L)
851106 Oil *BUDGET LIMITS UPD ACTIVITY (SWORD)
860416 071 HISTORY, POLITICAL SCIENCE DEPARTMENT DIVIDES
841031 044 CAMPAIGN BECOMES HALLOWEEN TRICKERY
840926 041 POLITICAL AMIbITION VS SENATORIAL OBLIGATIONS (ED)
841017 091 DEBATES SEPARATE CANDIDATES
841031 072 FEMALES MAKE IMPACT ON POLITICAL REALM
860212 043 STUDENTS NEED TO LEARN POLITICS
850828 Oil ^ENVIRONMENTALISTS QUESTION 3M (HURNEY)
851211 034 SMOKE EMISSION PROMPTS EXAM (HELLAND)
860115 031 VIOLATIONS DELAY RENEWAL (HELLAND)
860219 Oil *NIGHT MOVES
860409- 093 *CITY REQUESTS EMISSION ENFORCEMENT (JELINEK)
860507 081 COALITION REVIEWS EMISSIONS LAWS (LAACK)
851120 051 DEMOGRAPHICS HELPS BUSINESSES
860409 066 POPULATION FACES HOPE FOR CHANGE (HUTCHES)
860430 041 DEMOGRAPHICS PROVIDE FOR ANTICIPATION
841107 055 LITERATURE, PORNOGRAPHY DON'T MIX (L)
860319 031 *UPC ELECTS NEW PRESIDENT
850227 091 POTTER PURSUES CRAFT FASCINATION (PINT)
860122 141 ^POTTERY FARES WELL IN BUSHNELL (EMERY)
841205 015 AMIDEI--POVERTY HURT BY ATTITUDES (WINTER)
850227 131 POWERLIFTERS MEET AT SDSU
850320 164 ''-POl^ERLIFTERS SET NEW RECORDS (LARSON)
850327 145 HEEREN TAKES 4TH AT NATIONALS
840912 023 *PRESSLER LISTENS TO SDSU STUDENT
840912 043 A DAY IN THE LIFE OF LARRY PRESSLER
840912 043 'SIR LARRY', THE GREAT CITY
840926 041 POLITICAL AMBITION VS SENATORIAL OBLIGATIONS (ED)
851002 014 'VpRESSLER VISITS SDSU (LAACK)
850313 132 *CRUSADE RECRUITS FOR CHIRST (LEHECKA)
850925 071 TRUSTEES WORK AT MCCRORY GARDENS (GREGERSON)
850925 091 STATE FACES PRISONER HOUSING PROBLEM (LANG)
860507 141 *YOU DON'T NEED BARS TO BE IN PRISON
841114 043 PRIVACY--YOU CHOOSE HOW TO GET IT
851204 093 OFFICERS HANDLE BIG CASELOAD (LAACK)
850327 031 STUDENT UNION COUNCIL CHANGES NAME (CHICOINE)
840919 214 RUNNING BACK TANDEM GAINS YARDS (HELLAND)
840912 071 *AREA DEMOCRATS GET BOOSTER (KRUMBACH)
841031 091 *MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
860319 081 GOVERNOR APPOINTS REGENTS
851204 084 LIMIT CLOSED-DOOR MEETINGS (MUELLER)
841031 122 FARM WIVES SPARK INITIATIVE 2
850424 075 RABIES PROBLEM HITS MIDWESTERN RURAL AREAS (WATSON)
850911 133 ''-rambLIN' RACERS
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION
840919 071 SOUTH AFRICAN RACISM PROTESTED (ACKERSON)
840905 061 *COURTS WILL SIZE UP (GRIFFIN)
841024 051 URGES OPPOSITION TO BALLOT INITIATIVE (L)
841031 Oil INITIATIVE 1--NUCLEAR WASTE (ERPENBACH)
















851009 Oil *WASTE DUMP DOESN'T AFFECT SAFETY (LANG)
851009 015 VOTERS TO DECIDE WASTE ISSUE
851009 081 '"-STOFFERAHN OPPOSES WASTE COMPACT (FULLER)
851106 014 TO DECIDE DAKOTA COMPACT ISSUE (FULLER)
851106 041 DAKOTA COMPACT ISN'T SOLUTION (ED)
851106 095 MICKELSON OPPOSES DUMP
851120 Oil VOTERS REJECT DAKOTA COMPACT (FULLER)
860122 085 LEGISLATORS EXPLORE AGREEMENT OPTIONS (HART)
860219 091 *ANTI-NUKE EXHIBIT ON DISPLAY IN USU (VANBRIESEN)
860423 015 STATE JOINS ARIZONA COMPACT (HART)
851106 071 *WHEN RAILRAODS PULLED OUT ...
851113 073 ''-DISREPAIR THREATENS RAILROAD
851120 091 OVER EXPANSION OF RAILROAD HARMS (NIXON)
850220 071 SEARCH FOR NEW DEAN (DECKER)
840905 061 -"ACQUAINTANCE RAPE IS FAMILIAR (SCHWEIGERT)
840926 081 RAPE MISCONCEPTIONS HAMPER (LEHECKA)
851023 161 ••'fJACKRABBIT HALL OF FAME
860430 141 ''-STUDY BLACK HOLE COLLISIONS IN SPACE
851120 131 ''-TIMELESSNESS OF RAY'S CORNER (EMERY)
840912 051 REAGAN TV AD CAUSES SICKNESS (L)
840919 041 RON DALE--BACKYARD AMERICANA
841010 041 IT'S TIME FOR PRESIDENT REAGAN TO GO
850227 041 BIBLE IS RONNIE'S CURE-ALL
850313 051 PRESIDENT KNOWS BIBLE (L)
860312 Oil ^CITIZEN'S ACTIVIST CRITICIZES REAGAN (HURNEY)
860129 081 BOARD SEEKS RECIPROCITY AGREEMENTS (JELINEK)'
860507 061 '•'•COMMENTS ON ENDING MINNESOTA RECIPROCITY
840905 121 '^'FULL HOUSE' OF SOLID FUNK TUNES
840919 121 ''-NICK LOWE'S POWER-POP ROCKS OF COUNTRY
841017 151 ''-U2 KEEPS THE 'FIRE'
841031 151 ^TEACHERS' SOUNDTRACK COMBINES GOOD, BAD
841128 .101 JULIAN LENNON EARNS RESPECT
850116 101 J GEILS BAND ROCKS (CANNON)
850206 141 FRANKIE SHOULD RETIRE (CANNON)
850220 113 CHRISTIAN ALBUMS (CANNON)
850313 111 ''-FOGERTY--SPUNKY RETURN (CANNON)
850417 131 LLOYD COLE'S COMMOTIONS (CANNON)
850501 101 ''-PRINCE EXERCISES RADICAL ABUSE ON EARDRUMS (CONNON)
850911 091 '''LOWE'S ALBUM BLENDS STYLES
850925 101 '''SQUEEZE REUNITES TO FILL VOID (MORRILL)
851002 041 LABELING RECORDS WOULD BE MISTAKE (ED)
851002 111 '̂ 'COMPACT DISCS ENSURE QUALITY
851009 071 '•'COMMENTS ON A RATING SYSTEM
851009 101 OF LABELING RECORDS DEBATED (CHICOINE)
851009 111 WONDER CONTINUES POP STYLE
851016 053 RECORD LABELING WOULD HELP PARENTS (L)
851023 111 MIAMI VICE LP CAPTURES MOOD
851106 123 'TIM' LACKS JAGGED EDGE
851120 101 NEW ALBUM RINGS WITH HOPE
860115 091 *ALDO NOVA ALBUM SCORES AN F
860129 111 *THE BANGLES RECEIVE 'B' FOR ALBUM (MORRILL)
860205 111 '̂ AURORA MAN'S LOVE TURNS INTO LP (TOLSTEDT)
860212 121 WATERTOWN BAND RELEASES DEBUT ALBUM (MORRILL)
860226 121 ELVIS COSTELLO'S BEST HITS SHOWCASE PROGRESSION
860312 104 FORMER STATE STUDENT RECORDS ALBUM
860416 064 COLUMN'S VALIDITY QUESTIONED (L).
860423 101 '''FAIR SCORES TO MINNEAPOLIS BANDS (MORRILL)
860416 016 COMMITTEE HEARS PUB PROPOSAL
860507 031 '''CLEAR SKIES MAKE EVENTS SUCCESSFUL (HUTCHES)








860129 131 *LOVE OF FRENCH KEEPS HER OCCUPIED (TOLSTEDT)
860430 091 *CITY INVITES NEW BUSINESSES (NOLZ)
841114 133 SERRV BENEFITS OVERSEAS ARTISANS (WHEELER)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF REGENTS, COLLEGES/UNIV-SD
840905 111 JANKLOW APPOINTS 2 NEW REGENTS
840912 074 REGENTS PROPOSE BUDGET HIKE (FULLER)
840919 Oil REGENT DEFENDS EXECUTIVE SESSION (MCBREEN)
840926 101 COHE, REGENTS NEGOTIATIONS (KRUMBACH)
841010 054 ALUMNUS UPSET WITH REGENTS (L)
841010 085 PROFILES ARE COMING SOON
841017 015 REGENTS MEETING ON CAMPUS (MCBREEN)
841017 041 REGENTS' MEETING PRACTICES UNFAIR (ED)
841017 101 *SD BOARD OF REGENTS (MCBREEN & WENZEL)
841017 111 MEETING RULES QUESTIONED (MCBREEN)
841024 012 RECONSIDER CALENDAR PROPOSAL
841024 012 COMMUNICATION IMPROVING (MCBREEN)
841024 041 IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF THE REGENTS' MEETING
841024 051 MEETING IMPROVES COMMUNICATION (COX)
841024 051 BOARD MEMBERS SHOULD BE ELECTED (L)
841024 061 HOW IMPORTANT ARE THE BOARD OF REGENTS
841114 Oil REGENTS PLAN APPROVAL OF MERIT PAY RECIPIENTS
850116 043 STUDENTS CAN'T SIT BACK
850213 104 SRSTKA, TAPKEN RENAMED (MARTIN)
850220 075 REGENTS RECOGNIZE STUDENT ACTIVITIES (WOLF)
850227 .016 JANKLOW PICKS MITCHELL MAN TO BE REGENT (MCBREEN)
850410, Oil HOOPS, REGENT DISAGREE OVER REPORT RELEASE (FULLER)
850410 012 REGENTS COMPARISON (FULLER)
850410 013 REGENTS PICK WAGNER ON CAMPUS (FULLER)
850410 014 ^GROUPS TO POLL STUDENT VIEW OF PROPOSALS (FULLER)
850410 041 REGENTS DO IT THEIR WAY, AGAIN (ED)
850410 041 REGENTS SHOULD FOLLOW FATHER'S SIMPLE ADVICE
850410 043 USE STRENGTH FROM WITHIN
850410 063 REGENTS GIVE RAILROAD JOB (L)
850410 081 *GUARD CHANGING
850417 013 GROUP BEGINS PETITION DRIVE (FULLER)
850417 041 WHAT WILL GET VOTE (ED)
850417 041 THAT EXTRA $75,000
850417 043 PEOPLE MAKE SYSTEM A DEMOCRACY
850417 051 THAT'S NOT THE WAY TO RUN A SCHOOL (L)
850417 051 STATES NEED UNIVERSITIES' RESOURCES (L)
850417 051 RALLY SHOWS SDSU'S FAMILY FEELINGS (L)
850424 Oil USD-S FACULTY FILE SUIT AGAINST REGENTS (HARVEY)
850424 Oil REGENT OWENS DEFENDS BOARD TO SA SENATORS (FULLER)
850424 013 REGENTS PLAN. TUITION HIKE, DISCUSS TESTS (MCBREEN)
850424 033 PLANS LOSE GROUP VOTE (WOLF)
850501 013 REGENTS FACE CORE REQUIREMENT, CALENDAR (MCBREEN)
850828 Oil -'-COMMITTEE APPROVES CALENDAR (HELLAND)
850828 015 JAN 27 COURT DATE SET (FULLER)
850828 015 FORMER USD PROFESSOR FILES SUIT
850828 055 REGENTS MEETINGS ATTRACT FEW PEOPLE (WATSON)
•850828 081 *MCFARLAND CHOSEN AS PRESIDENT
850904 015 REGENTS REQUIRE TESTS FOR STUDENTS
850904 043 REGENT'S POLITICAL AMBITIONS RUINED
850911 Oil ^JANKLOW PICKS SDSU JUNIOR (MCBREEN)
850911 014 COMMITTEE TOWARD ELECTION OF REGENTS (PFEIL)
850911 041 STUDENT REGENT HAS DIFFICULT JOB (ED)
850911 081 SPINAR TAKES REGENTS TO COURT (HURNEY)
850918 Oil --STUDENT REGENT EXPLAINS APPOINTMENT (MCBREEN)
850918 043 NEW STUDENT REGENT














851030 014 GROUP LACKS SIGNATURES (MCBREEN)
851030 041 REGENTS NEED TO REVIEW STANDARDS
851106 014 PANEL--REGENTS ARE IMPROVING (MADER)
851113 041 REGENT WASTES GOOD OPPORTUNITY (ED)
860122 031 REGENTS PURCHASE VEHICULAR INSURANCE
860129 013 REGENTS DRAW CRITICISM FROM LEGISLATORS
860129 081 BOARD SEEKS RECIPROCITY AGREEMENTS (JELINEK)
860205 015 BILLS LIMITING REGENTS FLOOD LEGISLATURE (KNECHT)
860205 031 FACULTY TO WAIT ON BILL (HELLAND)
860205 091 STUDENT REGENT THINKGS BILL HAS CHANCE
860205 093 REGENTS MAKE BID FOR RESEARCH GRANT (SCHULZ)
860212 Oil ''-STUDENT REGENT MAY VOTE (LAACK)
860212 Oil RESIDENCE BILL CLEARS HURDLE (LAACK)
860305 015 JANKLOW POINTS THREE NEW REGENTS (MCBREEN)
860312 084 REGENTS REQUIRE EXIT EXAM (NOLZ)
860319 081 GOVERNOR APPOINTS REGENTS
860409 012 REGENTS DELAY HOT TOPICS (MCBREEN)
860409 031 '''HOOPS AFFAIR--ONE YEAR LATER (FULLER)
860416 Oil HOOPS, REGENTS SETTLE OUT OF COURT (FULLER)
860423 Oil BOARD OF REGENTS TO MEET ON CAMPUS (MCBREEN)
860423 051 EVENTS GIVE SDSU CHANCE TO SHINE
860430 013 '"'BOARD OF REGENTS POSTPONES ACTIONS (HURNEY)
850206 101 '"'PAY UP
850327 021 FALL PRE-REGISTRATION SCHEDULED FOR APRIL
850828 031 '"'CAMPUS COMMENTS ON REGISTRATION
850828 071 ONE-DAY REGISTRATION WENT SMOOTHLY (LAURENCE)
851009 051 GRADUATE STUDENT OFFERS ADVICE (L)
860430 031 COMMITTEE PLANS COMPUTER REGISTRATION (PFEIL)
860507 061 SA SENATE HEARS TASK FORCE'S PROPOSAL
850220 151 '"'ADVENTURE SUMS UP PROFESSOR'S JOURNEYS (LEHECKA)
841031 081 '"'MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
850220 041 A PLACE CLOCKS DON'T TICK
840912 141 '"'JOHNSON DEVOTES SUMMER TO GOSPEL (HERRIN)
840919 091 COP SEEKS RENOVATION FUNDS (ERICKSON)
841031 035 DEATH ATTRACTS 900
841107 061 CAMPUS MINISTRIES COOPERATE FOR COMMON GOAL
850213 141 '"'ROCK MUSIC IS EVIL (FEUERSTEIN)
850313 132 '''CRUSADE RECRUITS FOR CHIRST (LEHECKA)
850320 051 READER URGES FAITH IN CHRIST (L)
850417 054 READER BELIEVES BIBLE'S PRINCIPLES (L)
850417 091 '"'CENTER ADDS CHRISTIANITY TO YOUNG LIVES (LAACK)
851009 071 RELIGION, ECONOMICS TO BE DEBATED
860305 051 ORIGINAL SIN VS. BLESSING
860319 051 ORIGINAL SIN VS. BLESSING (L)
860416 054 CONTRADICTION GIVES WRONG IMPRESSIONS (L)
860507 052 MUSLIMS WORSHIP THROUGH FASTING (L)
841017 171 ^REMOTE SENSING DEALS IN DIVERSE INDUSTRIES
860409 015 LACK OF FUNDS CLOSES RESEARCH FACILITY (HURNEY)
860416 054 BROKEN PROMISE MAY SPLIT PARTY (L)
840905 113 DREAMS OF CITY RESEARCH CENTER
851016 063 SDSU'S MISSION IS RESEARCH (FULLER)
860205 081 ADVANCEMENT RELYS ON STUDENTS -AND FACULTY (CHEONG)
860205 082 SIGMA-XI HITS lOOTH BIRTHDAY •
860205 084 '"'MILK HAS FASCINATION FOR STUDENT
860205 093 REGENTS MAKE BID FOR RESEARCH GRANT (SCHULZ)
860212 031 '"'STUDENTS BUILD UTILITY AIRCRAFT (TOLLEFSON)
860409 015 LACK OF FUNDS CLOSES RESEARCH FACILITY (HURNEY)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF HALLS
840905 041 REMOVAL OF NECESSARY ITEMS



























841031 031 HALL GOVERNMENT OFFERS EDUCATION (ERICKSON)
841205 ,131 *IT'S A GOOD LIFE FOR PETS LIVING IN DORMS (CORDTS)
850911 031 RHD'S BECOME HALF-TIME STAFF
850911 033 FEW TRAITS LINK NEW RHD'S
850925 063 HALLS BAN CANDLES, CONTAINERS (MARCHESSEAULT)
850925 074 USD'S NEWEST COED LIVING STYLE
851016 051 BROWN RESIDENTS PLAN SOLUTIONS
851023 061 IRHC PLANS FOR NON-ALCOHOLIC PUB
860212 034 SUITCASE PARTY WINNER WILL GO TO LA (COUGHLIN)
860219 061 '^SUITCASE PARTY WINNERS
860226 065 CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS HELP BEAT WINTER (CHEONG)
860409 Oil HOUSING CONTRACT MAY CHANGE (TOLLEFSON)
860416 075 'OUTHOUSE OPEN HOUSE' DRAWS ATTENTION
860430 085 BINNEWIES HALL BASH CELEBRATES SPRING TIME
860507 031 '"-CLEAR SKIES MAKE EVENTS SUCCESSFUL (HUTCHES)
840905 031 RA'S MOST COMPETITIVE (ERICKSON)
840919 171 '"'VETERAN RA WEATHERS CHANGES
841212 051 YOUNG HALL RA OFFENDED (L)
850313 041 RA'S ENRICH LIVES (ED)
860122 141 '"'RA'S STRIVE TO AID WINTER-WEARY (TOLSTEDT)
860212 061 RA SELECTION PROCESS MIGHT CHANGE (COUGHLIN)
860219 052 RA DISMISSAL ANGERS RESIDENTS (L)
SEE ALSO BUSINESS
850918 084 UNIVERSI"rY MALL GAINS 3 STORES (LANG)
841107 082 PLAN AWAITS REGENTS' APPROVAL (KRUMBACH)
860319 041 RETIREMENT GENERATES MEMORIES
851023 111 DANCE INSTRUCTORS SWITCH POSITIONS
860219 091 '̂ DANCE MAJOR NOT LIKELY SOON
851030 121 BAND DIRECTOR WEATHERS (TOLSTEDT)
850424 141 RIFLE CLUB FINISHES SEASON
850206 131 EXPRESSIONIST ANGLES COLOR RITZ GALLERY
850925 111 RITZ GALLERY FEATURES SD ARTISTS (JENSEN)
860115 106 RITZ EXHIBIT INTERESTING
850206 111 ADDITIONAL ROAD FUNDS WANTED (WATSON)
850911 071 '"'GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES FOR RACE (HURNEY)
851002 101 '>MURAL EXPRESSES THOUGHTS
860205 084 '̂ MILK HAS FASCINATION FOR STUDENT
841010 111 '"'ROCK CLIMBING--RISKY, REWARDING (MORRILL)
841010 155 RODEO TEAM WINS (HELLAND)
841017 051 DEN MOTHER THANKS SDSU RODEO CLUB (L)
841107 165 SDSU RODEO CLUB OUTSHINES COMPETITORS (LANG)
850424 141 MEN'S RODEO "TEAM RANKED FIRST IN REGION
860226 Oil '''BUDGET COMMITTEE BAILS OUT RODEO TEAM AGAIN (FULLER
860430 131 STUDENT•LEARNS ART OF RODEO CLOWNING
860430 161 STAMPEDE ATTRACTS TOP AREA COMPETITORS (SEFRNA)
860507 013 '"'BULL BY THE HORNS
860507 111 '''LIFE IS JUST A RODEO
860507 133 '"'S"rUDENT CREATES BUCKING BULL (KINNEY)
850828 061 '"'NAMED DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
851016 151 '"'ROMANIAN FAMILY (SPAWN)
841128 081 '"'M&M'S PROVIDES MALE ROLE
850206. Oil '''PEACE CORPS WORKERS SHARE MEMORIES (FULLER)
841017 101 '''SD BOARD OF REGENTS (MCBREEN & WENZEL)
850213 024 GRANTS AVAILABLE FOR TEACHERS (CHICOINE)
840926 031 ROTC FEMALE ENROLLMENT (SCHWEIGERT)
851002 076 CADETS PUSH KEG FOR MONEY
851009 143 PROGRAMS BENEFIT COMMUNITY (STONE)
851106 Oil '^WARRIOR
841003 034 7 HONORED FOR SPECIAL SERVICE (CHICOINE)
851106 101 '''ENDURING BACH LEGACY (TOLSTEDT)
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SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY
*THE KICK
"GOLD BAR RUN HAS 100 ENTRIES (LARSON)
"DEHAVEN'S EFFORTS AID TEAM (GOHEEN)
LOCAL RUNNER HOLDS RECORDS (GOHEEN)
•'DISTANCE EVENTS GIVE WOMEN ADVANTAGE (GOHEEN)
BARTLING ESTABLISHES MARK
"BREAKS FAMED 4-MINUTE MILE BARRIER
FLANNERY FIRST--RABBITS FINISH THIRD
friend's problem becomes annoying
'•FORMER SA OFFICER COMPARES YEARS (HARVEY)
'•^SA OFFICERS GRADE SEMESTER'S ACTIVITY (HARVEY)
STATE ISSUES NEED ATTENTION (ED)
OFFICES MAY RELOCATE TO INCREASE VISIBILITY
SENATOR COMMENDS LEAVING OFFICERS (L)
SA OFFICERS ASK WHY OF GOVERNMENT
SA OFFICE MOVES UPSTAIRS
SA APPROVES ADVISOR (SEEFELDT)
'''MOVE CAUSES MINIMAL PROBLEMS (COUGHLIN)
SA CONSIDERS LIABILITY INSURANCE
"SA--AT&T COMPUTER
EDITORS EVALUATE SA LEADERS
COLLEGIAN GIVES 'B' TO SWENSON TEAM (ED)
LIABILITY INTEREST RATES CAUSE SA CONCERN
COUNCIL TO PROVIDE MORE STUDENT INPUT
SA OFFICERS RECALL GOOD, BAD (HURNEY)
'•KNECHT, WEISS WIN (HURNEY)
STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION BY-LAWS
'̂ WEISS RESIGNS, HERRIN TAKES OVER (TOLLEGSON)
QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ASKED OF SA-LEADERS (ED)
WEISS' RESIGNATION MAY INDICATE WEAKNESS
SENATE FOCUSES ON PARKING PROBLEM (SWORD)
•'COMMENTS ON KELLY WIESS' RESIGNATION
PLANS FOR DSA SEARCH FINALIZED (FULLER)
'̂ PRIORITY FOR NEW SA OFFICIALS (LEHECKA)
WHERE THE FEE GOES
SA BUDGET IS LOWERED
SENATE FOCUSES ON BUDGETS (MARTIN)
SENATE APPROVES BUDGETS
FEDERATION BUDGET BELOW LAST YEAR'S
BUDGETS. FROM ORGANIZATIONS (SEEFELDT)
JUDGING, RODEO DEFEND REQUESTS (GREGERSEN)
APPROVES BUDGET REQUESTS (SEEFELDT)
'"'SENATE DELAYS BUDGET ACTION
AUGUSTANA HANDS SDSU 75-70 LOSS
SENATE FUNDS TOO MUCH (ED)
•'STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION FUND ORGANIZATIONS
SENATORS CONTINUE BUDGETING (SWORD) '
'̂ BUDGET COMMITTEE BAILS OUT RODEO TEAM AGAIN (FULLER
SENATE ENDORSES RAISING STUDENT FEES (SWORD)
BUDGET COMMITTEE FUNDS NON-ALCOHOLIC PUB
POLL--SWENSON AHEAD
•'CANDIDATES EXPLAIN CAMPAIGN POSITIONS (MEINERTS)
•'PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES EXPAND PLANKS (MEINERTS)
EDITORS ENDORSE MARRON-JACOBUS (ED)
CANDIDATES OBJECT, REVEAL INSECURITY
MARRON TOP CANDIDATE (L)
LEAFSTEDT CONCERNED WITH ISSUE (L)













850227 071 *CAMPUS COMMENTS ON SA ELECTIONS
850313 014 SWENSON, CANNON WIN (FULLER)
860219 035 SA PRES, VICE PRES SLATES ANNOUNCE CANDIDACY
860226 031 THREE SLATES CAMPAIGNING FOR PRES, V-PRES (HURNEY)
860226 061 *ISSUES THE NEW SA PRES SHOULD FOCUS ON
860226 101 STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION ELECTIONS--MARCH 5
860312 061 '''COMMENTS ON. STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION ELECTION
860430 104 PROPOSED CHANGES TO UPC CONSTITUTION
841024 114 '̂ LYONS LENDS LESSONS (CORDTS & KINNEY)
840919 021 *NEWLYWED
841107 051 SA SENATE ACTIVITIES NOT 'TRIVIAL'
850424 013 STUDENT FEDERATION APPOINTS MARRON (ERENBACH)
860226 031 THREE SLATES CAMPAIGNING FOR PRES, V-PRES (HURNEY)
840919 015 CALENDAR OPPOSED (MARTIN)
841017 071 HOOPS ATTENDS SA-SENATE, LISTS GOALS
841031 041 SA-SENATE NEEDS MEETING SOLUTION (ED)
841107 051 SENATE MUST FACE HIGHER EDUCATION ISSUES
841107 051 OFFICER CHALLENGES STUDENTS TO GIVE INPUT
841107 063 SENATE APPROVES PLAN TO ENFORCE ALCOHOL POLICY
841114 051 EDITOR'S IDEA--'MISGUIDED, UNFORTUNATE' (L)
841114 051 READERS TRANSLATE (L)
841114 051 SA FACES TOUGH VOTING (L)
850206 Oil SENATE NOMINATES SLATES
850213 -015 SENATE ROLL CALL
850911 025 PLANS FOR UPCOMING YEAR
850918 071 SENATE REPLACEMENTS NAMED
850925 Oil '''ALCOHOL AWARENESS MOTION (SEEFELDT)
851009 065 SENATE ADOPTS APARTHEID RESOLUTION
851204 Oil '''SENATE DELAYS BUDGET ACTION
851204 041 SENATE BALKS ON BUDGETS (ED)
851211 063 SA SENATE NEEDS INPUT
860212 065 PETITIONS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SENATE SEATS
860219 035 SA SENATE ATTENDS AUCTION IN SUPPORT OF FARM CRISIS
860226 072 SA RALLIES FOR FARMER'S CRISIS (BROSCHAT)
860319 031 '''UPC ELECTS NEW PRESIDENT
860409 071 SA TO PURCHASE MALPRACTICE INSURANCE (SWORD)
860416 014 SENATE APPROVES STAFF (TOLLEFSON)
860430 085 SENATE APPROVES ACTION ON CAMPUS RADIO STATION
860507 061 SA SENATE HEARS TASK FORCE'S PROPOSAL
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK
840912 061 -'SAGA PLAN NOT FOR ALL STUDENTS (ACKERSON)
841003 082 PROMPTS FUTURE DELI (SCHWEIGERT)
841205 081 '''SHARING
850123 061 VOLUNTARY MEAL PLAN DISCOUNTS (WOLF)
860122 031 '''SAGA CONTINUES FOOD SERVICE
860409 041 SAMPLE PLATE SHAM WASTES FOOD
840912 074 REGENTS PROPOSE BUDGET HIKE (FULLER)
841010 Oil '''WORKING WOMEN LOSE IN SALARY
841024 Oil FEDERATION POSTPONES SALARY PLAN (MARTIN)
841114 Oil REGENTS PLAN APPROVAL OF MERIT PAY RECIPIENTS
841128 Oil 94 GET MERIT BONUS AT SDSU
841128 041 MERIT BONUS CAUSING FACULTY UNREST (ED)
841205 Oil MERIT PAY DRAWS SUPPORT (MCBREEN)
850123 Oil COHE WANTS PAYMENT FOR EXTRA DAYS (HURNEY & MCBREEN)
850213 073 FACULTY HAS MIXED VIEWS ON MERIT PAY (WINTER)
850313 091 FACULTY UNSUPPORTIVE OF MERIT PAY (ENGEL)
850320 051 MERIT PAY ISSUE--ANOTHER VIEW (L)
850417 061 'MERIT' CAN BE A BAD WORD TOO (L)
850501 Oil WAGNER GIVES REASONS FOR ENHANCEMENT PLAN (CHICOINE)

















































































































































RULING AFFECTS OVERTIME PAY (WATSON)
FEE SUPPLEMENTS ENGINEERING SALARIES
PAY INCREASES RAISES FACULTY SALARY (COUGHLIN)
'^SALMON FEVER
POEMS OF MEDITATION (JENSEN)
"PLAYWRIGHT TO ADDRESS CONFERENCE
ROOF JOB INVOLVES PERIL (CANNON)
MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
CAUSA LEADER DEFINES CONTRAS, SANDINISTAS
JANKLOW APPOINTS 2 NEW REGENTS
'•SD BOARD OF REGENTS • (MCBREEN & WENZEL)
^FEMALE RIFLE SHOOTER (ENGEL)
'•SECRETARY'S WAY OF LIFE
DANCE INSTRUCTORS SWITCH POSITIONS
COHE, REGENTS NEGOTIATIONS (KRUMBACH)
ALUMNI SPONSOR FUNDS (ERICKSON)
APPLICATIONS TAKE PRIORITY
GRANT EQUALS FACULTY AWARDS (CHICOINE)
SCHOLARSHIP DEADLINE NEARS (DECKER)
WILDLIFE SCHOLARSHIPS ESTABLISHED
THEATER, ORAL INTERP REWARDS
EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
'•FOUNDATION MANAGES FUNDS (HUTCHES)
COMPUTER SERVICES UNNECESSARY FOR AID (BROSCHAT)
ART DEPARMENT AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS (JENSEN)
SDSU DECLARED MERIT SPONSOR (CHEONG)
ATTEND OUT-OF-STATE COLLEGES (HURNEY)
NONPAYMENT OF TAXES AFFECTS SCHOOL SYSTEM (JELINEK)
'•SCHULTZ'S BEST PERFORMANCE (HERRIN)
YOUNG SAXAPHONIST (CHICOINE)
SCUBA DIVING CLASS (CORDTS)
'•NEW MEMBERS GEAR UP (SPAWN)
ROTUNDA'S WOOD SCULPTURE
STUDENT FEDERATION ELECTS SCHOOL OF MINES STUDENT
SEE SDSU
SDSU'S ECONOMIC IMPACT ON BROOKINGS
'>SDSU--1.3 MEN PER WOMAN
REGISTRAR'S ENROLLMENT PREDICTION FALSE (HERTING)
'•ALUMNI, STUDENTS WORK TO ENHANCE SDSU
NEW DIRECTOR ORGANIZES PROGRAM
•'CAMPUS COMMENTS ON SDSU
10 TEMPORARY APPOINTMENTS FILL TOP POSTS
•'ACTING ADMINISTRATORS FILL POSTS (CHEONG)
PUBLICITY DID NOT KEEP STUDENTS AWAY
'POSITIONING' MAY HELP SDSU'S FUTURE
SDSU, USD GREEK SOCIETIES DIFFER (SPAWN)
SUGGESTED CHANGES COULD PERFECT CAMPUS
GRADUATE THANKS SDSU (L)
'•'PRESIDENT'S FAMILY ADJUSTS (ROOS)
EMPLOYEES THANKED FOR RESTORATION (L)
'•'PRESIDENT'S HOME GAINS AUTHENTIC RENOVATION (MADER)
REGENTS PICK WAGNER ON CAMPUS (FULLER)
"CAMPUS COMMENTS ON NEW PRESIDENT
GUARD CHANGING
NEW PRESIDENT TACKLES DUTIES (HARVEY)
UNIVERSITY ADVISORY COUNCIL ADDED (HURNEY)
'̂ WAGNERS VALUE TIME TOGETHER (MUELLER)
SCREEN ADMINISTRATIVE CANDIDATES (CHEONG)
'•'SEAS LIVES UP TO TITLE (ENGEL)















































































































































'••FARMERS VENT CONCERN AT RALLY (MCBREEN)
'•'JUST MEMORIES FOR YA NOW (FULLER)
SEE ALSO EQUAL RIGHTS AMENDj DISCRIMINATION
INVESTIGATION CLEARS SDSU ATHLETICS
STUDENT TELLS HARASSMENT TALE (FULLER & WOLF)
ADMINISTRATION ANNOUNCES ITS HARASSMENT POLICY
CONDUCT CODE RECEIVES TWO CHANGES (CHEONG)
HUMAN SEXUALITY CENTER AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS
NUTRITIONIST SHARES EXPERIENCES (MORRILL)
GREEK MAN'S TRADE THRIVES (NIXON)
CLAY HOBOES SERIOUS WORK (TODD)
SHARING A CAMPUS BRINGS SIBLINGS TOGETHER (CORDTS)
SIGMA XI HITS lOOTH BIRTHDAY
•'TWO SOUTH DAKOTA CITIES (DUMP)
HOSPITAL CLOSES NURSING SCHOOL (CHICOINE)
'•RE-ICING
TIPS FOR OUTDOOR FUN (MORRILL)
SKIING OFFERS BANG-UP FUN
TEAMWORK PAYS OFF FOR DISCUS THROWERS
WELLNESS FAIR TO FOCUS ON LIFESTYLES (TOLLEFSON)
JANKLOW PICKS MITCHELL MAN TO BE REGENT (MCBREEN)
SNEDEKER COMES FROM BEHIND (NAUERTH)
ENTHUSIAST LONGS FOR SNOW (FEUERSTEIN)
'''PELE--SDSU STYLE
SOCCER CLUB OPENS SEASON WITH SPLIT (HELLAND)
SOCCER CLUB SHUTS OUT DW (HELLAND)
'̂ MARSO, HEFFLEY HELP SOCCER TEAM WIN (HELLAND)
'•'SOCCER CLUB DOMINATES MSU (HELLAND)
SOCCER CLUB FALLS TO MINNESOTA (HELLAND)
SOCCER CLUB ENDS SEASON (HERRIN)
'•'CLUB WITHOUT HEAD COACH (REINARDY)
SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP FRIDAY
'•'SDSU SOCCER CLUB CAPTURES FIRST THREE GAMES
SOCCER CLUB GETS SECOND (HARING)
IOWA STATE NIPS SOCCER CLUB (DORN)
SOCCER CLUB FALLS 1-0
SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM DOOMED TO FAIL
WIC PROVIDES NUTRITIONAL AID
'•'MUDHENS CLAIM TITLE (LARSON)
'•BASEBALL, SOFTBALL TEAMS OPEN 1985 SEASON
'•'WOMEN'S SQUAD (LARSON)
SOFTBALL TEAM SWEEPS TWIN BILL (HELLAND)
'•'MISTAKES PLAGUE JACKRABBITS (LARSON)
'•'SOFTBALL TEAM IMPROVES (LARSON)
MAVS, VIKINGS FAVORED IN CONFERENCE TOURNEY (LARSON)
EXPERIENCE MAY HELP TEAM (DORN)
•JACKS SPLIT HOME OPENER (DORN)
JACKS' SOFTBALL TEAM LOSES IN SEMIFINALS (DORN)
GAINS CONFIDENCE FOR NDSU TOURNAMENT
JACKRABBITS GO 3-2 (SEFRNA)
HITTING DOWNS JACKS
SEE ENERGY SOLAR
SONNEK TAKING AIM AT RECORD (REINARDY)
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SORORITIES
AT THE TOP--GREEK GPA'S RANK HIGH (WHEELER)
ADD MEANING TO LIFE (L)
SDSU, USD GREEK SOCIETIES DIFFER (SPAWN)'
PROFITS PROVIDE MOTIVE FOR AMERICA (L)
ECONOMIC POLICIES ARE DAMAGING (L)


























851023 101 APARTHEID LECTURE SCHEDULED
851106 061 *WEST CAN HELP FIGHT (MARCHESSEAULT)
SEE SD
850227 101 *BROOKINGS MAN EXPLORES OTHER SIDE OF USSR (ROOS)
841003 041 WHAT ARE THOSE FEES USED FOR ANYWAY
841017 051 FEDERATION PROPOSES NEW SALARY FEE (L)
850327 063 ''"SMALLER FINE GETS MIXED REVIEW (LAACK)
850925 081 ''"SPEEDING LAW CHANGES AS STATE LOWERS FINES (HURNEY)
860205 015 LAWMAKERS MAY RELAX SPEEDING PENALTIES (KNECHT)
860219 071 SPEEDING BILL COMES OUT OF HOUSE COMMITTEE
841107 043 IS WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY NECESSARY
850410 121 EACH CLASS CONTRIBUTES SOMETHING (WISHARD)
860423 121 SPENCER CAPTURES ART IN MUSIC (CHICOINE)
851009 Oil ''-WASTE DUMP DOESN'T AFFECT SAFETY. (LANG)
850911 081 SPINAR TAKES REGENTS TO COURT (HURNEY)
SEE ALSO ATHLETES, ATHLETICS, NAMES OF SPORTS
841024 171 OBSCURE SPORTS PROVIDE ACTION (HELLAND)
841128 182 HALL OF FAME HONORS GRADUATES (REINARDY)
850828 175 FRIENDSHIPS MAKE COLLEGE BRIGHTER
850904 151 bud's RETURN WON'T MATTER
850911 143 UNO CUTS SPORTS (DORN)
851009 161 WHAT'S GOING ON (WHITTLE)
851023 161 '''JACKRABBIT HALL OF FAME
851106 151 NBA, NHL MUST CHANGE (WHITTLE)
860115 131 '̂ -WINTER BOREDOM VANISHES AT RECREATION CENTER (STONE
860115 151 1985 REVIEW (LARSON)
860205 161 DRUGS DRAGGING DOWN SPORTSWORLD (LARSON)
860507 171 CLEAR A MIND FOR THE SUMMERTIME (LARSON)
860416 042 SPRING RULES HELP NEWCOMERS FIT IN
860430 101 '''SPRING SPORT
850116 041 IT'S ALMOST HERE
860212 034 SUITCASE PARTY WINNER WILL GO TO LA (COUGHLIN)
860319 065 BINNEWIES RESIDENT WINS TRIP TO DAYTONA
860319 143 A TIME TO STASH THE BOOKS (TOLSTEDT)
850501 131 '''SPRING FLING '85.
860319 034 '''TENSIONS PLAGUE'SRI LANKA (HUTCHES)
841017 101 *SD BOARD OF REGENTS (MCBREEN & WENZEL)
850828 Oil '''COMMITTEE APPROVES CALENDAR (HELLAND)
860212 131 STAGE CREW PLAYS VITAL ROLE
860226 081 LEGISLATURE PASSES EMPLOYEE'S TUITION BILL (MUELLER)
860416 061 STATE WORKERS DESERVE BETTER TREATMENT
860423 111 STATESMEN ALUMNI REUNITE FOR CONCERT
841024 153 *MINNESOTANS RAKE IN HONORS
860305 101 '''PROFESSOR DISPLAYS FINE ART, GRAPHICS (VANBRIESEN)
840905 041 STUD REPUTATION REQUIRES TOOLS
840912 043 A DAY IN THE LIFE OF LARRY PRESSLER
840919 061 COLUMNISTS FOUL ISSUE IDEAS (L)
840926 041 LET'S ALL DO 'THE WAVE'
841003 041 WHAT ARE THOSE FEES USED FOR ANYWAY
841010 044 RISE AND SHINE, MR STEIN
841017 041 YES, THERE IS SOME MEANING IN THIS LIFETIME
841024 041 IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF-THE REGENTS' MEETING
841031 044 CAMPAIGN BECOMES HALLOWEEN TRICKERY
841107 041 THE SPIRIT'S WILLING, BUT THE BODY'S NOT ABLE
841114 041 NO AWARD WILL EVER JUSTIFY LOSS OF WILDLIFE
841205 043 DON'T BE CAUGHT WITH YOUR PANTS DOWN
841212 041 DIPLOMACY FOR SAYING 'SO LONG, SALLY'
850116 043 STUDENTS CAN'T SIT BACK
850123 041 CARTOON CENSORSHIP CHILDISH














850213 043 DON'T INTERRUPT THE IDEAL
850220 041 A PLACE CLOCKS DON'T TICK
850227 043 CANDIDATES OBJECT, REVEAL INSECURITY
850313 043 NOW YOU TEST YOUR CAMPUS SAVVY
850320 041 WILDLIFE, NATURE CONTINUE FIGHT AGAINST PROGRESS
850327 043 BLINDERS PUSH US AWAY FROM IDEAL
850410 043 USE STRENGTH FROM WITHIN
850417 041 THAT EXTRA $75,000
850424 041 DOPEY, GRUMPY GET 'NO COMMENT' TREATMENT
850501 041 CANOE, OUTDOORS WILL FULFILL DREAMS OF TRANQUILITY
850828 043 STEIN'S SUMMER BORING
850904 043 REGENT'S POLITICAL AMBITIONS RUINED
850911 043 MEETS LAKE CAMPBELL CHALLENGE
850918 043 NEW STUDENT REGENT
850925 041 MCFARLAND'S COMMENTS NOT IN EDUCATION'S INTEREST
851002 041 ROTUNDA'S WOOD SCULPTURE
851009 041 LIFE AS AN OUTDOORSMAN
851016 041 WRITE-UPS COME BACK TO HAUNT
851016 053 STEIN'S REASONING NEEDS SOME SANDING (L)
851023 041 ANSWERS TO WRITE-UPS SHOULD BE EXPECTED
851030 043 SD FACES NEW WATER WAR
851106 041 LABEL MISTAKE CAUSES PROBLEMS
851113 043 LIFE'S MYSTERIES EXPLAINED
851120 043 ASKS WHERE YEARS GO
851204 054 STEINER ENTERS ADVICE BUSINESS
851211 042 MISSING WALLET DISCOVERED
860115 . 041 PRESS FEEDS OFF TRAGIC EVENT--NOT STRAIGHT
860122 043 ENVIRONMENT IS IMPORTANT
860129 041 BLASTS FISCAL CYCLE--OFFERS SOLUTION
860205 041 JUDGING TEAM DESERVES FUNDING
860212 041 DENOUNCES CAMPUS BUDGET PROCESS
860219 051 BUDGET PROCESS NEEDS WHOLESALE CHANGES
860226 041 SIMPLE MINDS, NOT TO BE (ED)
860305 041 FRIEND'S PROBLEM BECOMES ANNOYING
860312 043 COLUMNIST CLEARS OUT CLUTTERED MIND
860319 041 RETIREMENT GENERATES MEMORIES
860409 043 PEOPLE NEED WRITING SKILLS
860416 041 WEISS' RESIGNATION MAY INDICATE WEAKNESS
860416 061 STATE WORKERS DESERVE BETTER TREATMENT
860423 043 COWBOY-LAUREATE BIDS LAST FAREWELL
841128 191 DEHAVEN, STEVENS AT NATIONAL MEET (GOHEEN)
860219 161 ^STEVENS POST PERSONAL BEST
841031 091 "MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
850911 071 ^GUBERNATORIAL CANDIDATES FOR RACE (HURNEY)
851009 081 ^STOFFERAHN OPPOSES WASTE COMPACT (FULLER)
841010 Oil '^WORKING WOMEN LOSE IN SALARY
841114 Oil COLLEGE--RIGHT TIME FOR FINDING HUSBAND (SCHWEIGERT)
860219 083 CITY REQUIRES CONSTRUCTION OF SIDEWALKS (SCHULZ)
860319 085 CITY PLANS TO WIDEN MAIN AVE SOUTH (SCHULZ)
860430 091 POTHOLES PLAGUE CITY STREETS (NOLZ)
841017 061 EVERYDAY FACTORS HAMPER LIFE SPAN (SCHWEIGERT)
841205 071 HOLIDAYS EQUAL STRESSFUL TIME (GREGERSEN)
.850918 111 STUART, EDIE EXHIBIT ART (FERGUSON)
860312 015 ''-committee FORMS FOR NATIONAL SEARCH
SEE ALSO FINANCIAL AID
850828 031 '''LATE STUDENT LOAN CHECKS (MADER)
851002 073 PELL GRANTS LATE (MADER)
841024 Oil FEDERATION POSTPONES SALARY PLAN (MARTIN)
841212 102 BLACK HILLS STATE REJOINS FEDERATION (WATSON)




















860129 031 FEDERATION OFFICE MAY MOVE BACK (HELLAND)
860205 091 STUDENT FEDERATION OPPOSES ADMISSIONS BILL
860212 071 STUDENTS ATTEND SHED
860416 101 FEDERATION CHOOSES PRESIDENT NEXT WEEK (JELINEK)
860430 101 STUDENT FEDERATION ELECTS SCHOOL OF MINES STUDENT
SEE ALSO TUITION, ACTIVITY CARDS
851002 073 WHERE THE BUCKS STOP
860226 072 SENATE ENDORSES RAISING STUDENT FEES (SWORD)
841031 161 sue--ENTERTAINMENT FOR SDSU (TODD)
850320 104 BUYING PAINTING HANGERS (SWORD)
850320 115 UNION EXHIBIT GETS 'OK' (DAVIDSON)
850327 031 STUDENT UNION COUNCIL CHANGES NAME (CHICOINE)
850828 075 *MINI-UNION PLANNED FOR SA
851016 041 UNION CHANGES WITH TIME (ED)
851204 075 PROJECT COSTS RELEASED
860115 035 UNION REMODELING GENERATES CONCERN
860115 036 RENOVATION
860122 051 STUDENTS LOSE POWER, INPUT (L)
860122 051 ADMINISTRATORS SHOULD OBSERVE UNION (L)
860129 031 '"'OPINIONS ON STUDENT INPUT INTO THE UNION
860129 084 '"'RENOVATION
860205 031 '"'MIKE IHNEN CUTS THROUGH OLD TUBING
860205 051 UNION REMODELING (L)
860212 065 UNION RENOVATION ON SCHEDULE
860507 035 COMMITTEE EXAMINES STUDENT UNION'S FUTURE
SEE ALSO NON-TRADITIONALS
850911 141 MINNESOTA STILL LOUSY
850220 144 '"'MARRIAGE ADDS "TWIST TO COLLEGE (LEHECKA)
850206 093 '"'EXCHANGE ADDS TO EDUCATION (SCHWEIGERT)
850206 095 70 COLLEGES PARTICIPATE (GREGERSEN)
850424 061 NATIONAL EXCHANGE BROADENS STUDENT VIEWS (OINES)
850904 101 *NSE OFFERS WORTHWHILE EXPERIENCES
SEE FOREIGN' STUDENTS
SEE SA
840912 102 STUDY HABITS IMPORTANT TO ALL (WALKER)
SEE FASHION
075 SDSU MAN FOUND DEAD
104 STUDENT-AUTHORED PLAYS HIT SUICIDE (PINT)
041 SUICIDE DOESN'T SOLVE PROBLEMS (ED)
071 FARM SUICIDE STUDY TO EXPLAIN CAUSES
083 COUNSELOR GIVES SUICIDE PREVENTION TIPS (SCHULZ)
155 SULLIVAN PERFORMANCE (STREI)
103 '"'CELEBRATION OF LIFE IS FOCUS (CANNON)
175 '"'SUNDING GEARS FOR OUTDOOR SEASON
Oil '"'PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES EXPAND PLANKS (MEINERTS)
041 HOOPS CASE IS NOT REAL TROUBLE WITH REGENTS
041 STUDENT'S EFFORT CAN AFFECT POLICIES
051 "TESTING PROGRAM TO BE DISCUSSED
043 SA WRESTLES WITH FEE ISSUE
051 LEGISLATURE WAKES UP CAPITAL CITY
031 FACULTY TO WAIT ON BILL (HELLAND)
161 SHORTAGE AFFECTS SWIM TEAM (LARSON)
185 LACK OF SWIMMERS HURTS (HERRIN)
194 ERICKSON--LAYOFF WON'T AFFECT TEAM (HELLAND)
123 LACK OF DEPTH COST JACKS DUAL WINS (REINARDY)
191 '"'SEASON FRUSTRATES ALESCH (LARSON)
211 '"'SWIMMERS LOSE TO COYOTES (HERRIN)
171 GRORUD BREAKS SCHOOL RECORDS (HELLAND)
191 SWIMMERS RESTED, READY FOR CONFERENCE (HELLAND)










































































































































































SWIMMERS HOST INVITATIONAL (DORN)
"SWIMMERS DIVE INTO ACTION
SWIMMERS PREPARE (DORN)
WOMEN WIN TWICE, MEN LOSE TO'NEB-OMAHA (LARSON)
SWIMMERS LOSE TO MANKATO STATE (NAUERTH)
GRORUD LEADS WOMEN SWIMMERS TO WIN (NAUERTH)
SWIM TEAMS FINISH WITH SIXTH-PLACE
ADVANCEMENT RELYS ON STUDENTS AND FACULTY (CHEONG)
MEXICO INVITES BAND FOR TOUR (JENSEN)
'•TWO CLUBS PUSH ANCIENT ART (LANG)
'••GOOD LOOKS VS GOOD HEALTH (LAACK)
'•LET THE SUN SHINE
REGENT DEFENDS EXECUTIVE SESSION (MCBREEN)
'̂ SD BOARD OF REGENTS (MCBREEN & WENZEL)
SDSU TASK FORCE EXAMINES EFFORTS
TAX SYSTEM NEED CHANGE
NONPAYMENT OF TAXES AFFECTS SCHOOL SYSTEM (JELINEK)
TAXI FARES TO INCREASE (KRUMBACH)
'•'STUFFING CRITTERS IS MAN'S WAY OF LIFE (SPAWN)
'•'NATION FACES TEACHER SHORTAGE (MARCHESSEAULT)
REQUIREMENTS UP FOR ED MAJORS (CHICOINE)
SA REQUESTS TEACHER EVALUATION CHANGES (OINES)
ACTIVE DIALOGUE FIGHTS STUDENT APATHY (L)
STUDENT TEACHERS TACKLE PROGRAM (STONE)
TECHSIGNS TO STRESS TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES (KOHLMAN)
-'EXHIBIT REVEALS LINK BETWEEN ART AND COMPUTERS
'•'TECHSIGN'S SCHEDULE
EVENTS GIVE SDSU CHANCE TO SHINE
TECHSIGNS OFFERS COMPUTER CONCERT
ORGANIZERS LABEL 'TECHSIGNS' SUCCESSFUL
Assuming phone service gives little benefit (fuller)
CITY firm may lose PHONE BID (GREGERSEN)
PHONES COMPANY IMPROVES SERVICE (SEEFELDT)
STUDENTS DECIDE PHONE PLAN (SEEFELDT)
"'FORUM TELLS OF PROPOSAL
PHONE COMPANY DISPUTE (HURNEY)
. STATE, BROOKINGS REACH AGREEMENT (CORDTS)
COURT DECISION ENDS TELECASTS (LANG)
DOMESTIC CHAOS SAVES MOORE (LOVITT)
KOTA LOWERS CABLE PRICES
WE ALL HAVE VICES--MINE ARE IN MIAMI
STUDENT WINS IT ALL ON 'PRICE IS RIGHT'
CABEL COMPLAINTS MAY REACH CITY REVIEW BOARD (ENGEL)
CABLE TV SERVES AS LINK (MCBREEN)
'•COMMENTS ON CABLE TELEVISION
WECOTA RESIDENTS MAY PURCHASE CABLE (BROSCHAT)
KOTA CRACKS DOWN ON CABLE PIRATES
LOCAL BUSINESSES ADVERTISE ON CABLE
KESD TO TELECAST FAMILY SHOW (FEUERSTEIN)
PUBLIC TELEVISION COUGHS UP THE BALL
'•'LOCAL STATIONS GROW
'•'MEDIA INSTRUCTOR BUILDS STUDIO (GRIFFIN)
'•'FORTY LOVE
'•'STUDENT OPINIONS ON LYBIAN THREATS
ARAB STUDENTS--VIEW LIBYA (EMERY)
AMERICANS URGED TO AID NICARAGUA
REAGAN KNOWS BEST (L)
GLOBAL TERRORISM STEMS FROM US (L)
'•'CAMPUS COMMENTS ON TESTING PROGRAM
FROSH, GRADS MAY TAKE TESTS (ERPENBACH)
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THEOBALD ROBERT 851009 071
851016 031
THEODOSOPOULOS TRI 860129 121
THEOLOGY 860129 031
THIELEN LAWRENCE 841003 034
THOMAS DENNIS 841010 151
THORSON JIM 850828 161
860122 161
TIEFENTHALER JEFF 840926 192

























STUDENTS MAY FACE TEST (ERICKSON)
STUDENTS FACE PRE-PROFESSZONAL TESTS (DECKER)
THE WORST IS EXPECTED
EXIT EXAMS FACING SENIORS (CHICOINE)
REGENTS REQUIRE TESTS FOR STUDENTS
TESTING PROGRAM HAS ADVANTAGES (ED)
FRESHMEN COMPLY WITH TESTING REQUEST
GRADUATE STUDENT OFFERS ADVICE (L)
TO ADDRESS TESTING ISSUE,
TESTING PROGRAM TO BE TOPIC (FULLER)
VALUE-ADDED TESTING GENERATES CONFUSION (LAURENCE)
TETZLAFF NEARS RECORD
TETZLAFF REWARDED FOR EFFORTS (HELLAND)
DEAR TEACHERS--PLEASE HELP
BOOK THEFTS AT LIBRARY INCREASE (TOLLEFSON)
STUDENTS REVEAL THANKSGIVING PLANS (STONE)
SEE ALSO DRAMA
COMPANY MAY BUILD THEATERS (MUELLER)
CULTURAL CENTER TO PRESENT DINNER THEATER (CHICOINE)
*JIMMY DEAN FANS REMINSCE (CHICOINE)
PRAIRIE VILLAGE PROPOSES RENT INCREASE (VANBRIESEN)
FILM CLASSICS OFFER FOREIGN CULTURE (JENSEN)
'DIAMOND STUDS' SUFFERS IN SINGING (MINDEN)
-•THIEVES- NAB UNION GREENERY (CHEONG)
WEEKEND BREAKS-INS (TOLLEFSON)
FARM THEFT STAYS CONSTANT--LOCAL LAWMAN (SCHULZ)
RELIGION, ECONOMICS TO BE DEBATED
SOCIETY MUST ACCEPT COMMUNICATIONS AGE
''•GREEK MAN'S TRADE THRIVES (NIXON)
SCHOOL OF THEOLOG LOOKS AT LITERATURE (BRALEY)
7 HONORED FOR SPECIAL SERVICE (CHICOINE)
THOMAS ENJOYS MANY SPORTS (REINARDY)
NAMED HEAD COACH (LARSON)
JIM THORSON--IN THE HOT SEAT
TIEFFENTHALER ADJUSTS TO NCC FOOTBALL (HELLAND)
TIMES SQUARE LIGHTS UP
EARLY MORNING CLUB MASTERS ORATORY (TOLSTEDT)
•'CHEWING LEAVES TELL-TALE RING (WELSH)
TORNADO SIREN TO SOUND
INDUSTRY BETTER THAN INDICATED (WATSON)
FINISH HIGH IN OPENER
TRANSFER WINS 500-METER
'•'DEHAVEN QUALIFIES FOR INDOOR MEET (CORDTS)
•'DEHAVEN WINS THREE EVENTS
SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY
RUNNING EVENTS COULD GIVE JACKS EDGE (GOHEEN)
SENIOR CLASS STRENGTHENS TEAM (GOHEEN)
MEN DOMINATE FIELD (GOHEEN)
WOMEN COLLECT WINS (GOHEEN)
DEHAVEN, TIEFENTHALER SET MARKS (GOHEEN)
HUBBARD LEADS WOMEN
TIEFENTHALER EDGES RIVAL GROSS (GOHEEN)
BROTHERTON SHAKES .SLOW START (GOHEEN)
DEHAVEN HELPS TRACK TEAM TO SECOND IN NCC (GOHEEN)
SENIORS' PERFORMANCE VITAL FOR WOMEN'S SQUAD
DEHAVEN TAKES ON BEST, TRIUMPHS (GOHEEN)
FIVE WOMEN EARN COVETED STATUS (GOHEEN)
men's NCC TRACK CHAMPIONSHIP (GOHEEN)
•'WOMEN DOMINATE (GOHEEN)
DEHAVEN WINS TWICE (GOHEEN)
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TRAFFIC VIOLATION 841017 032
860129 036
















TWIN CITY FAN 850828 043
TWINS 860312 131
ULMER DON 850227 091








CHEEVER QUALIFIES FOR NATIONALS (GOHEEN)
DEHAVEN, FALNNERY OUTDUEL COMPETITION (GOHEEN)
MEN'S TRACK TEAM TURNS IN STRONG FINISH (GOHEEN)
••BURMA'S PERFORMANCES HIGHLIGHT MAY DAY OPEN (GOHEEN
VETERANS GIVE NUCLEUS FOR INDOOR TEAM (CORDTS)
WOMEN TRACKSTERS OPEN WITH NEW LOOK (CORDTS)
MEN WARM UP FOR NCC
SUNDING CAPTURES FIRST IN. 300-METERS
WOMEN STEP TOWARD NCC CHAMPIONSHIP (NAUERTH)
DISTANCE RUNNERS WIN THREE EVENTS AT NDSU (CORDTS)
TOLZIN WINS 55-METER HURDLES
SUNDING FINISHES FIRST IN 400-METER RACE
^STEVENS'POST PERSONAL BEST
PERFORMANCE PLEASES COACH
"WOMEN TAKE FIFTH AT CONFERENCE (NAUERTH)
DEHAVEN PREPARES FOR NATIONAL MEET (CORDTS)
*SUNDING GEARS FOR OUTDOOR SEASON
DEHAVEN CAPTURES ALL-AMERICA HONORS
DISTANCE EVENTS HELP WOMEN (NAUERTH)
"WOMEN'S TEAM PLACES EIGHTH IN OPENER (NAUERTH)
DECATHLETES PACE MEN'S SQUAD (CORDTS)
-••TWO DISCUS THROWERS QUALIFY (CORDTS)
BATTLES ROLL AS WOMEN'S TRACK COACH (SEFRNA)
COMPETITION LIFTS JACKS
LOFSTEDT, SNEDEKER WIN
TEAMWORK PAYS OFF FOR DISCUS THROWERS
"DEHAVEN TAKES SECOND AT DRAKE RELAYS
\ifEATHER SLOWS SDSU'S WOMEN'S SQUAD
MEN WIN FOUR INDIVIDUAL TITLES
SNEDEKER COMES FROM BEHIND (NAUERTH)
DECATHLETES EXCEL (CORDTS)
TRAFFIC APPEALS PROCESS INADEQUATE (MADER)
TRAFFIC FINES MAY INCREASE
LAWMAKERS MAY RELAX SPEEDING PENALTIES (KNECHT)
^TRAPPING PROVIDES WAY OF LIFE
RAFFLE WINNERS HOP ON ISLAND CRUISE (OINES)
*BROOKINGS MAN EXPLORES OTHER SIDE OF USSR (ROOS)
'̂ STUDENTS' WAY TO SEE EUROPE (WISHARD)
UPC DEVELOPS NEW COMMITTEE (TOLLEFSON)
STUDENTS TO TRAVEL IN FRANCE (MARTIN)
ENROLLMENT DEADLINE SET FOR EUROPEAN TOUR
QUICK QUIZ CHALLENGES TRIVIA BUFFS
SEE ALSO STUDENT FEES
EXTRA FEES--SOLUTION OR PROBLEM (ED)
LEGISLATURE PASSES EMPLOYEE'S TUITION BILL (MUELLER)
•••BOARD OF REGENTS POSTPONES ACTIONS (HURNEY)
SRSTKA QUESTIONS FEE HIKE (TOLLEFSON)
"COLONY IN TURKEY BUSINESS (BULTMAN)
PROBLEM CLASS--CAUSE FOR TUTORS (GREGERSEN)
KRUEGER PROFILES TWIN CITY FAN
^COLLEGE IS TWICE AS NICE WITH DOUBLE (TOLSTEDT)
POTTER PURSUES CRAFT FASCINATION (PINT)
UNDERWOOD'S RECRUITING PAYS OFF
UNEMPLOYMENT DOWN IN BROOKINGS COUNTY
BROOKINGS FUND RAISER SCHEDULED FOR UNICEF
UNICEF DAY IS NOV 21
BROOKINGS AREA UNITED WAY (WENZEL)
UNITED WAY GEARS UP FOR FALL DRIVE (WATSON)
'•UNITED WAY SETS $85,000 GOAL






























850918 084 UNIVERSITY MALL GAINS 3 STORES (LANG)
SEE USD
063 UNIVERSITY RELATIONS CREATES PUBLIC IMAGE (WINTER)
043 'SIR LARRY', THE GREAT CITY
061 COLUMNISTS FOUL ISSUE IDEAS (L)
043 THE VIOLENT CYCLE CONTINUES
041 IT'S TIME FOR PRESIDENT REAGAN TO GO
043 EVALUATING THE MONDALE ADMINISTRATION
014 COMMITTEE TOWARD ELECTION OF REGENTS (PFEIL)
014 GROUP LACKS SIGNATURES (MCBREEN)
031 UPC ASKS FOR STUDENTS' VIEWS (PFEIL)
151 *fear of falling no problem (MORRILL)
181 '"^ORIGINALITY IS KEY TO LOOK (CORDTS)
105 FORMER CIA WORKER EXPOSES OTHER SIDE (DAVIDSON)
051 CONGRESSIONAL QUESTIONS
015 FORMER USD PROFESSOR FILES SUIT
084 COED LIVING ARRANGEMENT (LANG)
074 USD'S NETOST COED LIVING STYLE
051 USD STUDENTS CLARIFY FACTS
121 SDSU, USD GREEK SOCIETIES DIFFER (SPAWN)
012 USD NURSING RECEIVES FUNDS (MCBREEN)
034 MAJOR, EQUIPMENT FOR SDSU
011 'THINK POSITIVE'--PAST INSTRUCTOR (WENZEL)
091 EQUIPMENT TRANSFERRED TO PIERRE (LAACK)
012 CLUBS TREAT WOMEN EQUALLY (SCHWEIGERT)
043 A VALENTINE'S DAY STORY
141 OUTLOOK FOR CUPID'S DAY (BULTMAN)
141 '"-ROSES, BALLOONS ABOUND
145 HISTORY OF VALENTINE'S REVEALS RITUALS
054 VANDALS NOT SOLUTION (L)
031 STUDENTS CAUSE LITTLE DAMAGE (KOHLMAN)
051 VANDALISM AFFECTS STUDENT UNION
Oil VALUE-ADDED TESTING GENERATES CONFUSION (LAURENCE)
031 '"-PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
051 STUDENT PAYS TRIBUTE TO LOST UNCLE (L)
Oil SEARCH GROUPS BEGIN SCREENING APPLICANTS
171 VIDEOS TRANSFORM YOUR HOME
101. VIDEO RENTAL BUSINESS BOOMS (JENSEN)
014 VIDEOS PROMOTE SDSU (RUCKDASCHEL)
062 '"'STUDENT STARTS RENTAL (TOLLEFSON)
131 '"'VIDEO SHOP EXPANDS SERVICE
141 MOVIE RENTAL OUTLETS CONVENIENT (HEGGESTAD)
101 '"'FRENCH SINGER VISITS CAMPUS
043 THE VIOLENT CYCLE CONTINUES
091 '"'DOMESTIC ABUSE GOES ON (HURNEY)
081 DOMESTIC ABUSE (HURNEY)
Oil NON-VIOLENCE THROUGH EDUCATION (MEINERTS)
051 SYMPOSIUM OFFERS INSIGHT (L)
042 AGRESSIONS RESTRICT US CITIZENS
051 SANDINISTAS VS. CONTRAS (L)
051 REAGAN'S AMBITIONS INCLUDE WARTIME DUTIES (L)
054 LIBYA RAID WAS WRONG (L)
111 VIOLIN MAKER CARVES MUSIC (TOLSTEDT)
121 '"'VOLSTORFF DONATES FAMILY VIOLIN (VANBRIESEN)
091 '"'GAMBILL CITES CHANGES IN ART
111 ART DEPARMENT AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS (JENSEN)
081 CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE PROFILES (MCBREEN)
091 OFFICIALS CONSIDER LOTTERY (HURNEY)
241 '"'BURMA, LANGFORD LEAD VETERAN TEAM (HERRIN)












































































840912 131 SSU DOWNS JACKS (HERRIN)
840919 201 'VjacOBSON CONTRIBUTES SKILLS
840926 171 ^VOLLEYBALL TEAM WINS (LARSON)
841003 221 *ALLYN'S CREW KEEPS WINNING (HERRIN)
841010 163 *SDSU VOLLEYBALL SQUAD LOST MATCH (HERRIN)
841017 .195 JACKS' PERFORMANCE DISAPPOINTS ALLYN (HERRIN)
841024 171 PASSING, LINEUP CHANGES HURT (HERRIN)
841031 235 ALLYN'S TEAM TURNS IN BEST SHOWING (HERRIN)
841107 141 "TEAMWORK PROPELS JACKS TO VICTORIES (HELLAND)
841114 151 *SDSU'S PERFORMANCE PEAKS (HERRIN & HELLAND)
850828 181 ^VOLLEYBALL SQUAD TO OPEN SEASON (STEIN)
850918 175 NETTERS FINISH FOURTH
850925 165 VOLLEYBALL SQUAD PLACES FIFTH (DORN)
851002 141 VOLLEYBALL TEAM REACHES SEMIS (DORN)
851009 141 VOLLEYBALL TEAM LOSES TWICE (WHITTLE)
851016 176 ^NETTERS DROP TWO AT HOME
851023 173 JACKRABBITS LOSE AGAIN
851030 191 VOLLEYBALL TEAM DRILLS COYOTES
851106 141 VOLLEYBALL SQUAD FINISHES SECOND (DORN)
860219 035 VOLLEYBALL PITS MAY BE BUILT
860212 121 'WOLSTORFF DONATES FAMILY VIOLIN (VANBRIESEN)
841031 192 PROGRAM OFFERS STUDENTS WORK (WHEELER)
841128 081 *M&M'S PROVIDES MALE ROLE
841010 044 SHOULD YOU VOTE
841024 053 SA OFFERS REGISTRATION INFORMATION (L)
841031 014 VOTER REGISTRATION ON THE UPSWING (WATSON)
841114 084 ^STATE'S TURNOUT ALWAYS HIGH (WATSON)
851023 043 LOW WAGES HURT RESIDENTS
850911 Oil ''-JANKLOW PICKS SDSU JUNIOR (MCBREEN)
850918 Oil ^STUDENT REGENT EXPLAINS APPOINTMENT (MCBREEN)
850918 043 NEW STUDENT REGENT
851023 101 'WAGNER ATTENDS USD MEETING
841031 101 *MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS
850129 061 NAMES MEMBERS TO ADVISORY COUNCIL
850410 013 REGENTS PICK WAGNER ON CAMPUS (FULLER)
850417 Oil '̂ NEW PRESIDENT TACKLES DUTIES (HARVEY)
850417 Oil WAGNER GIVES SUPPORT (MEINERTS)
851016 Oil HOBO--''-HOBO DAY CHANGES POSITIVE ONES
851016 .063 SDSU'S MISSION IS RESEARCH (FULLER)
860129 061 NAMES MEMBERS TO ADVISORY COUNCIL
860226 091 'WAGNERS VALUE TIME TOGETHER (MUELLER)
860409 Oil 'WAGNER MEETS CHALLENGES, WEATHERS TURMOIL (FULLER)
SEE ANTI-NUCLEAR MOVE
851016 021 HOBO--TRANCE ACT BACK (LAPKA)
841017 Oil MCCRORY GARDENS FUND DRIVE (HARVEY)
850123 074 NEW WATER DISTRICTS COPING WELL (ENGEL)
851030 043 SD FACES NEW WATER WAR
840912 031 '•'SIDEWALK STUDY
841128 071 AA SCRAPE WITH THE WEATHER
841205 091 'WINTER WORK
841212 034 '>SNOW ART
841212 064 -'PUDDLE POUNDER
851120 014 '"'ICE AGE
851204 041 SCHOOL CLOSING IS TOUGH ISSUE (ED)
851204 051 CLASSES ARE NOT WORTH RISK (L)
851211 091 BLIZZARD DEPLETES CITY FUNDS
860212 014 '"'DOGPILE ON . . .
860305 014 'WNOW'S A BEACH
860312 031 WAGNER ANNOUNCES POLICY (COUGHLIN)
















860319 094 *NIGHT LIGHT
860409 061 ''-SPRING WEATHER
860409 091 '"fAPRIL SHOTORS
860430 Oil *SUNRISE, SUNSET
841017 064 '"-THANK GOD IT'S NOT MY YARD
841128 091 state's WEATHER VARIES (FULLER)
841212 043 KNOW HOW TO ACT, REACT ON ICE
851211 061 RISK OF TRAVEL WASN'T WORTH (L)
860115 081 EARLY WINTER HITS STATE (NOLZ)
860115 082 COLD AFFECTS FARMERS (NOLZ)
860129 013 ''-SNOW BUSTIN'
860205 Oil ^FROST AND FOG
860409 012 '''BIRDS OF A FEATHER
860416 Oil '"RAIN,' RAIN GO AWAY
860423 081 '''SOGGY SEASON
860319 061 WECOTA RESIDENTS MAY PURCHASE CABLE (BROSCHAT)
840919 214 RUNNING BACK TANDEM GAINS YARDS (HELLAND)
841114 181 '"COWBOYS LASSO JACKS (REINARDY)
841212 204 WEGHER, ETHIER MAY GO PRO (REINARDY)
850828 171 '"'WEGHER WAITING FOR A CHANGE
851009 161 WEIGHT ROOM PLANNED (REINARDY)
860312 013 '"'KNECHT, WEISS WIN (HURNEY)
860416 Oil '"'WEISS RESIGNS, HERRIN TAKES OVER (TOLLEGSON)
860416 041 QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ASKED OF SA-LEADERS (ED)
860416 041 WEISS' RESIGNATION MAY INDICATE WEAKNESS
860423 031 '"'COMMENTS ON KELLY WIESS' RESIGNATION
SEE ALSO HEALTH
841024 061 COMMITTEE EXPANDS SERVICES (DECKER)
850206 082 HOLISTIC WELLNESS HEALTH FAIR THEME (WOLF)
850220 031 '"'CLOWNIN' AROUND
850220 061 '"'FAIR CENTERS ON HOLISTIC HEALTH (WOLF)
860212 061 WELLNESS FAIR TO FOCUS ON LIFESTYLES (TOLLEFSON)
860219 035 WELLNESS FAIR BEGINS TODAY
860226 061 HARDING LECTURE FOCUSES ON CHANGE (TOLLEFSON)
860226 071 HEALTH SERVICE ANNOUNCES WELLNESS WINNERS
840905 041 REMOVAL OF NECESSARY ITEMS
840919 043 LEAVE THE CALENDAR TO BEAVER
841003 043 HOBOES SHOULD NEVER TELL PARENTS
841017 041 SENIORS MUST BEWARE
841031 043 EXPERIENCES WHICH PUNCTUATE LIVES
841114 043 TODAY AT STATE UNIVERSITY
841205 041 FEED HUNGRY AFRICANS
850116 043 THIS SEMESTER IS SO MANY THINGS
850123 041 TO BB OR NOT TO BB
850206 043 ON THE ORIGINS OF SUCKING FACE
850213 041 THE WORST IS EXPECTED
850220 043 LADIES' NIGHT--FLEX GLANDS
850227 043 BASKETBALL, BABIES AND THINGS
850227 064 COLUMN ATTACKS SEXIST ADS (L)
850313 041 QUIZ HELPS STUDENTS ANSWER APPEAL QUESTION
850320 043 SAFETY FORCES OUT PARADE TRADITION
850327 041 GETTING GUYS TOGETHER BRIGHTENS DAY
850410 041 REGENTS SHOULD FOLLOW FATHER'S SIMPLE ADVICE
850417 043 IT WAS A VIRGINAL EXPERIENCE
850424 041 'SNIGLET' CRAZE OVERTAKING OLD DEFINITIONS
850501 043 GRADUATES APPRECIATE ALL WHO HELPED
851016 111 VIOLIN MAKER CARVES MUSIC (TOLSTEDT)
850911 141 MINNESOTA STILL LOUSY
841031 091 '"MEET THE OFFICE-SEEKERS




















850320 041 WILDLIFE, NATURE CONTINUE FIGHT AGAINST PROGRESS
851113 024 DINNER HITS 37TH YEAR
860319 171 DEPARTMENT NEEDS NEW BUILDING (KAYSER)
841031 192 PROFESSORS CONTRIBUTE TO BOOKS (WHEELER)
850925 043 WRITER RETURNS TO COLLEGIAN
851023 043 LOW WAGES HURT RESIDENTS
851106 043 MONEY PROBLEMS FOR THE STATES
851120 043 SHOULDN'T BE TREATED LIKE INDUSTRIES
860115 054 ACCURACY IN ACADEMIA--NOT WAY TO LEARN
860129 043 STATE READIES FOR BIRTHDAY
860212 041 SD LEGISLATURE LETS CITIZENS EXPRESS VIEWS
860226 043 US SECURITY PLAN DOUBTED
860312 043 TAX SYSTEM NEED CHANGE
860409 043 FACULTY DOUBTS EVALUATIONS' VALIDITY
860423 041 PRICE OF LIBYAN RAID UPSETS SOME AMERICANS
860507 041 SUGGESTED CHANGES COULD PERFECT CAMPUS
841003 034 7 HONORED FOR SPECIAL SERVICE (CHICOINE)
860219 071 LIVING WILL BILL REPORTED OUT OF HOUSE COMMITTEE
850424 151 WILSON'S SEARCH PAYING OFF (GOHEEN)
851113 131 ''-DEHAVEN LEADS TO SWEEP
841107 051 SENATE MUST FACE HIGHER EDUCATION ISSUES
860205 031 USD WRITER SPEAKS ABOUT WOMEN (PFEIL)
850213 141 *rock MUSIC IS EVIL (FEUERSTEIN)
SEE ENERGY WIND
841107 161 ^WINQUIST COMPETES AT PERTH (REINARDY)
841107 081 *final TOUCHES
841128 061 PLAN AHEAD FOR WINTER TEMPS
851113 091 ^WINTER WONDERLAND
840912 041 FRIENDLY GAME, UNFRIENDLY RULES
840926 041 HOBO WEEK EVENTS
841010 044 SHOULD YOU VOTE
841024 041 YOU^CAN GO HOME AGAIN
841107 041 SEX NO LONGER SOLVES BOOK SELLING DILEMMA
841128 041 SELF-FULFILLMENT, CAREER MORE IMPORTANT
841212 043 KNOW HOW TO ACT, REACT ON ICE
850116 041 IT'S ALMOST HERE
850206 041 SHOULD WE GO IT ALONE
850220 041 FARMERS SHARE PLIGHT
850313 041 MEN'S RIGHTS INALIENABLE IN BATHROOM
850327 041 THOSE HIGHWAY SIGNS
850417 043 PEOPLE MAKE SYSTEM A DEMOCRACY
850501 041 A MESSAGE FOR PARENTS
860312 031 WAGNER ANNOUNCES POLICY (COUGHLIN)
860305 061 'VnegATIVE EXPERIENCES CAN BE HELPFUL
840905 071 INVESTIGATION CLEARS SDSU ATHLETICS
840912 113 '"-WOMAN PROVES SHE CAN TOO (MAHAFFY)
841010 Oil '"-WORKING WOMEN LOSE IN SALARY
841024 012 CLUBS TREAT WOMEN EQUALLY (SCHWEIGERT)
841031 072 FEMALES MAKE IMPACT ON POLITICAL REALM
841114 Oil COLLEGE--RIGHT TIME FOR FINDING HUSBAND (SCHWEIGERT)
841114 053 PLEASE DON'T BE INCONSIDERATE (HOLMES)
841128 041 SELF-FULFILLMENT, CAREER MORE IMPORTANT
850123 031 LANGUAGE PREVENTS EQUALITY (CHICOINE)
850213 061 WOMENS' RIGHTS HURT
850220 051 MUSLIMS EXTOL WOMEN'S RIGHTS
850320 051 SOCIAL REVOLUTION FOR WOMEN'S RIGHTS
850327 041 EAST, WEST PLACE WIVES DIFFERENTLY (ED)
850327 051 ISLAMIC WOMEN RECEIVE EDUCATION, ARE LEADERS
850410 051 ISLAMIC REVOLUTION OFFERED WOMEN NEW CHOICE




















850925- 135 WOMEN'S MAKEUP IS FASCINATING HOBBY (ENGEL)
851016 041 MORE WOMEN IN WORK FORCE
860205 031 USD WRITER SPEAKS ABOUT WOMEN (PFEIL)
851211 171 CENTER FOR WOMEN IS CRISES
850116 161 ^WORDLAW LEARNS FROM PRO (REINARDY)
841114 121 '''EMPLOYMENT WITH VARIETY (WOLF)
851030 101 '"'FARM WIFE LENDS SUPPORT
841003 034 7 HONORED FOR SPECIAL SERVICE (CHICOINE)
840912 131 ENGEL ACCEPTS JOB (HELLAND)
841114 161 GRAPPLERS OPEN SEASON WITH STRONG SHOWING (LANG)
841205 162 '"'LOHR FIGHTING OFF INJURIES (LANG)
841205 162 WRESTLERS GAIN EXPERIENCE (REINARDY)
841212 201 ^WRESTLERS SPLIT AT DUAL TOURNAMENT (GOHEEN)
850116 142 WRESTLERS SURVIVE WEEKEND SCHEDULE (LARSON)
850123 121 WRESTLERS FACE TOUGH NDSU MATCH (LARSON)
850206 221 "-'WRESTLERS DOMINATE MORRIS (LARSON & HELLAND)-
850213 184 VIKINGS TOP JACKRABBITS (LARSON)
850220 191 SDSU HOSTS CHAMPIONSHIPS
850220 201 '̂ CHAMPIONSHIPS OFFER STIFF COMPETITION (LARSON)
850220 201 WALK-ONS MAKE DIFFERENCE (REINARDY)
850227 121 '"'TWO JACKS EARN TITLES (LARSON)
850313 153 '"'MCCULLOUGH PLACES SECOND (LARSON)
850320 164 MCCULLOUGH'S SEASON ENDS AT CHAMPIONSHIPS
851016 053 PRO WRESTLING SUPPORTERS HAVE CLASS (L)
851204 154 WRESTLERS SWEEP BEARS IN OPENER
851211 234 WRESTLERS IMPROVE AT WISCONSIN MATCHES
860115 171 WRESTLERS COME FROM BEHIND (DORN)
860122 181 '''POSTMA WRESTLES DESPITE INJURIES
860122 181 WIN FOUR, GAIN CONDITIONING
860129 154 WRESTLERS DEFEAT ST. CLOUD
860205 175 WRESTLERS HOST,PAIR OF SQUADS (DORN)
860212 171 '"'NDSU HANDS JACKS FIRST LOSS (DORN)
860219 131 '''WRESTLERS EDGED BY VIKINGS 21-20
860219 131 '''BROTHERS PUSH COX TO BECOME BETTER WRESTLER
860226 161 '̂ JACKS TAKE SECOND, SIX QUALIFY (DORN)
860226 191 CAREER LEAVES HEAVYIJEIGHT DOWN AND OUT (REINARDY)
860305 151 '''SDSU WRESTLERS FINISH NINTH, 3 PLACE (DORN)
860319 181 '''AMATEUR JACKS WIN (DORN)
841024 Oil HUMOR TO HIGHLIGHT CONFERENCE (GREGERSEN)
841128 054 POET'S FANTASY PROVIDES... (L)
850918 036 ^PLAYWRIGHT TO ADDRESS CONFERENCE
850227 051 REMEMBERED 20 YEARS AFTER DEATH
860305 051 MUSLIM STUDENTS RECALL DEATH OF MALCOM X (L)
851016 051 HOBO--YACHT REGATTA LAKE CAMPBELL STYLE
850116 061 YANKTON COEDS SKIP SDSU (WOLF)
850904 081 SAVES YANKTON COLLEGE (LANG)
850911 114 '''FORCES MAN TO FLEE HOMELAND
850925 083 '̂ PROGRAM HELPS LONELY CHILDREN (YOUTH)
850417 125 ZIVANOVIC PICKED TO PRESENT WORK AT CONFERENCES
850327 145 ZULK EARNS COACHING HONOR
850828 161 ^ZULK ACCEPTS JOB'IN IDAHO
860423 061 NASA ASTRONAUTS TO SPEAK AT TECHSIGNS
860430 031 TEST PILOT TELLS ABOUT SHUTTLE TRAINING (KOHLMAN)
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